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ABSTRACT 

The dissertation investigates the origins, implementation, and effects of transparency in development aid. 

Transparency is a key tenet in most contemporary governance reforms because of its inherent value and 

expected instrumental benefits. Under the auspice of transparency, standardized information disclosure 

practices – an increasingly common yet understudied form of transparency – are being deployed in the 

development field to improve governance. The relationship between disclosing information and 

improved aid is, however, conceptually unclear, underspecified, poorly validated and arguably 

problematic. This research tackles these issues by identifying the origins of aid transparency, theorising 

the global architecture for information disclosure and investigating its consequences for governing. The 

approach of the dissertation is institutional, emphasising the steering influences of the imperative to 

disclose data.  

 

The research builds on a multi-method design with four empirical parts. The first part explores how 

information sharing developed into a global norm. The second part consists of two donor case studies 

that consider what aid transparency entails in practice. The third part links information disclosure and 

aid governance qualities through quantitative analysis to pinpoint what kind of governing information 

disclosure contributes to. The fourth part inspects how information disclosure over time generates 

implicit conditionalities in global aid flows. The thesis argues and shows empirically that the spread of 

aid transparency contributes to a self-perpetuating form of aid governance where donors disclose to 

obtain evidence and seek evidence to be able to disclose. This elusive quest for evidence has political 

implications as it shapes who gets funds. The unfortunate risk of the openness paradigm is pushing the 

development field towards two-tiered aid governance where those recipients that possess the institutional 

capabilities to partake data-dense governing benefit disproportionately compared to others, who are left 

to fend for themselves or rely on alternative funding from outside of the Western, data-obsessed donor 

establishment. 
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1. Introduction  

The dissertation investigates the origins, implementation, and influence of transparency in development 

aid. The research explores how ideas and practices to ensure transparency became largely unchallenged 

in the development field and what occurs when global performance-oriented information disclosure 

standards are implemented in domestic settings and come to have steering implications. The dissertation 

theorises the power basis of disclosure-driven governance and the mechanisms by which it obtains 

transformative influences and shows empirically, using both qualitative and quantitative methods, what 

kind of repercussions emerge when the development field is moving towards full disclosure. In doing so, 

the thesis provides a critical examination of disclosure practices that in the name of transparency and 

evidence are being vigorously promoted and implemented across the development field.  

At the outset it should be noted that governing “transparently” – in ways that enable citizens to see how 

the government functions – is at the heart of democratic governance. Insight allows citizen to know what 

their governments are up to and can help holding them accountable for their performance. Accordingly, 

transparency is widely lauded democratic norm that define collective expectations about what should be 

considered appropriate behaviour for actors with a given identity (Katzenstein 1998; Finnemore and 

Sikkink 1998). To be credible actors in on the global arena, states need to be transparent. 

In the best of worlds, citizen would have the chance to see governing in action, by themselves in real 

time. But as direct access is rarely practically feasible, governments provide alternative indirect avenues 

for critical scrutiny. Most countries have, at least nominally, introduced institutional rules and 

arrangements to ensure that citizens have a chance to see and understand how government functions. 

The taken for granted nature of transparency is reflected in that even countries with questionable records 

of human rights and good governance are making transparency pledges, take part in global information 

sharing initiatives (Öge 2016; Michener 2015), adapt freedom of information legislation (Berliner 2014) 

and disclose performance data to international institutions (Hollyer, Rosendorff, and Vreeland 2018). 

There are many ways to provide insight and understanding. The most common arrangements are freedom 

of information (FOI) laws and arrangements that safeguard a free and well-functioning media apparatus. 

However, in the past decades driven by changing steering ideologies and technological opportunities, 

new arrangements and instruments have been developed that allow us to generate, spread and use 

information about how governments in new ways that are changing both how we conceptualise 

transparency and the way it is practiced. Since the late 90s, hand in hand with the rise of governance 

indicators, information disclosure arrangements have boomed and been introduced in the name of 
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transparency in several policy areas as a presumably non-intrusive and agile governing instruments (Fung, 

Graham, and Weil 2007).  

An important feature of modern disclosure arrangements is that they do not consider transparency as a 

fundamental goal but rather seeks to induce change by nudging behaviour in some desired way, as defined 

by the creators of the disclosure arrangements. So, by practising transparency through information 

disclosure, we are increasingly viewing transparency through an economic-rational lens rather than a 

democratic one; transparency is supposed to encourage benchmarking, alter behaviour, and improve 

performance. Accordingly, the concept has become transformative and shifted from being an intrinsic 

goal to means to deliver other objectives: disclosure of data allows performance assessments and 

incentivises better conduct. In many areas of societal problem-solving, ranging from local healthcare 

delivery to global environmental management, information disclosure is today used as a steering 

instrument to change the behaviour of both the users and disclosers of information. For instance, to 

advance environmental goals, the disclosure of data on emissions might encourage a consumer to make 

environmentally conscious choices, thus incentivising producers of goods to reduce emissions during the 

production process. The instrumental notion of transparency builds on the pervasive idea in modern 

governance that the more data we can produce about how a system functions, the more rational and 

efficient societal problem solving is bound to become ( e.g. Tsoukas 1997). But as this dissertation shows, 

using disclosure for governing purposes is never quite that straightforward.  

This thesis argues and shows empirically that the shift towards instrumental information disclosure is a 

considerable conceptual reorganization of transparency that generates self-perpetuating institutional and 

political consequences. We still speak of and laud transparency as if the underlying institutional rules and 

practices had never changed, which is not only misleading but also risky. The changes in how we 

conceptualise, and practice transparency have only recently been acknowledged and have so far been 

inadequately analysed. There is some evidence about if and under what circumstances information 

disclosure arrangements function as intended (e.g. Fung, Graham, and Weil 2007) but apart for principal-

agent frameworks, little theorizing, conceptual work, and empirical evidence about the governing 

dynamics at play when using transparency instrumentally in modern governance. 

This thesis tackles these issues by investigating disclosure practices in the development field, a policy 

domain that has experienced a considerable shift towards information disclosure and indicator-driven 

governance in what has been called an “openness paradigm” or “transparency revolution” (Linders, 

2013). In the past two decades, generating, disclosing, and using data on how development funds are 

distributed and what donors achieve has become one of the key remedies promoted by international 

institutions to make development aid work better and enhance the collective performance (Bellver and 
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Kaufmann 2005; Moon and Williamson 2010; Cornwall and Eade 2010; Pomerantz 2011; Brass 2016). 

The adherence to global information disclosure standards has become the de facto benchmark for assessing 

transparency in the field and global aid transparency rankings and campaigns provide normative pressure 

for donors to step up their disclosure game and publish data on their aid flows and activities. Simply put, 

the development sector is moving rapidly towards full disclosure in the name of transparency even though 

we know little about how these practices are supposed to function and what kind of effects they produce.  

Analysing information disclosure as a governing tool in this domain is important as research on disclosure 

arrangements is usually limited to constrained settings where the users of information are identified, the 

goals and desired behavioural change are specific, and the intervention logic of the disclosure 

arrangement is clearly theorised. This is certainly not the case in the development context.  

Global development is a particularly interesting policy area for analysing the role of disclosure and use of 

data. The field is characterised by considerable complexity, unpredictability and diverging political 

interests (Linders 2013; Burall, Maxwell, and Menocal 2006). And as will be discussed in chapter 4, the 

field has for decades had a well-documented need for information to alleviate coordination deficiencies. 

In this fragmented domain all activities involves several actors with conflicting interests across 

geographical locations, making coordination and collective action inherently difficult. The absence of a 

central authority accentuates the need for information and transparency could potentially fill this gap.  

Global development is also a place where noble intentions and pompous humanitarian rhetoric collides 

with the crass reality of politics, veiled interests, and power politics. The sector is heavily goal-oriented 

(e.g., millennium development goals) but the intervention logics by which the goals are to be achieved 

tend to be massively underspecified and often the goals can be internally inconsistent. Using transparency 

for steering purposes can in some cases push information users and disclosers towards common policy 

objectives, but this could be awfully difficult considering that the logic by which information disclosure 

is expected to contribute to improved aid is poorly specified. We could expect widespread support for 

transparency on a rhetorical level, among donors, international financial institutions (IFIs), recipients, 

and NGOs due to the normative desirability of transparency and simply, because outwardly it makes 

sense to generate, share and use data. But what happens when we practice transparency is unclear. Given 

the political nature of aid, goal diversity and complex intervention logics, we are likely to see transparency 

being used to promote donor interests. Further, considering how exactly transparency is supposed to 

generate better aid is unclear, it would not be surprising to see aid transparency starting to live a life of 

its own, shaping aid in accordance with its own internal logic and requirements.   

Global aid governance is becoming more “transparent”, but many questions remain unanswered. This 

dissertation intends to answer some foundational questions regarding the disclosure craze in the 
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development field. When and why did the development sector start regarding information disclosure as 

transparency? What happens when donors disclose aid data, and does it make aid better? And perhaps 

most importantly, what kind of governance are we getting because of information disclosure and what 

kind of policy consequences may emerge as a result the disclosure agenda? 

1.1. Rationale and Outline   

The thesis is an attempt to map the origins, examine the implementation and disentangle the 

consequences of the new global transparency architecture though a series of empirical investigations 

based on a sequential multi-method research design. Rather than treating aid transparency as an 

unquestioned democratic good, the thesis critically examines the concept, places it in a historical and 

ideational context and untangles real empirical implications from the overly positive narratives and 

performative elements of transparency. The aim is to understand the effects of information disclosure 

practices and the role of numerical information in contemporary aid governance.  

To do so, the research takes an institutional approach and draws on a range of theoretical ideas from 

sociological institutionalism, constructivist IR-theory, global governance, public administration as well as 

development literature. The dissertation borrows freely concepts and insights from these fields and in 

doing so, this research is unfortunately bound to not fully do justice to any of them. Nevertheless, the 

interdisciplinary approach is necessary considering the issue at hand: information disclosure in global aid 

governance does not conform to organisational boundaries or administrative levels. It involves a 

multitude of actors, structures and processes ranging from civil servants to expert networks to 

international institutions. The practice is local, but the implications of disclosure are likely to be systemic 

and global.  

The thesis deals with issues arising from the fact that the relationship between transparency and improved 

governing is underspecified, inadequately validated, and problematic. The question of how transparency 

is supposed to make aid better is more often based on vague and normatively articulated hopes and 

expectations, such as generating a “culture of openness” or “introducing more accountability” than a 

clearly outlined and specific theory of change backed by empirical evidence (Bellver and Kaufmann 2005; 

Gaventa and McGee 2013; Gutman and Horton 2015; McGee 2013; Weaver and Peratsakis 2014). These 

problems are partly driven by conceptual ambiguity. Research on transparency in public administration 

and governance shows that the concept includes a range of arrangements and behaviours that are often 

associated with, but difficult to disentangle form other desirable governance characteristics such as the 

core tenets of good governance. This entanglement has contributed to a firm belief that transparency 

enables better governing and more data is always better, even though recent empirical research on the 

effects of transparency has cast doubt on whether transparency lives up to its expected benefits 
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(Grimmelikhuijsen et al. 2017). Unfortunately, disclosure arrangements often don’t work as expected 

there are considerable risks of unintended effects associated with information disclosure and data for 

governing purposes. Tweaking policy and behaviour with disclosure is prone to distortions, especially 

when the feedback-loops between disclosure and desired behavioural change are poorly specified.   

Despite caution and mixed evidence, it is considered universally desirable to be transparent. Why the 

norm and its manifestation as information disclosure is hardly meeting any resistance is puzzling. Still, 

disclosure practices are spreading into new domains and in development aid, driven by hopes of 

democratic accountability, legitimacy, efficiency, and performance, and encouraged by international 

institutions, more and more states are joining the movement to produce, distribute and use aid data. The 

development field is swiftly adapting disclosure practices, but we know little about the consequences.  

Demanding transparency and implementing disclosure practices is neither a neutral act of making aid 

visible nor inconsequential window dressing. This dissertation stresses that by practicing information 

disclosure in the development field – releasing forward-looking financial data, project descriptions and 

results and opening organisations third-party assessments – donors engage in a repetitive institutional 

practice that contribute to a rationalistic vision of governing dominated by risk mitigation and a desire to 

display evidence with considerable institutional and political consequences.  By collecting, producing, and 

disseminating data, donors incrementally and inadvertently modify how aid is governed, in a way that 

allows governance indicators have a considerable steering influence, possibly overshadowing political 

considerations and the professional judgement of civil servants.  

This dissertation argues that the spread of aid and the reliance on indicators for governing constitutes to 

a self-perpetuating global governance arrangement – a disclosure machinery – where donors disclose to 

obtain evidence and seek evidence to be able to disclose. This elusive quest for evidence to be able to 

“transparent” about what tax-funds achieve has clear political and policy implications as it generates 

material consequences and shapes where global aid flows are directed. Donors prefer to engage with 

recipients who can disclose data that can be rendered into governance indicators to be used in steering 

aid. The inescapable unintended consequence of these developments is a differentiated shift of the 

development sector towards a two-tier aid governance, where transparent donors primarily engage with 

transparent recipient that possess institutional capabilities to generate, process and feed data to the 

disclosure machinery. The recipients that lack ability and resources to participate in this disclosure game 

will ultimately see their funding dwindle, fall behind or be left to find other sources of funding. It would 

be preposterous from a democratic perspective to argue against citizen insight, accountability and 

governing informed by evidence, but from a development perspective these developments are dubious 

if recipients with the least functioning administrations and poorest citizens see their aid flows dwindle.  
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Two theoretical and four empirical chapters lead the dissertation to these conclusions. Chapter 2 is a 

literature review and conceptual discussion that outlines the key issues that the dissertation sets out to 

investigate. Chapter 3 is a theoretical chapter that sketches a schematic model of the disclosure machinery 

and discusses the social dynamics by which the machinery becomes a self-sustaining force in modern aid 

governance. The first two empirical chapters are qualitative analyses. Chapter 4 analyses norm 

development and the ideational underpinnings of information disclosure and Chapter 5 focuses on the 

practice of disclosure and the implementation of disclosure practices in donor organisations. These two 

chapters have iteratively informed the theory building effort. The latter two empirical chapters are 

statistical analyses that based on following aid flows strive to capture the governing dynamics and policy 

consequences of aid transparency. Chapter 6 links information disclosure to managerial governance 

aimed at efficiency and displaying evidence and chapter 7 examines if the linkages are causal, focusing on 

if shifts in donor information disclosure alter aid allocation dynamics over time. Chapter 8 provides 

concluding remarks about the dynamics of the disclosure machinery. The outline is displayed in Figure 1 

below. Next, the empirical chapters are briefly summarised to provide an overview of the themes and the 

line of argument.  
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the research design 

 
Note: The figure displays a schematic overview and flow chart displaying the research design and the individual chapters. 
Chapters 2 and 3 are theoretical discussions, chapters 4 and 5 qualitative and chapters 6 and 7 quantitative analyses. The 
qualitative chapters contributed iteratively to the theory building effort, whereas the quantitative chapters test theorised 
dynamics of the disclosure machinery. The arrows indicate the workflow that ultimately culminates with concluding remarks 
in Chapter 8.   
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1.1.1. Field development 

Chapter 4 is a mapping exercise and conceptual investigation that analyses the ideational undercurrents 

that contributed to the rise of the disclosure machinery. The chapter investigates data sharing 

arrangements in the development field over the years and shows how administrative information sharing, 

that had little to do with enabling citizen insight, evolved into a transparency issue. There is, paradoxically, 

not that much new about the transparency revolution: the same problems and the respective solution – 

sharing information on aid flows – have been promoted for decades.  

Beginning form the 1960s, information sharing was a question of low political salience and concerned an 

expert community interested in coordination and efficiency. Only when information sharing was rallied 

under the notion of transparency, the idea of distributing fine-grained aid data gained traction. In a way, 

transparency served as a Trojan horse that brought information sharing into the political limelight and 

allowed standardized disclosure practices to flourish. Driven by narratives about the virtues of 

transparency, administrative data sharing shifted from being a technical issue into aid transparency and 

gained strong political backing by influential donors and International Financial Institutions (IFIs).  

How did the somewhat boring institutional practices become a “must” in the development industry? A 

central idea is that the apparent success of aid transparency and norm rally had little to do with the 

substance of the norm. The lack of substance and norm ambiguity was instrumental for its success. Lack 

of clarity allowed diverse actors and interests to come together and promote some idea, component or 

expected effect of transparency they have deemed desirable. Transparency fit the 1990s anti-corruption 

agenda, it served informational needs of aid administrators and policy makers, fit narratives about 

empowering local communities as well as the data-thirst of the proponents of the New Public 

Management (NPM) doctrine. And perhaps most importantly, it gave donor governments a chance to 

appear tough on wasteful aid to please domestic constituents who, supposedly, have grown vary of the 

lack of demonstrable impact after decades of aid.  

In the early 2000s the importance of transparency was recognised in international high-level development 

fora for aid effectiveness. With a new institutional architecture, an updated disclosure standard and 

commitments from significant donor institutions, information disclosure became the dominant 

conceptualisation of transparency. Most major donors have today rendered their aid “transparent”, and 

the rhetoric and practices of aid transparency have even been adapted by donors and recipients that have 

for decades disregarded issues of democratic accountability.  

Aid transparency is explicitly based on disclosure of numeric data on aid flows, which was to begin with 

something intended for donor coordination, control, and research purposes. It is difficult to object to 

more and better information, but perhaps just for this reason, aid transparency should but met with 
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healthy scepticism. Early evaluations show that the aid data is underused (Davies 2015), which begs the 

question if the transparency movement generates a cultural change towards openness, as so often is 

asserted. The transparency movement shows no sign of losing momentum but has largely escaped 

empirical scrutiny, criticism, or political backlashes.  

A key issue is that we know little about the mechanisms by which transparency is supposed to deliver 

better aid. Is aid transparency merely data dumping or do journalists dig through the data and enlighten 

the people about what development aid achieves? Does aid transparency help detect misuse of funds and 

blind spots? Does insight pressure donors to do the right thing or is data disclosure primarily a monitoring 

arrangement? We know that donors are adapting self-imposed disclosure practices, but what are the 

organisational implications of doing so? Chapter 5 explores what happens in domestic settings when 

donors implement disclosure practices. 

1.1.2. The Practice 

Chapter 5 is a comparative case analysis of information disclosure in Finland and Sweden, two donors 

with exceptionally transparency-friendly administrations where you could expect straightforward 

implementation. Yet, global transparency rankings suggest that Sweden has implemented disclosure 

practices thoroughly, whereas Finland has been trailing. Accordingly, we have two similar “most-likely” 

environments but with different “outcomes” in terms of putting the norm into practice. Together, the 

cases root the global norm in domestic settings and explore organisational consequences. How was 

transparency received, and what happened when donors started practicing aid transparency? The cases 

suggest what kind of mechanisms enable or hinder global policy prescriptions from taking effect.  

The Finnish case shows that without unified high-level political support and resources domestic 

implementation is impeded but also neatly illustrates the dynamic of reputational norm enforcement once 

that support is attained. The Finnish Ministry of Foreign Affairs was one of the early norm adopters, but 

for several years not much happened in terms of implementation. Finland was at the outset considered 

transparent, which may explain a certain complacency and indifference to yet another form of 

transparency. Only the embarrassment of performing poorly in aid transparency rankings pushed the 

ministry to improve so that it could appear transparent in global comparisons. The case reveals how 

tricky it can be to implement disclosure standards, even in an institutional environment that are arguably 

very receptive to new technologies and transparency practices.  

The Swedish case shows how aid transparency was received in an uncertain political context. Sweden is 

in many respects a transparency wonderland, but aid transparency was contested. “Why do we need this, we 

are already transparent!” the civil servants allegedly declared. Disclosure practices were seen as a government 

effort to gain control of an already transparent aid agency. Aid transparency was even referred to by a 
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minister as “clutter control” and framed as a tool to reduce wasteful spending and gain control of a rogue 

policy domain perceived to be beyond political steering. Eventually, resistance to new disclosure measures 

melted and within the matter of years the administration was on board disclosing data. Today the agency 

strives to systematically integrate aid data into decision making to become more evidence-based.  

The contrast to Finland regarding contestation is striking. Both donors could be regarded as some of the 

most amicable administrations to introduce disclosure practices, but the political context seems to plays 

a significant role. In Finland the political push was weak and producing data was the responsibility of 

anonymous public officials, whereas in Sweden aid transparency served as the spearhead initiative of a 

new government trying to reform Swedish aid. The cases show that political pledges to global norms are 

not enough - changing organisational practice requires considerable pressure. In Sweden, the pressure 

stemmed from domestic politics, whereas for Finland, the pressure was transnational. The cases also 

reveal that these supposed transparency paragons know little about how and by whom the aid data is 

used, yet they keep producing and disclosing data. There is wide ideational support, but little insights 

about how transparency should and could contribute to accountability or more effective and efficient 

governing. Politicians and civil servants say aid transparency is important, but few seems to care. A 

comment by a Swedish civil servant summarises this sentiment: “taxpayers could get interested, but generally it 

may be used for schools for educational purposes”. Teaching kids how aid is allocated hardy embodies the hopes 

and expectations of the global aid transparency movement. 

Transparency comes with pompous hopes and expectations but moving beyond rhetoric is messy – 

implementing global norms and policy prescriptions requires substantial pressure. If two of the most 

transparent donors struggle to make sense of aid transparency and integrate it into decision making, let 

alone produce and use aid data, one could reasonably assume that others struggle too. The lack of use of 

aid data raises questions about to what extent aid transparency contributes to citizen insight into 

government functions. Is aid transparency possibly faux transparency promoted by political elites to 

streamline and control the use of development funds? If aid transparency is an instrument for 

streamlining aid and strengthening managerial steering ideals as suggested by the Swedish case, we should 

be able to follow the money and discern such patterns from the way donors allocate aid. The third 

empirical part examines what kind of governance aid transparency contributes to.    

1.1.3. Better Governance?  

Chapter 6 focuses on the fundamental issue of whether transparency makes aid work better. The chapter 

links aid transparency implementation and conceptualisations of aid governance quality through statistical 

analysis of donor aid allocations in the years following the global aid transparency hype. Transparency is 

harnessed as a remedy to all kinds of governance woes, ranging from democratic ideals of public 
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accountability and empowering citizen to managerial ideas of controlling and curtailing wasteful spending 

in the hope of efficient use of resources. In simple terms, the governance of development funds is 

supposed to improve if we add more aid transparency into the mix, which ultimately should improve 

development outcomes. So, what happened the wake of aid transparency declarations in terms of how 

donors govern aid flows?  

The chapter sorts out two basic issues: we need to know if transparency levels have increased, and the 

changes can be linked into better aid. The first issue is straightforward, we just need to observe if aid data 

is produced and disclosed. The second question is, however, complicated and requires understanding (bit 

naively put) what good aid is and what good development outcomes are. What constitutes “good aid” is 

approachable within the scope if this thesis, but the question of outcomes is notoriously problematic and 

left to be extrapolated from the former.   

So, what is good aid that could contribute to improved development outcomes? To tackle these 

questions, the dissertation makes use of data from the QuODA-framework, developed by Nancy Birdsall 

and Homi Kharas in 2010 for assessing the quality of development aid. The framework measures key 

factors that researchers and practitioners consider high quality development aid. Rather than using the 

complete framework, the dissertation makes use of the raw data to construct theoretically relevant 

governance quality metrics to test links information sharing and disentangle changes in governing over 

time. The key quality dimensions created and considered here are managerialism, administrative coordination, 

and development spirit. These three reflections of “better aid” can be seen as modes of governance that offer 

theoretically backed but different pathways to improved development outcomes with rather diverse 

implications for global aid governance. Managerialism reflects a NPM-ethos, where focus lies on making 

the most of scarce resources by introducing more result-based management with focus on clear goals, 

strategic steering and performance metrics. Such measures aim reduce wasteful spending and bring more 

“bang for the buck”. Respectively, administrative coordination refers to aid governance that emphasise 

knowledge transfer and rational planning among administrations, where donors and recipients are tightly 

integrated in joint planning, missions, and technical cooperation. Finally, development spirit reflects 

humanitarian empowerment, a type of aid governance that puts recipients being in the driving seat and 

prioritises those who from a humanitarian perspective need the funds the most.  

If transparency is a tool for managerial control, we could expect information disclosure to contribute to 

aid allocation that emphasises managerial ideal. In contrast, if aid data is a vehicle of cooperation and 

coordination, we could imagine that donors increasing their aid transparency levels would start 

prioritising that aid is delivered in a coordinated manner, through shared operations within well-

integrated administrative systems. Respectively, if exposure to external audiences generates pressure to 
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do “what is right” and allocate funds in true development spirit, we could see funds shift towards the 

poorest recipients based on recipient needs and priorities.  

The empirical analysis reveals that following the aid transparency pledges donors do indeed to a growing 

extent ensure that aid flows are made public and recorded in recipient financial management systems and 

donors increasingly engage in project-level reporting, so on these metrics, transparency has increased. 

The analysis also reveals primarily a shift towards allocation based on managerial steering ideals. Global 

aid flows seem to find their way to recipient governments with administrations that possess high capacity 

for strategic steering, monitoring and evaluation. In other words, money flows to recipients where funds 

can be controlled to ensure they are not wasted. Disclosure of data is not associated with coordinated aid 

delivery, only partly linked to aid aligned with the political priorities of the recipients and worryingly, 

more transparent aid seems to mean less funds to the poorest recipients. The more donors disclose data, 

the more they allocate funds to recipients that are well-governed rather than the poorest ones.  

The results raise questions about the nature of aid transparency, which seems to be about managerial 

streamlining to ensure efficient use of funds. While there is nothing inherently wrong with efficiency or 

providing evidence for governing, it is problematic if information disclosure is veiled in a narrative about 

transparency and citizen insight but, offer a comprehensive system of performance monitoring. At first 

glance, it sounds desirable and rational that aid funds flow to environments with institutional capacity to 

produce data to show what aid achieves. But by prioritising recipients that live up to the new disclosure 

requirements and can produce data for the production of evidence, we risk creating implicit conditionality 

for receiving development funds. The final empirical part considers this conditionality and the managerial 

policy consequences in depth.  

1.1.4. The Consequences 

Chapter 7 investigates information disclosure and global dynamics of aid allocation over time. The aim 

is unravelling if disclosure by donor governments and use of indicators in the name of transparency and 

performance improvement has altered the aid flows within donor-recipient relationships over the years. 

Governing using numbers and indicators shifted to a new gear in the late 90s with the introduction of 

the World Banks Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) and has since then been one of the most 

significant changes in global governance. The aid transparency hype with its emphasis on generating and 

using data is a reflection this shift in societal steering towards the use of indicators to display performance.  

Specifically, the chapter analyses changes in global aid allocation over time and focuses on the links 

between donor information disclosure and institutional conditions in recipient countries. Does taking 

part in the global disclosure game, i.e., collecting, and publishing and proliferating government 

performance data, have a causal influence on aid allocation priorities? Using panel data on donor-recipient 
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dyads and fixed effects models, the final empirical chapter investigates systemic effects of the disclosure 

machinery. Three hypothesised potential consequences related to managerialism are tested: austerity, risk 

averse governing and governing to demonstrate results.  

The results suggest that shifts in disclosure biases aid allocation in a way that is not necessarily ideal for 

effective use of development funds. First, increasing transparency slashes aid flows within donor-

recipient dyads, which strengthens the idea that transparency indeed linked to curtailing spending. But 

most importantly, controlling for time-invariant covariates and variables known to influence aid 

allocation, the results lend support to the key hypotheses. Transparent donors to tend to start allocating 

more funds to low-risk recipient and transparent recipients with capacity to produce and disseminate 

statistics and performance data to display results.  

The more donors disclose, the more the development sector is moving towards streamlined aid where 

funds are redirected to places with capacity to produce raw material to feed the disclosure machinery. 

This disclosure game is veiled in a transparency narrative, but it is inherently political and creates implicit 

conditionality for receiving funds. But before getting ahead of ourselves with tentative conclusions, let’s 

start with the basics and discuss some of the terminology used in this dissertation and consider theoretical 

and empirical issues that have been left unexplored by previous transparency research.  
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2. Approach, Blind Spots and Conceptual Issues 

Given the multidisciplinary nature of the topic, this chapter covers a range of issues that are relevant for 

delineating the research problem as well as concepts and ideas that are necessary to grasp the influence 

of transparency. The question how different ideals and characteristics of societal steering relate to each 

other and shape governing and societal outcomes are foundational to governance research (e.g. Brass 

2016; Lynn, Heinrich, and Hill 2001). Transparency as a governance characteristic has received ample 

attention but there are still theoretical and empirical blind spots. There is surprisingly little research on 

the institutional effects of transparency and disclosure practices.   

The approach to transparency is here institutional in a global governance setting.  Focus in institutional 

perspectives tends to be on how norms, rules and associated cultural beliefs or cognitive scripts constrain 

or enable actors, influence organisational behaviour and eventually shape collective outcomes (Scott 

2014). The theoretical focus in new institutional theory tends to be change generated by mimetic, 

normative or coercive isomorphic processes that contribute to organisational homogeneity within the 

institutional field and shape the choices that actors consider rational or sensible. The introduction of 

globally standardized disclosure practices could well be seen as such as a change and the development 

sector can be regarded as a defined institutional field, in the sense that donor and other development 

organisations together represent a recognised area of institutional life and community or actors that take 

part in a shared meaning systems and who interact with each other more frequently and intensely than 

with actors outside the field (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Scott 2014).   

2.1. Notes on terminology and outline of the chapter 

The dissertation is required to deal with variety of unclear concepts. Theorising and making empirical 

assessments is fruitless without an appropriate conceptual apparatus. While conceptual clarity is always a 

worthy goal, it is not always attainable: concepts live and develop as an interplay with theory and the real-

world developments. The core concepts in social and political sciences are often of political origin, 

reflexive and constructed to serve a purpose and should be treated as such. Accordingly, it is important 

to maintain a critical stance towards the concepts at play.  

Transparency: The central concept of this dissertation is obviously transparency, which is in many ways 

a dreadful concept to deal with. As this chapter shows, the lack of precision is confusing and scholars 

struggle defining what it is all about: there is no consensus about how it works, how much transparency 

is desirable and what it achieves. But at the same time, almost everyone knows that transparency is 

important and have an intuitive sense about whether their governments are being transparent, which 
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makes it powerful. The normative desirability gives it a certain drive and strength – transparency matters. 

For the sake of this research, it is enough to discuss the basic features and forms of transparency.  

Aid transparency on the other hand, is the field-specific manifestation of transparency and the empirical 

focus of this dissertation. Aid transparency is a form of information disclosure (systematic standardized 

production and disclosure of information), that can (but does not necessarily have to) contribute to more 

transparency in the sense that it would illuminate to the citizen how their governments function. In this 

dissertation I speak first and foremost of information disclosure because it is as a term descriptive and 

neutral subset of transparency, as opposed to aid transparency, that is a prescriptive, political, and field 

specific type of information disclosure.  

Indicators: Another potential source of conceptual confusion is the terminology used to describe 

indicators and metrics, two terms that I use interchangeably, sometimes with the prefix “performance” to 

emphasise how these are used to make evaluative assessments about how organisations or states function 

and what they achieve. Broadly speaking, these terms are used to describe the numeric representations 

of governing or knowledge products that are created and published by variety of (more or less) credible 

indicator producers. Kelley and Simmons (2015) call these kinds of metrics global performance indicators 

(GPIs). While all indicators are political constructs, some knowledge products are universal in their scope, 

highly regarded and at least ostensibly strive for objective representation, such as the World Banks WGIs, 

others are explicitly political and designed to advance specific agendas, for instance the aid transparency 

index (ATI), that is frequently mentioned in this dissertation. In global aid governance, it is important to 

delineate indicators that refer to donors and the procedures by which they govern aid and indicators that 

refer to conditions in recipient countries that can (ostensibly) be used to display what development efforts 

achieve.  

Disclosure machinery: The interplay between information disclosure and the use of indicators is in this 

dissertation conceptualised as a disclosure machinery or disclosure game. The disclosure machinery is used to 

outline schematically the kind of functions and governing that information disclosure and the use of 

indictors advance. The term disclosure game, on the other hand, speaks to action within the machinery 

and how information disclosure has become a goal that can be gamed. Speaking metaphorically of a 

disclosure machinery reflects how information in modern governance is the result of a complex 

production process involving variety of actors and social forces that transform information inputs into 

behavioural outputs and shifting modes of governing. Information is never just out there, it needs to be 

gathered, and pressed into numeric data, preferably indicators, to be considered reliable and objective 

means for decision making and governing.    
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Governance: Finally, the term governance is a never-ending source of debate. Without delving too deep 

into the conceptual confusion and definitional disagreement, a few explanations are warranted about how 

the concept is used in this dissertation. Governance is regarded as in rather comprehensive terms as “the 

exercise of authority across national borders as well as consented norms and rules beyond the nation state” (Zürn 2018) 

or the “the various institutionalized modes of social coordination to produce and implement collectively binding rules, or to 

provide collective goods”  (Börzel and Risse 2010, 114). This exercise of authority based on regulations includes 

“substantial norms, rules, and programs, the processes by which norms, rules, and programs are adapted, monitored, and 

enforced, as well as the structures in which they operate” (Zürn 2014, 730). Aid transparency is an issue of global 

governance considering the global nature of the transparency norm, the rule-based logic by which 

disclosure arrangements operate, governing across borders at global scale and empirical focus on the 

systemic consequences of disclosure arrangements. There are certainly many terms and concept and 

alternative approaches that would warrant discussions, but at this point this introduction will suffice. 

Both transparency, indicators, disclosure machinery and governance will be discussed in subsequent 

chapters and the terminology will become more comprehensible as we go. 

Chapter 2 introduces insights form the transparency literature and outlines the role of transparency as a 

driver of indicator-based governing. Transparency is a more complicated governance characteristic than 

what it seems on the surface and its use in societal steering is far from straightforward. The first section 

claims that we need to focus on donor governance, more specifically, how global norms, rules and 

practices enable and constrain the way the donors act on the international arena. The second section 

argues that to grasp transparency, we need to root it in specific governance settings and fill the concept 

with substance to be able to predict its effects. This requires mid-level theorising. The third section shifts 

focus to the use of transparency and links transparency in the world of indicator-driven governance. 

Without the normative push for transparency, there would be no operational disclosure machinery and 

without this machinery, no raw material to enact metrics-based governing and without metrics to allow 

assessment and comparison, less of a push for governments to be transparent. The fourth section 

relocates the transparency in the development field and discovers how transparency is here tweaked to 

improve governance, which is an admittedly confusing ordeal.  

The chapter concludes by summarising unexplored themes and argues that in absence of a clear theory 

of change and considering that aid transparency is specifically geared towards disclosure of performance 

data, we need to formulate a theoretical model to explicate the relationship between transparency and 

indicator-based governing that can be applied to the development sector. The model, which is then 

outlined in Chapter 3 is core framework to comprehend and analyse information disclosure and indicator-

driven governance. The idea is to detach information disclosure form the overtly normative narratives 
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that surround transparency and focus on operational reactions to disclosure pressures as well as 

consequences. But to begin with, how did we get here and why pay attention on donors in the first place?  

2.2. Neglected donor governance  

Donor governance has received scant attention in research on development aid and warrant scrutiny. 

Both debates and research on development policy and impact were in the early 2000s focused on the 

institutional characteristics of recipients. Particularly following a seminal paper by Burnside and Dollar 

(2000), that showed how better policy regimes increase the effectiveness of aid in terms of economic 

growth, selectivity based on recipient merits has been the focus of attention among policy makers and 

scholars. Countries with well-functioning institutions were seen to make the most of scarce funds and 

accordingly, donors have prioritised recipients with, at least ostensibly, good governance. Research 

focused on the quality of recipient governance and institutions have shown that selectivity increased in 

the 1990s (C. D. Burnside D avid 2004; Berthélemy and Tichit 2004; Dollar and Levin 2004). The basis 

of selectivity has been mainly corruption control and commitment to democracy and political and civil 

rights (Alesina and Dollar 2000; Alesina and Weder 2002). The rise of governance indicators has 

contributed to the focus on recipient countries as these metrics have helped donors assess developing 

country needs and governance qualities to make allocation decisions and optimise impact (Arndt 2008; 

Oman and Arndt 2006; Governance Data Alliance 2016). 

Lately, policy makers and researchers have shifted attention to donors and how they can provide 

institutional conditions that enable effective use of funds. Reforms that emphasised donor governance 

followed suit, and the key principles for effective aid were outlined with remarkable consensus in the 

High-Level Fora for Aid Effectiveness in the early 2000s. In this transnational process, transparency has 

been identified as an area of donor governance that should and could be reformed. But the shifting 

emphasis on donor governance issues has not been met with a corresponding attention by researchers. 

The global aid architecture, the structures and processes in which aid is governed are well described, but 

the ideas, norms and practices that shape how aid is governed have received less attention. Donors are 

usually portrayed as rational actors, driven by either benevolent humanitarian conviction or pure self-

interests, such as strategic or economic calculations, thus failing to recognise the interconnectedness of 

global aid architecture and the steering influences of global norms and policy scripts. The norms and 

scripts that prescribe how donors should conduct their affairs on the global arena are often made explicit 

and codified by international (financial) institutions (Park & Vetterlein, 2010; Weaver and Peratsakis 2014; 

Gutman and Horton 2015). The quality of donor policies and organisational practices have received scant 

attention (Minasyan, Nunnenkamp, and Richert 2017). The lack of insights about basic features of how 
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donors are governed somewhat ironic considering that good governance has for decades been touted as 

a universal solution for lack of development progress in recipient countries.   

The scarcity of empirical research surprising, considering that the importance and steering influence of 

global norms and associated policy scripts has especially since the 1990s been theorized in both IR-

literature, world society and global governance literature (e.g. Risse, Ropp, and Sikkink 2013; Finnemore 

and Sikkink 1998; Björkdahl 2002; Chekel 1997; Bernstein and Cashore 2012). Norms matter and shape 

state behaviour and domestic processes play an important role in enabling global norms to take effect. 

Further, we know that the institutional rules and practices that embody norms are becoming increasingly 

homogenous, providing one-size-fits-all solutions for various societal problems (Meyer et al. 1997). 

However, to able to convincingly say anything specifically about the role of transparency and move on 

from blanket statements about the virtues of the norm, we need to better understand the concept. What 

does public administration and governance research say about transparency and its use in governing?  

2.3. An abundance of hopes and expectations  

Transparency is normatively desirable from a democratic perspective, but the concept is also vague and 

problematic. Public debates range from cautions about Orwellian absolute insight and centralised control 

to naïve tech-utopian visions of a future where all societal and governance problems can be remedied if 

hordes of behavioural data are fed into automated decision-making algorithms. The warnings and utopian 

visions are telling of the fact that transparency is a key feature of modern societies and has attained what 

Hood (2006) calls a “quasi-religious significance” and an almost unquestioned role at the heart of most 

contemporary governance reforms (De Fine Licht and Naurin 2016; Hood and Heald 2006).  

Bur what makes the concept so popular? Part of its appeal is versatility as transparency is expected to 

improve governance on many fronts. Researchers have highlighted its links to legitimacy and trust (de 

Fine Licht 2011; S. Grimmelikhuijsen et al. 2013), reduced corruption and accountability (Cucciniello, 

Porumbescu, and Grimmelikhuijsen 2017; Fox 2007; Lindstedt and Naurin 2010) and public sector 

performance (Erkkilä 2012; Fung, Graham, and Weil 2007; Torfing et al. 2012). But unfortunately, some 

of the charm might be unfounded. What complicates coherent analyses about transparency is that the 

concept is difficult to disentangle form other desirable governance characteristics - we rarely know if it is 

transparency that contributes to good governance or whether good governance encourages states to be 

transparent or even if both transparent and desirable governing is the result of some other societal, 

institutional, or historical dynamics. Recent empirical research on transparency that actively tries to 

address issues of confounding factors show a mixed and unclear picture about both the drivers and 

effects of transparency (Cucciniello, Porumbescu, and Grimmelikhuijsen 2017; S. G. Grimmelikhuijsen 
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2012; De Fine Licht and Naurin 2016). Introducing transparency in governing situations rarely produces 

consistently “better” governance.  

2.4. Instrumental transparency as a rendition project 

Transparency is linked to desirable governance qualities even though there is persistent uncertainty about 

what transparency really is, how it works and what it really achieves (Cucciniello, Porumbescu, and 

Grimmelikhuijsen 2017). To be able to grasp the meaning and effects, it is necessary to investigate how 

transparency is put into practice. So how should we understand transparency and what kind of governing 

can be considered transparent? 

In general terms transparency implies openness. As the word literally suggests, something “transparent” 

is something you can see through. Then, transparent governance must be about handling public affairs 

openly under the watchful eye of the public  (Birkinshaw 2006; Garsten and Montoya 2008). In a more 

specific definition Hood (2001) links transparency to predictability and the absence of rule-bending 

behind closed doors and regards transparency as governing based fixed and published rules, information 

and procedures that are accessible to the public. This ideal form of governing can comprise of many 

types of behaviour and gives little to hold on to when it comes to determining whether the governing 

how much transparency is needed, what in the open means who the public should be. This ambiguity 

may explain why it is so easy to support transparency, but it also causes confusion: the concept is 

inherently “empty” and needs to be attached with substance and meaning to make it both useful for 

governing and amendable for analysis about its merit and effects (De Fine Licht and Naurin 2016; Hood 

and Heald 2006). We cannot say how it substantively contributes to other governance qualities, unless 

we specify the concept. 

Many types of behaviour and practices enable insight. This usually happens indirectly and post-hoc 

through the media or by enabling access to government decisions, but increasingly also through the 

publication of numeric data, such as budget transparency and performance metrics. This form of 

information disclosure gives links transparency to policy content, gives it meaning and allows assessment 

of who is transparent and what effects transparency produces. The content or “objects” that can be 

simplified and rendered “transparent” range from decision making processes and inputs to the substance 

of specific policies and outcomes (Grimmelikhuijsen 2012). Accordingly, transparency is not only an ideal 

about governing openly, but an organisational issue linked to making activities governable and enabling 

performance assessments, comparison, and judgement. In building on this, this thesis guided by a 

definition of transparency as disclosure of “information about an organization or actor that allows external actors 

to monitor the internal workings or performance” (S. Grimmelikhuijsen et al. 2013).  
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But information is never just out there, it needs to be gathered and made usable. What is eventually made 

public is always the result of a rendition project: transparency is about simplifying complex social reality, 

making it visible and measurable to enable us allow us to judge what is desirable, compare what works 

and improve performance (Garsten and Montoya 2008). At the heart of this rendition project is the 

production of standardized numerical data, which is used to create governance indicators that enable 

performance assessment (Hollyer, Rosendorff, and Vreeland 2014; Islam 2006; Erkkilä 2012). Hollyer, 

Rosendorff, and Vreeland (2014) argue that aggregated performance information is a crucial form of 

transparency particularly regarding policy outcomes, as this data enables citizen to hold governments 

accountable also in situation where citizen have limited information about policy choices (which is nearly 

always the case), when policies target wide audiences and when the individuals personal welfare is not 

indireclty influenced by the policy choices. This is certainly the case in a development setting.  

So, increasingly transparency is put into practice through disclosure, where complex social reality is 

rendered into raw data, which is then tweaked and aggregated into indicators. By extension, a 

transparency pledge realised through information disclosure is a pledge to create and use of performance 

metrics. Governing with information disclosure requires data on intentions, financial inputs, government 

processes, outputs, and outcomes of past interventions, preferably right on time, geocoded and pressed 

into digestible indicators that are easily visualised online, so that we can assess performance, learn from 

past mistakes, and influence future decisions. This is all of course very convenient in theory but truncating 

complex governance processes into a predefined rationalised model of governing is ridden with problems 

related to the model itself and simplifying social reality into numbers and indicators. Research increasingly 

recognises that indicators are not just snapshots and reflections of governing, but can come to have a life 

of their own, shape institutional practices and feed back into policy making (Broome and Quirk 2015; 

Erkkilä, Peters, and Piironen 2016). By requiring more data in the name of transparency, we are pushing 

the rendition project and use of indicators into new spatial, conceptual, and temporal domains. 

The rendition project may shift power balances. Through disclosure governments are providing the raw 

material for an army of metrics producers, ranging from the IFIs to NGOs, interest groups and private 

organisations that produce indicators and rankings to promote some specific agenda. This opens states 

to transnational influences, as questions of what constitutes desirable governance, policy objectives and 

performance is usually left to third parties to shape through their knowledge products. The role of 

transparency in providing raw material and ideational legitimation for metrics-driven governance has 

been acknowledged, but the systemic implications and steering influences are not well understood. The 

disclosure architecture is not a neutral arrangement to enable insight but rather a series of developments 

that influence policy objectives as well as resource allocation, through mechanisms that have little to do 

with making governing visible to the public.   
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2.5. Improving aid governance through disclosure 

Recently, the transparency has proliferated to the aid industry as means to improve performance (Betts 

and Orchard 2014; Cornwall and Eade 2010; Weaver and Peratsakis 2014). The introduction of disclosure 

measures has been motivated with arguments about transparency and democratic accountability, but the 

type of transparency introduced into the development sector is explicitly numeric information disclosure. 

Aid transparency, is specifically understood as governing based on comprehensive, publicly available, 

timely and comparable information on aid flows (Moon and Williamson 2010).  

Today, the preeminent initiative to promote transparency is the International Aid Transparency Initiative 

(IATI), a voluntary global multi-stakeholder initiative and data standard that relies on voluntary disclosure 

of organisational and activity-based data to improve aid governance. Following the Accra Agenda for 

Action (OECD 2008) major donor institutions issued the International Aid Transparency Initiative Accra 

Statement to promote aid transparency (Accra Statement 2008), which established the initiative. IATI is 

endorsed by more than 1300 aid related organisations, donors, recipient governments and NGOs. By 

committing to IATI governments expressed their support for transparency as a policy norm and pledged 

to implement a “common, open standard for electronic publication of timely, comprehensive and forward looking 

information on resources provided through development cooperation” (Busan Outcome Document 2011).  

Transparency is put into practice through a disclosure standard, an online data repository and internet-

based tools for proliferating aid data. Adhering to the standard requires regular disclosure. IATI sets rules 

that states should adhere to be norm-obedient and the production of standardized numerical data enables 

comparisons where states are labelled transparent or secretive. The comparability and labelling are 

amplified by a transparency ranking, provided by the Publish What You Fund (PWYF), that are designed 

to advance the transparency agenda and reward information disclosure in the IATI format.  

Making aid transparent is not only about making aid flows visible for the inherent value of doing so, but 

about generating data to improve aid governance. By mandating disclosure from donor institutions, 

transparency is assumed to counter problems that complicate implementation, such as lack of 

coordination and unclear accountability mechanisms, which are especially salient issues when there are 

numerous actors involved in the governance process (Brass 2016; Pomerantz 2011). Aid allocation and 

performance information is believed to make aid more effective and efficient by making aid more 

predictable, facilitating planning, and enabling accountability, coordination and measurement of results 

(IATI 2015; OECD 2012). Access to data may help recipient governments in their budgetary process 

and offer opportunities to provide institutional support for interventions (Moon & Williamson, 2010). 

Transparency regimes are also driven by a belief that governments can harness organisations and 

individuals into a collective process for achieving public goals (Fung, Graham, and Weil 2007). Open 
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data is often believed to empower citizen participation and even contribute to innovation and economic 

development (Guerrero & Krafchik, 2015; Ubaldi, 2013). This line of reasoning is clear with respect to 

aid transparency, where disclosure is believed to enable participation and build trust (IATI 2015; OECD 

2012) So, the expectations about improved aid governance are high. 

Unfortunately, though, how this is supposed to happen is unclear. Poorly defined links to policy 

outcomes is symptomatic of transparency research (Cucciniello, Porumbescu, and Grimmelikhuijsen 

2017). There is a shortage of studies that validate the expected causal links between aid transparency, aid 

effectiveness and improved outcomes, or even intermediary factors, such as enhanced coordination, 

improved predictability, cooperation or collective action (Bellver and Kaufmann 2005; Gaventa and 

McGee 2013; Gutman and Horton 2015; McGee 2013; Weaver and Peratsakis 2014). Gutman & Horton 

(2015) observe that there is no institutionalised way for aid data be used to facilitate stakeholder 

involvement and tellingly, an evaluation of IATI indicate that the data is underused (I. Davies 2015). This 

is troubling, considering that research has shown that for transparency regimes to substantially tweak 

behaviour in desired ways, the produced data needs to be rendered understandable, interpreted and used 

(Fung, Graham, and Weil 2007; Weil et al. 2006). The development industry is generating a lot of data 

without a clear vision of what to do with it and how to achieve the desired benefits. 

The existing research that concentrates on donors shows, for instance, how the World Bank was a first-

mover that set a global benchmark and encouraged other international financial institutions to make 

secrecy an exception (Weaver and Peratsakis 2014; Gutman and Horton 2015). There is still wide variance 

in disclosure practices between states, despite that one would that expect normative pressure to push 

governments to adhere to transparency (De Fine Licht and Naurin 2016). Differences in the 

implementation of transparency practices could be explained by institutional, ideational and material 

factors such as that state pressure, resource constraints, internal bureaucratic politics and the institutional 

structure (Weaver and Peratsakis 2014; Gutman and Horton 2015). 

Further, we know that on activity level, the monitoring systems used to produce data can be burdensome  

and particularly IATI reporting has been considered difficult and time-consuming (Development 

Gateway 2015; Bornstein 2003). But despite the administrative burden, monitoring arrangements play an 

important part in governance: they can offer insights and opportunities to control the agents 

implementing policy. Particularly in weak states and difficult institutional environments monitoring 

capabilities are important for successful interventions (Krasner and Risse 2014).   

Aid data and monitoring arrangements can also improve resource allocation, service delivery and decision 

making provided that the information is comprehensible, actionable and include both aid flows and data 

on population needs (BenYishay and Parks 2018). Jablonski and Seim (2017) show in field experiments 
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that knowledge that decisions will be made  public encourages public officials allocate development funds 

to schools to a larger extent on a need-basis as compared to public officials absent oversight. Respectively, 

research by Rogger and Somani (2018) show that providing precise official administrative data to public 

officials improves accuracy and performance. Further, Gottlieb (2016) shows that providing data on local 

government capacity and performance information increases expectations about what local governments 

can and should do and encourages citizens to hold their local governments accountable.  

Donor transparency can also influence aid allocation and steering interventions. Bosco et al. (2018) argues 

that allocation and performance data may improve decision making and especially geocoded data could 

be valuable for allocation decisions. An analysis by Faust (2011) reveals that transparent donors are more 

inclined to partake in global data sharing and explains varying selectivity patterns: transparent donors 

allocate more funds based on recipient needs and institutional performance. The study, however, uses 

perceptions of corruption as a proxy for transparency and does not consider change over time.  

On activity level, the desire to demonstrate results and hold implementing organisations accountable may 

have adverse effects. Honig (2019) has investigated monitoring and reporting requirements imposed by 

donors and reveal some of the dysfunctionalities that emerge from hierarchical control: constraining the 

autonomy of development organisations harms project performance, especially in unpredictable 

institutional environments. In contrast, field experiments display benefits of donor monitoring. Carlson 

and Seims (2017) research on how village chiefs in Malawi distribute goods and show that with 

monitoring by donors, the diversion of resources is minimised. But when the chiefs are monitored by 

donors, recipient government, and citizens simultaneously, the diversion is not reduced and leads to 

citizen dissatisfaction, which illustrates neatly issues with multiple accountability relationships. But in 

practice, donor control may be limited: Briggs (2017) uses geo-located project data in 17 African countries 

to show that aid is often not allocated to the poorest, but rather find their way to wealthy regions, which 

implies that donors lack control of subnational aid flows. 

Research on transparency in development aid highlights that if aid data is comprehensive and intelligible, 

there is potential to improve performance, but results are often mixed and conditional on institutional 

environments. But monitoring arrangements may also distort the delivery of aid projects. A considerable 

challenge is translating abstract information from disclosure and monitoring into actionable insights for 

decision making. Detachment between those who produce information and those who make decisions 

about how funds are used is a considerable problem (Sethi et al. 2018). There is growing evidence about 

the role of information for delivering public services on local level, but the broad implications of the 

information architecture are unclear: how donor transparency is translated into better aid governance 
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remains poorly understood (Bellver and Kaufmann 2005; Gaventa and McGee 2013; Gutman and 

Horton 2015; McGee 2013; Weaver and Peratsakis 2014).  

The development sector has bought into transparency hook, line and sinker and there are considerable 

expectations about improved governance, despite that research on transparency has shown that many of 

the expected benefits may be unwarranted and pointed out that the implications of introducing more 

transparency into governing processes are at best unclear.  

2.6. Getting more than you hoped for 

In the best of worlds, transparency informs decision making and facilitates the realisation of public goals 

(Weil et al. 2006). In fully rational governing, the reasoning behind using transparency to foster specific 

objectives is simple: information asymmetries in political processes or principal-agent relationships 

obstruct desired policy objectives, which then can be addressed by disclosure (Weil et al. 2006). Mandated 

or voluntary disclosure of relevant data can induce behavioural change for disclosers and information 

users and allow assessing compliance and the realisation of policy objectives (Etzioni 2010; Mitchell 

1998). The PA-theory inspired ideas about governing are perhaps less intrusive than strictly enforced 

regulatory standards and can be desirable in case other governance arrangements are undesirable or 

impossible to implement (Fung, Graham, and Weil 2007; Weil et al. 2006). While this type of reasoning 

is appealing, it builds on a lot of assumptions about the world around us. Relying on transparency to 

improve governance rarely this straightforward, especially in a context like development aid, characterised 

by many, often contradictory policy objectives and a multitude of actors engaged in the governance 

process and delayed appearance of effects. It is far from taken for granted that the produced information 

is relevant for policy, that the data is meaningful for information users (whoever they are) and that there 

would be a relevant and unproblematic feedback-loops that would shape the behaviour of disclosers.  

Transparency might not work at all as expected. Scholars acknowledge adverse and unintended effects 

of transparency and have started questioning if transparency can live up to all desirable purposes ascribed 

to it (de Fine Licht 2011; Erkkilä 2012; Etzioni 2010; 2010; S. Grimmelikhuijsen 2012; Lord 2006).  

Research linking transparency to legitimacy, trust, accountability and performance have all displayed 

mixed, some even negative effects (Cucciniello, Porumbescu, and Grimmelikhuijsen 2017). The potential 

for adverse effects have had researchers point out that it is important to weigh transparency against other 

objectives that may suffer from disclosure (Mitchell 1998). Transparency policies can, for instance, cause 

risk aversion (and drive decision-making away from public arenas) and excessive disclosure can effectively 

be a form of  data dumping that in practice conceal what governments are up to (Hood, 2007; O’Neill, 

2006). In other cases, the benefits of transparency on trust are limited or even negative, as insight may 

lead to reduced perceived competence of government officials (de Fine Licht 2011; S. Grimmelikhuijsen 
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et al. 2013). Even the link between transparency and accountability is contested if transparency policies 

fail to clarify how institutions behave in practice (Fox 2007).  

The context also matters. Transparency practices has been shown to have varying effects depending on 

national contexts (S. Grimmelikhuijsen et al. 2013; 2017). This raises questions about what types of 

problems may emerge when transparency as a global policy norm is confronted with localised practices. 

Limited attention has been paid to what is going on the ground, how policy norms and transparency 

policies are put into practice and embedded into everyday organisational activities and produce policy 

outcomes (Betts and Orchard 2014; Cucciniello, Porumbescu, and Grimmelikhuijsen 2017). Inspecting 

practical ramifications is especially important in global governance where global policy scripts are put 

into practice in different local contexts and possibly get contested, reinterpreted or undermined (Betts 

and Orchard 2014; Meyer et al. 1997). This concern is prevalent in development aid, where norms that 

emerge through transnational processes are confronted with different domestic settings and transfer 

down the implementation chain to recipient countries and the actors involved in implementation.   

How transparency feeds and encourages indicator-based governing is a particularly important and often 

disregarded issue. Transparency and the preoccupation on information in governance is tightly linked to 

monitoring, accountability schemes and performance metrics, that have greatly proliferated to various 

realms in the past decades and become somewhat of a fixation, often with distortive effects (Muller 

2018b). The efforts to institutionalise performance metrics and strive for improvement through 

disclosure policies is driven by a strive to solve societal problems but has a tendency to cause adverse 

consequences, related to both the information gathering process and information quality, as well as 

political and strategic behaviour (Muller 2018b). It is widely known, that governing with indicator 

knowledge, numbers and performance metrics often produce unintended adverse effects or even 

constitutive political and societal effects (Porter 1996; Power 1999; Dahler-Larsen 2014). 

Relying on disclosure strengthens a rationalistic idea of governance, where numerical knowledge gains a 

much stronger foothold than political considerations or professional judgment. The architecture designed 

to deliver transparency places emphasis on formalised procedures that arguably strengthen bureaucratic 

rationality, monitoring and rule-based compliance. Disclosure and reporting procedures are important 

for control and coordination but an over over-reliance on such instruments is likely to undermine 

collaborative efforts or cause unintended consequences (Dooren et al. 2015; Smith 1995; Muller 2018b; 

Peters 1998). Before venturing further into the role of disclosure and the dynamics of indicator-based 

governing, let us summarise the some of the key problems and considerations that have been discussed 

in this chapter.  
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2.7. Areas of uncertainty  

To advance our understanding about how global aid functions, we need to understand the norms and 

rules that constrain and enable donors to act on the global arena. The role of norms is recognised and 

theorised in the international relations and global governance literature, but the domestic processes that 

enable norms to shape governance and produce effects are less known (Betts and Orchard 2014). There 

is a growing recognition that global norms and standardised policy scripts shape state behaviour and 

donor behaviour is, consequently, not fully determined by strategic self-calculations, inherent 

humanitarian ideals of domestic constituents or economic self-interest. The discussion above highlighted 

that transparency is a particularly important norm that warrant scrutiny for several reasons, such as 

conceptual issues, the unbound naïveté by which the norm is embraced as well as its enabling influence 

for indicator-based governance.  This thesis scrutinises the concept and its realisation the development 

field, where transparency has been sold as a snake-oil to cure most governance ailments. From the 

discussion above we can identify five topics that need to be addressed.  

The first is theoretical and relates to steering influence. This thesis sides with research have argued that 

there is a mismatch between our democratically rooted understanding of transparency and the 

performance-oriented way it is practiced in contemporary governance (Erkkilä 2012). But acknowledging 

the performance oriented and instrumental nature of transparency is not enough. PA-theory -inspired 

approaches to disclosure fail to properly recognise that global institutional arrangements to promote 

transparency are widely different from constrained, issue and sector specific disclosure regimes. It is not 

informative to apply a PA-perspective in the development field, where the feedback loops between 

information users and disclosures are muddy at best and often it is entirely unclear who is supposed to 

use the data. We need, paradoxically, both systemic macro level theorising on dynamics of information 

disclosure as well as micro-level, contextually rooted insights about the local consequences. This thesis 

contributes to both directions by outlining a theoretical model that acknowledges the self-reinforcing 

nature of disclosure and indicator-driven governance and examines how aid transparency plays out in 

practice through in-depth donor cases and statistical analysis on global aid flows.  

The second issue is historical and relates to the question why now? The idea of information sharing in 

development aid is almost as old as aid itself and the key practices that establish contemporary aid 

transparency were already in place in the early 1990s. Still, it took decades before aid transparency gained 

momentum. What made transparency flourish in the early 2000s? Chapter 4 deals with these matters and 

explores the ideational foundations behind the aid transparency revolution.   

The third issue relates to the practical repercussions of aid transparency. The aid transparency movement 

is promoted with success stories and ranking producers with an interest to advance the disclosure agenda 
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provide data that suggest that donors are disclosing more, faster, and better. But what happens in donor 

administrations after political decisions to join the transparency movement have been taken? How are 

the new disclosure practices legitimised and received in domestic settings? What ensures successful 

implementation and what are the donors doing with the data? These questions are explored in chapter 5.   

Fourth, transparency is vehemently promoted as a universal governance remedy even though there is 

limited empirical evidence that links disclosure to other governance qualities, let alone outcomes. Most 

research is focused on micro-level disclosure and monitoring mechanisms in developing countries while 

not much is said about how the global information architecture functions. The research is often 

normative and policy-oriented and highlight the potential of disclosing and using aid data to clarify 

accountability relations, improve rational planning, enable coordination, and control, and ultimately 

provide “effective aid”. But evidence is lacking. We need to know what kind of governing aid 

transparency can be linked to, so that we can start grasping consequences of aid transparency. Disclosure 

and aid governance qualities is discussed in chapter 6. 

Finally, we need robust evidence about whether information disclosure causes shifts in governing. Vague 

causal linkages and lack of empirical validation is the bane of virtually all transparency research, which is 

understandable considering ambiguous nature of the concept. Still, considering that transparency is sold 

to us with promises of ever-improving governance, we need information on whether introducing more 

disclosure into the global aid governance is making it so and what kind of policy consequences emerge 

when the development sector is moving towards full disclosure.  

To clarify the relationship between information disclosure and indicator-based societal steering, the 

following chapter outlines the schematics the disclosure machinery, a self-reinforcing steering 

arrangement in global development aid that feeds from disclosure, strengthens the use of indicators, and 

fixates on discernible evidence. Then we move to two qualitative empirical chapters that informed the 

theory building endeavour and finally, the latter two empirical chapters, where focus is on theory testing.  
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3. The Disclosure Machinery 

The third chapter presents the structures and social processes that allow information disclosure to 

become a transformative and increasingly pervasive force. The chapter is a theoretical contribution that 

outlines the social dynamics by which the information disclosure operates and generates changes in aid 

governance. The disclosure machinery can be regarded as an independent source of influence in aid 

governance that constrains donor agency and generates material consequences in the development field.  

The first section discusses the social power-basis that fuels the disclosure machinery and the global forces 

or macro drivers that specify its function. This section emphasises the role of ambiguity and open-ended 

objectives as a factor that ensures institutional support for norm. The second section moves from global 

influences to the operative reactions to information disclosure provisions. The section presents the symbiotic 

relationship between disclosure and rankings in global governance and conceptualises the feedback loops 

between disclosure and indicators that push both donors and recipients towards full disclosure. Further, 

the section deliberates the social processes that provide impetus for change within the machinery. The 

result is a schematic model of the disclosure machinery, a general framework for comprehending 

disclosure-driven transparency in the development field. The final section summarizes theoretical 

propositions about the self-sustaining dynamics of the machinery that gradually make its influence more 

pervasive and discusses some expected policy consequences.  

The idea is to illuminate linkages between information disclosure and indicator-driven governance and 

discuss the dynamics by which producing and sharing data comes to shape state behaviour. Theorising 

information disclosure as part of a broader steering arrangement represents a move away from the way 

transparency is usually treated: as a glorified norm, a vaguely outlined instrument for obtaining other 

governance desiderata or a disclosure arrangement void of societal context.  

3.1. Global influences and social power  

An obvious theoretical starting point in this dissertation is that ideas and norms matter and shape how 

states behave on the global arena. A unifying idea throughout the research is that norms will come to not 

only shape decision-making and administrative behaviour but can also produce constitutive influences 

by incrementally shaping the social reality that states operate in and altering what they deem necessary or 

even possible to do. The dissertation deals with how global-level, field-specific norms and practices come 

to structure behaviour and generate consequences for governing. To make it a bit more complicated, the 

research operates empirically on different levels, spanning macro-level global processes to domestic 

affairs and micro-level organisational practices.  
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To understand steering influences of norms in global governance we should not only restrict ourselves 

to the adaption of specific norms and rules but also understand what happened before and after shared 

rules are created (Avant, Finnemore & Sell 2010). Accordingly, we need to study how specific norms and 

rules emerge (problem definition and setting the agenda), how they are implemented and how 

performance related to the norm is monitored and feed back into policymaking. The purpose here is, 

however, not to theorise how norms obtain structural power in itself, but rather build on the notion that 

certain ideational and normative constructs can become influential in shaping conduct on the global 

arena. In this case, how did a field-specific policy norm (aid transparency) and its empirical manifestation 

(standardized information disclosure) come to be and how does the norm generate change? These 

questions require moving a step down in abstraction and theorising “middle range” how a specific policy 

norm functions in a specific governance setting. This step down in abstraction perhaps sacrifices a bit of 

theoretical ambition, but the benefit of theorising state behaviour in a specific governance setting is 

specificity and boundaries. Here, the focus is on the development field and donor institutions.  

The dissertation represents a departure from how donors are usually portrayed: either as benevolent 

actors driven by their innate humanitarian convictions or as cynical actors driven by their self-interest, 

expressed as economic or geopolitical domination. The argument here is not that these factors would be 

irrelevant explanations for state conduct. They certainly are. The whole idea of development aid is 

inherently humanitarian and there are countless examples of states that use aid to advance geopolitical 

interests. China, Turkey, and United States are obvious examples, but it is entirely reasonable to assume 

that they all do. The point is rather that state behaviour is also shaped by shared ideas and norms through 

social processes that influence the conduct of states in ways that at the surface seem innocent, and maybe 

even irrelevant, but can in underhanded ways produce significant shifts in both modes of governing and 

policy choices. The argument here is that aid transparency due to its conceptual features and disclosure 

architecture is exceptionally apt to produce such changes. By regarding transparency as a component of 

an institutional arrangement in which knowledge for decision-making is produced, proliferated, and used, 

it is possible to appreciate the political nature of the concept and grasp its influence. 

The norms that guide and restrain state behaviour do not appear out of thin air and neither did aid 

transparency. The desired change that is required from those subjected to the norm needs to be justified, 

which means the emergence of norms always leave a paper trail (Finnemore and Sikkink 1998). Regarding 

aid transparency, the trail traces back in time to four particularly important sources that, particularly in 

the 1990s have paved the way for aid transparency: an expert community interested in information 

sharing, international financial institutions (IFIs) interested in fighting corruption, managerial trends 

breaking down centralised control and the persistent lack of development impact. The two former have 
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supplied blueprints for aid transparency, institutional support, and an appealing problem definition by 

linking aid data to fighting corruption, whereas the latter two have provided a massive demand for data.  

By emphasising the role of international organisations and non-state actors as driving forces behind 

norms, the thesis sides with Park & Vetterleins (2010) assessment that the policy ideas and prescriptions 

for governing advocated by IOs and IFIs are not only reflections of hegemonic dominance or interests 

of powerful states. Instead, IOs and non-state actors have considerable leeway in shaping which norms 

and policy prescriptions become dominant, which means that at times norms can turn out quite different 

from what was originally intended. In issues related to specifically to global development, IFIs have 

considerable influence and particularly the World Bank and the IMF are considered authorities that 

outline and promote specific policy norms or “shared expectation for all relevant actors about what constitutes 

appropriate policy prescriptions” (Park & Vetterlein 2010: 3).  

Disclosing comprehensive, publicly available, timely and comparable information on aid flows has been 

vigorously promoted by IFIs as a remedy for most governance woes (Bellver and Kaufmann 2005; Moon 

and Williamson 2010; Cornwall and Eade 2010; Pomerantz 2011; Brass 2016) and since the early 2000s 

standardized information disclosure has been at the heart of the aid effectiveness agenda. In the wake of 

Accra (2008) and Busan (2011) aid effectiveness summits most major donor institutions issued specific 

transparency pledges to provide support for aid transparency. Linders (2013) has counted that the words 

“openness”, “data” and “transparency” are mentioned 52 times in the outcome document of these 

summits, which is telling of the expectations rallied behind the norm.  

Judging from the widespread institutional support for aid transparency and central role in governance 

reforms, it seems reasonable to assume there is a shared understanding about what transparency means, 

how the policy norm works and what it should achieve. However, this does not seem to be the case. On 

the contrary, as evinced in the previous chapter, transparency is an ambiguous concept that can include 

a variety of behaviours and practices and the concept is linked to a wide range of desirable governance 

characteristics and outcomes. This dissertation argues that it is specifically this ambiguity and elusiveness 

vis-à-vis what kind of change the policy norm is supposed to bring about and how the change should be 

delivered that has enabled the norm to become such an important source of change in global governance. 

The lack of precision has brought diverse actors with different interest together into a common venture 

without a definite desired end-state. The process that brought aid transparency to life could be 

characterised as a consequence of what Jabko (2006) call strategic constructivism. Jabko argues, contrary 

to mainstream constructivist thought, that excessive consensus about the importance of specific ideas 

tends to lead to stasis and perpetuate status quo. Instead, institutional tensions and the instrumental use 

of ambiguous concepts can galvanize change.  
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The lack of contestation and widespread support for transparency has pushed information sharing well 

beyond what was originally envisioned and intended by aid data enthusiasts in the early 1990s and there 

is no end in sight. The data integration into global aid governance seems like an unstoppable force. The 

continued fixation on data generation and distribution has giving rise to a form of governing that could 

be depicted as a disclosure machinery. As will be shown in the empirical chapters, this machinery is not 

an inconsequential theoretical idea, but an operational machinery that shapes perceived self-interests, 

incentivises state behaviour and produces material consequences, such as altering aid flows. Still, the 

power-basis of the disclosure machinery rests solidly on social dynamics, such as the desire to appear like 

a norm-congruent credible actor on the global arena.  Disclosure is an organisational practice tightly 

linked to performance monitoring that enables the use indicators that invite comparison and peer 

pressure, which further feeds disclosure and evidence imperatives. The next section links disclosure to 

indicators and presents the feedback loops that make the disclosure machinery a self-sustaining force in 

global aid governance.   

3.2.  The symbiosis of disclosure and knowledge products  

The behaviour of states is shaped by shared ideas and norms, and these are often promoted by IOs that 

make prescriptions for desirable governing. Transparency is one of the most eagerly promoted norm but 

due to its ambiguity, we need to place the norm in a specific governance setting to be able to say anything 

about its causes and effects. It is hardly fruitful to treat aid transparency in a PA-theory inspired manner 

as an isolated disclosure regime, as it is by no means evident who the users of aid data are and should be, 

nor how the disclosure of data would alter behaviour and generate change.  

In the development setting transparency is operationalised as systematic and repetitive production and 

release of information for decision-making and accordingly, this section places aid transparency right in 

the sweet spot between NPM-inspired performance monitoring and the use of indicators in governance 

as means to provide evidence. The systematic production of standardized numerical information such as 

statistics and indicators is at the heart of a performance-oriented approach to transparency (Erkkilä 2012; 

Thedvall 2012). The social dynamics that stem from disclosure and operate through numeric knowledge 

products could be seen as an independent source of influence in the development field.   

As we saw in the previous chapter, monitoring arrangements matter: the awareness that one’s 

performance is under scrutiny matter and can drive donors to act differently form how they would have 

acted absent disclosure. Further, we also known that knowledge that stems from global indicators and 

performance metrics feed back into domestic decision-making and shape the behaviour of states. 

Indicators provide a universal language for global governance and can be seen as a prominent steering 

technology (Erkkilä and Piironen 2018a; Davis, Kingsbury, and Merry 2012).    
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Information disclosure can be a significant source of social power as the availability of data enables 

indicator production and encourages their use. The interplay between disclosure, indicators, and policy 

scripts embedded into indicators and the desire to display evidence can generate considerable social 

pressure. These interdependencies are here conceptualised as two self-perpetuating feedback loops, a 

performance loop and an evidence loop, that are the heart of the disclosure machinery. Both loops 

encourage donor disclosure and contribute to making the disclosure machinery a gradually more potent 

force in global governance. The performance loop that relates to the process features of aid governance and 

feeds from the desire to appear transparent in rankings and the evidence loop  relates to the output side of 

the aid governance arrangement and feeds from the desire to evince quantified evidence about what 

development policy achieves.  

Michener (2015) points out that several international transparency indexes have been developed to 

evaluate and encourage disclosure. Particularly the aid transparency index (ATI) has been shown to 

influence donors by pressuring elites, diffusing norms, supporting learning and providing peer pressure 

for donors (Honig and Weaver 2018). However, indicators do not only pressure donors but also 

recipients of aid as the data frenzy generates demand for data about how aid is used and what it achieves. 

It is likely that donor disclosure increases the demand for governance indicators in recipient countries, 

so also recipients need to produce more data. Indicator knowledge can helps donors assess developing 

country needs and qualities to make optimal and impactful aid allocation decisions (Arndt 2008; Oman 

and Arndt 2006; Governance Data Alliance 2016). The interplay between information disclosure and 

indicators is illustrated in Figure 2 below. Let us take information disclosure at the starting point and 

briefly discuss the two feedback loops.  

3.2.1. The performance loop  

Information disclosure both enables and encourages numeric assessments about donor performance. 

First, after donors have adopted the transparency norm, they step up their disclosure game and engage 

in more systematic, frequent, and intense production of data. The disclosed data will then be used as raw 

material for numeric external assessment related to the procedures by which the donor is governed. The 

data allows us to make judgements about the performance of donors, for instance, if they generally live up to 

the key principles of aid effectiveness. More specifically, to monitor donor performance related to 

disclosure, the data is used as raw material by an external ranking producer for the production of the Aid 

Transparency Index (ATI). 
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Figure 2: Donor information disclosure - knowledge products and feedback loops  

 
Note: The figure displays the two central feedback-loops of the disclosure machinery that link donor information disclosure 
and the use of indicators. The performance loop relates donor procedures and is fuelled by peer-pressure and gamified policy 
scripts that encourage donors to disclose. The evidence loop relates to what policy achieves and is fuelled by the evidence 
imperative, where, in the best of worlds, policy inputs can be linked to metrics that display performance. These indicators 
comprise of outputs, results and ideally outcomes. Disclosed donor information is key to both loops, either as raw material to 
measure performance or as policy inputs.  

This assessment provides an overview of the state of information disclosure at the donor institutions and 

numeric and ostensibly objective valuation of donor transparency. These kinds of indicators are 

essentially advocacy tools designed to promote political agenda and they can shape the behaviour of 

states by creating social pressure to conform to the agenda behind the measurements and have been 

shown to feed into policy making and shape institutional practice (Kelley and Simmons 2015; Broome 

and Quirk 2015; Erkkilä, Peters, and Piironen 2016). 

The aggregated design of performance indicator contributes to making them effective tools of change. 

While the overall assessment, i.e. being labelled a secretive “poor performer” can generate social pressure 

to conform to the disclosure agenda, it is the specific components of indicators that make them truly 

transformative. The individual items include specific actionable policy scripts that states can focus on to 

improve their performance in the rankings. The specificity of the scripts make it seem like a simple 

inconsequential administrative decision to correct behaviour in agreement with the prescriptions and the 

index serves as a reputational reward. Essentially, norm-congruence becomes gamified into a series of 

small tasks with rewards.  

Let us consider an example. The Aid Transparency Index of 2016 includes a specific item “sub-national 

location” with an indicator weight of 1.86% in the total index. Essentially, the index awards donors more 
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points for being very precise about the location of their development interventions. The score further 

depends on the format and location of the data. If a donor provides the sub-national geographic locations 

for their development projects on their websites, they obtain only 33.3 % of the total potential score, 

50% if the locations are provided as a CSV-file and 100% if the donor choses the IATI-format. Being 

ranked worse than your peer-donor may cause embarrassment, but it is the policy scripts that is derived 

from rankings that make GPIs efficient tools for change: they offer donors specific actionable remedies 

for what exactly a donor should do to improve their scores. In this case the policy script is: “publish geocoded 

project locations in the IATI-format”.  Moreover, when a donor acts and engages in the disclosure of yet 

another type of information, this will again feed the creation of the upcoming transparency ranking a 

couple of years later. Only now, the methodology of the index has likely changed, new indicators have 

been added and the weights have shifted, providing yet again impetus for change to push the disclosure 

agenda further. These social dynamics and gamified policy scripts make the shifts towards norm-

adherence incremental and appear apolitical.  

3.2.2. The evidence loop  

Respectively, information disclosure will encourage the use and creation of governance indicators about 

recipient governments. Compared to the relatively simple performance-loop, where disclosure feeds 

indicator production and indicator production gives prescriptions for disclosure, the evidence loop that 

works through indicator knowledge about recipient countries. This influence is indirect and trickier to 

grasp. The central concept here is evidence. The desire to obtain evidence about what governments 

achieve and make this information openly available is at the heart of a performance-oriented approach 

to transparency. As we can recall from the previous chapter, the use of aggregated performance indicators 

to display what governments achieve is a crucial form of insight in governing situations where policies 

target large audiences, and the welfare of the citizen is not directly influenced by the policy choices. 

Therefore, particularly in the development setting, governance indicators can be useful tools to show 

domestic constituents what “their” tax funds achieve in recipient countries.  

The information disclosed by donors serves in this loop as policy inputs, i.e., the detailed information 

about the distribution of development funds. Perhaps before, it would suffice for donors to sporadically, 

post-hoc disclose basic data on the funds they provide for development assistance but today with the 

disclosure machinery up and running, the data needs to be more detailed, timely and forward-looking 

than ever before. The primus motor behind disclosure is the evidence imperative in modern governance. 

We need to be able to dissect complex governance process and pinpoint with quasi-scientific precision 

who produced what kind of results. To do so, we need fine-grained data on where, how, and when donors 

disperse development funds, that can then be linked to governance indicators in developing countries as 

evidence about what aid achieves. By practicing disclosure in the name of transparency and demanding 
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down-stream adherence to the norm, donors create pressure for recipients to provide statistics and raw 

material for indicator production about their own performance. In the best of worlds, the inputs could 

be linked to evidence on the ground.  

How exactly evidence is obtained varies. In the most extreme cases the distribution of funds and 

production of evidence can involve the research community and use randomized controlled trials that 

leverage actual distribution of funds with experimental precision, but in most cases the evidence 

generation is rather simple descriptive “show and tell” with the help of indicators, such as metrics of 

child mortality or access to sanitation facilities. While the process to produce evidence is tricky and most 

of the time purely indicative, the push of the idea to generate evidence about the what aid funds achieve 

cannot be overstated: evidence-based governing has a “strong link to observable changes towards informed societies 

[and the] the omnipresence of data and information” (Marschall 2018, 7). Recipient governments are required to 

spend more and more resources on various reporting procedures and donors are together with recipient 

governments actively striving to ramp up their capacity to produce reliable statistics. Still, the ever-

growing demand for official statistics has not been met with a corresponding increase in capacity to 

deliver indicator data in many developing countries (T. Sethi and Prakash 2018). The validity of the 

produced evidence and whether inputs can be reliably linked to metrics is debatable but largely irrelevant 

for the disclosure game. What matters is the idea and corresponding ambition: the disclosure machinery 

is fuelled by an imperative to obtain evidence and to do so, we need hordes of data. Finally, when it 

becomes apparent that displaying evidence is difficult with the data at hand, we need more and better 

information through yet more extensive disclosure practices, so that we can obtain even better evidence.  

3.2.3. Social dynamics and transformative influences  

Indicators and rankings are crucial tools for performance assessment and the production of evidence: 

they feed from data production and simplify complex social reality into easily understandable and 

comparable measures on various aspects of governing and performance. So, it is no wonder that 

indicators are popular. The previous section presented the structure in which information disclosure 

feeds indicator production and use in development field and the feedback loops that strengthen the 

disclosure machinery and provide impetus for change. Indicators are the universal language of modern 

global governance, but how do they really work and what social processes are at play? According to 

Erkkilä and Piironen (2018b) the transformative nature of indicator knowledge can be derived primarily 

from four social processes, all of which are relevant for the internal working of the disclosure machinery.  

The first is objectification, which builds on the rudimentary idea that when information is presented in 

numeric form is usually considered an objective, comparable and universally valid and consequently a 

solid basis for rational decision making (Porter 1996; Hansen 2015). Further, when governance indicators 
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are created by third parties and reputable international institutions, they come with an aura of objectivity 

and seem untainted by politics or ideology. The role of objectification is crucial for the internal workings 

of the disclosure machinery as objectification of numeric knowledge makes administrative procedures 

related to monitoring and control appear detached from the decision makers that impose the procedures. 

In the case of aid transparency, the ATI ranking is produced by a seemingly unbiased NGO that produces 

objective donor assessments.  

The appearance of objectivity links to the second process: politization. The ostensible objectivity of 

indicator-based knowledge may this way depoliticize societal issues override political considerations 

(Thedvall 2012). The numbers show what needs to be done and what needs to be prioritized and as 

discussed in the previous section, indicators can even provide specific scripts for governing. These scripts 

stem completely form outside the domestic political process and appear as inconsequential administrative 

procedures which depoliticises disclosure. However, indicators can also work in the opposite direction: 

they can renders specific governance characteristics policy problems that need to be addressed and serve 

as tools of societal critique (Desrosières 2014; Bruno, Didier, and Vitale 2014). This dynamic is evident 

in how performance indicators work. They help generate policy problems. As we shall see in the case 

studies here in Chapter 6, transparency was hardly considered a problem before it was assessed by an 

external ranking producer.  

The third process identified by Erkkilä and Piironen (2018b) is subjectification, which refers to the reflexivity 

of indicator knowledge. Comparative assessments portray social units as subjects with agency, which 

comes with responsible for their own performance with regards to the assessed metrics (Erkkilä and 

Piironen 2018b). Through rankings and comparison, states (or other assessed entities) become aware 

about their position in relation to others and may seek to change their behaviour to perform well on the 

metrics. Roberts (2009) claims that this kind of authoritative recognition, the possibility to be labelled 

successful or humiliated, that explains the appeal of these kinds of knowledge products.  

Finally, indicators work through legitimation: states derive legitimacy from and transfer legitimacy to the 

institutions and communities of experts that generate governance assessments. Countries refer to these 

knowledge products in order to portray themselves in positive light and appear trustworthy and credible 

actors on the global arena and even attract foreign investment (Masaki and Parks 2019). Respectively, 

when countries take rankings seriously it legitimizes the governance assessments as something worthy of 

consideration, ultimately increasing dominance of indicators as steering technology that sets standards, 

goals and targets against which societies are measured (Davis, Kingsbury, and Merry 2012). 

To reiterate, the information disclosure practiced in the name of transparency becomes influential in 

modern aid governance through a disclosure machinery. The influence of the disclosure machinery rests 
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on social dynamics that arise from the use of numeric information and indicators in governing. Through 

imperatives to improve performance and evince evidence, information disclosure generates self-

sustaining feedback loops that maintain the disclosure machinery and gradually make it a more potent 

source of power. The disclosure machinery both feeds the production of knowledge products, such as 

indicators and rankings, but also relies on their transformative influence to sustain itself.  

The allure of objectivity makes indicators appealing and accepted. They pinpoint selected issues in a 

format that is easy to grasp, which can help bring some societal issues to the forefront but depoliticize 

others. Being assessed can instil a sense of agency and direct responsibility to the social unit under scrutiny 

and urge the unit to alter its position in a social order created by the indicator producer. Doing so validates 

the assessment as something worthy of consideration, which increases the appeal of the knowledge 

products, making it seem like a legitimate appraisal and objective depiction of social reality. Ultimately, 

the disclosure machinery becomes an independent source of influence in modern aid governance that is 

shaping aid governance and producing material consequences according to its own self-sustaining logic. 

A schematic overview of the disclosure machinery can be found in Figure 3 below. The idea is to illustrate 

the macro-drivers behind the transparency norm, the operative reactions and social dynamics that emerge from 

and strengthen the pressure to disclose data as well as the policy consequences that the disclosure machinery 

produces. The macro-drivers are discussed in detail in Chapter 4 that describes the ideational context that 

came to specify the function of the disclosure machinery. The rough model is neither predictive nor 

exhaustive but does serve a purpose as basic heuristic framework for illustrating the role and 

consequences of transparency in aid governance and the key dynamics at play. The next section 

summarizes four specific theoretical propositions about the inner workings of the disclosure machinery, 

whereas the policy consequences are gradually outlined in chapter 5, chapter 6 and chapter 7.   
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Figure 3: A schematic overview of the disclosure machinery  

 

Note: Figure 3 displays an overview of the disclosure machinery. The figure illustrates the driving macro level forces that set 
the foundations for the machinery under the notion of transparency, the operative reactions that information disclosure 
generates the central feedback links and policy consequences. The shifting governance modes and policy consequences are 
discussed in-depth in chapter 5, chapter 6 and chapter 7.   
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3.3. Propositions about the disclosure machinery 

Now that we have outlined the feedback loops and transformative processes, let us conclude with 

theoretical propositions. Four propositions sum up the self-sustaining dynamics of the disclosure 

machinery. These are not explicitly falsifiable hypotheses but theoretical propositions that have emerged 

iteratively throughout the research. A key idea behind theorising the disclosure machinery is that the 

political consequences of transparency have been inadequately considered. Framing information 

disclosure as an issue of transparency gives the impression that disclosing data is universally desirable, 

neutral, and untainted by ideology. However, as we shall see in the empirical analysis, disclosure is linked 

to political reform agendas and shapes the distribution of resources.  

Proposition 1: The conceptual ambiguity of transparency ensures institutional support and makes it difficult to backtrack 

on information disclosure  

The first proposition builds on the idea that it is the ambiguity, not the content that makes the 

transparency norm so successful. Transparency implies openness but the content of the norm can vary 

considerably. In the case of aid transparency aid data enthusiasts promoted systematic information 

disclosure for decades with limited success. As chapter 4 shows, reframing information sharing as an 

issue of transparency was crucial for information sharing to flourish. The ambiguity enabled widespread 

support of the idea as different actors could project their own hopes and expectations on transparency. 

Information disclosure framed as reporting procedure or performance monitoring would probably not 

have generated a similar hype and transnational movement. The normative allure of transparency also 

deflects criticism. It is practically impossible to challenge the norm and its content without appearing to 

favour secrecy. Once information disclosure has begun, it is difficult dismantle disclosure arrangements 

without considerable backlash as the internal logic of the disclosure machinery encourages more 

disclosure. The ambiguity that is usually considered problematic in transparency research could explain 

the apparent success of transparency in the development field.  

Proposition 2: The disclosure machinery is self-reinforcing by design 

Once decisions have been made and practices have been introduced, disclosure eventually becomes 

institutionalised. Standardized information disclosure is now how we understand transparency, even if it 

is debatable to what extent information disclosure reflects the democratic ideals about public scrutiny 

and contribute to making the internal working of donor institutions discernible. Once the wheels are in 

motion it is difficult to stop the disclosure train and the knowledge products that rely on disclosure will 

eventually create even more demand for disclosure. The supply of aid data generates demand for aid data 

through the performance loop and the evidence loop. Information disclosure generates raw material for 
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indicator production about donor performance, which creates further pressure to take part in information 

disclosure. In addition, the demand to display evidence in the name of transparency encourages the use 

of indicator data about recipients, which either facilitates the donors’ ability to disclose information or 

displays a lack of evidence. This, in turn, generates an increased supply of data that feeds the cycles. With 

self-reinforcing dynamics embedded into the disclosure machinery, the push to disclosure will only 

gradually become more intensive and produce steering influences well beyond what was originally 

envisioned with information sharing, as discussed in chapter 4.   

Proposition 3: The disclosure machinery is an independent source of influence in global aid governance that shifts the 

development field towards managerial governance. 

The introduction of information disclosure has been facilitated by an appealing umbrella concept that 

encourages donors to open their organisations to scrutiny. After years of disclosure, the practice has 

become largely unquestioned, but why sovereign states voluntarily agree to share information on their 

intentions, financial flows and achievements has by no means always been obvious. Disclosure is the new 

normal and refusing to take part in global data disclosure is frowned upon; to be regarded a legitimate 

actor on the global aid arena one must adhere to the disclosure agenda. While the decisions to disclose 

data are often seen as apolitical and voluntary due to the appeal of transparency, the practice of 

information disclosure is filled with ideologically laden practices and steering ideals and the consequences 

may be explicitly political. The changes in governance modes that we are likely to see because of growing 

information disclosure echo managerial steering ideals, with a strong focus on efficiency and delivering 

measurable results. The managerial influences are due to the self-reinforcing design of the machinery 

likely to grow stronger over time.  

Proposition 4: The self-reinforcing dynamics embedded into the disclosure machinery will generate implicit conditionalities in 

global aid flows.     

With self-reinforcing dynamics embedded into the disclosure machinery, the way donors are steering 

development policy will gradually change. Donors will start to demand similar disclosure practices 

downstream in the implementation chain to enable timely and precise disclosure. These downstream 

requirements will gradually produce material shifts and repriorizations in donor policy and changes I how 

how the donor allocates resources. Incrementally, information disclosure will redirect global aid flows in 

accordance with the internal logic of the disclosure machinery and pressure recipients to live up to its 

requirements. Recipient governments and development organisations are, however, not necessarily 

similarly equipped with resources and administrative capacity to produce reliable information, which will 

lead to selectivity based on recipient capacity to feed the disclosure machinery with data. From this 

follows the fourth and final proposition that the disclosure machinery is, due to its own internal logic, 
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bound to generate implicit conditionalities for the global distribution of aid that will penalise recipients 

that for some reason are ill-equipped to take part in the disclosure game. 

With four indicative theoretical propositions in hand, it is time to move to the empirical part of the 

dissertation. Chapter 4 explores how aid transparency came to be and the ideational backdrop against 

which the disclosure machinery was established, whereas chapter 5 investigates the practical 

repercussions of information disclosure in two donor organisations. These two qualitative empirical 

investigations have provided insights that have helped theorise the disclosure machinery. Chapters 6 and 

chapter 7 are statistical analyses where the theorised dynamics of the disclosure machinery are put to the 

test.  
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4. Field Development: Building Foundations for the Machinery 
 

“Development assistance agencies find themselves today facing two inter-linked imperatives: the 
demand to work more effectively and the necessity for dealing with the implications of dramatic 

technological change.”   

-INDIX NEWSLETTER (1995A) 

This chapter deals with information sharing in development aid beginning form the 1960s. It maps central 

initiatives, actors and ideas related to information sharing and explores how these have developed over 

time, without being bound to a pre-defined theory or conceptual framework. By analysing archival 

sources, policy documents and secondary literature, the chapter shows how information sharing in the 

development field for a long time was an issue of low political salience concerning a network of 

professionals with an interest in data and coordination. Over time the idea of information sharing evolved 

from being a technical concern into what is today labelled aid transparency, a prescriptive norm with 

strong political backing. The chapter contributes to the aid transparency literature by tracing the 

development of the concept over time and analysing how the ideas behind information sharing have 

evolved. In terms of theory development, the chapter shows the transformative potential of norm 

ambiguity and presents the ideational foundations for the disclosure machinery.    

The level of analysis is in this chapter the development sector as an institutional field, i.e., a recognised 

area of institutional life with shared meaning systems and isomorphic processes (DiMaggio and Powell 

1983). While the development sector is wide and diverse, development actors interact frequently with 

each other, the field is characterised by inter-organisational structures and patterns of coordination and 

cooperation, there is a significant amount of shared information within the field as well as a clear mutual 

awareness among donors and other development actors that they all are involved in a common endeavour 

with shared goals.  

In addition to increased global connectivity and rapid technological change, two key developments paved 

the way for aid transparency to become unquestioned in the development sector. First, the 

instrumentalisation of information sharing shifted attention from describing what is being done towards 

making evaluative assessments to generate change.  In other words, information sharing gained a 

transformative dimension: you disclose data to achieve other desirable things. Second, by linking 

information sharing to a transparency and an accountability narrative, the idea of sharing aid data gained 

mainstream support and turned into a core steering principle in development aid. The notion that one 

ought to be transparent and that the published data should enable us to make evaluative assessments 

about how development funds are used became the core ideas that allowed the disclosure machinery to 

emerge. 
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The story of aid transparency can roughly be divided into four phases. The early days of information 

sharing, form the 1960s to the end of the late 80s, were shaped by cooperation under the leadership of 

international organisations, especially UN and OECD. Particularly, the introduction of computers and 

rapid development in communications technology, encouraged harnessing computerized information 

sharing for coordination purposes. During this time, information sharing was identified as a factor that 

inhibits aid from fulfilling its developmental potential but cooperation across organisations boundaries 

was limited. The central idea behind sharing information was that through technological change and 

rational information management, the development field can become better coordinated and effectively 

governed.  

In the period from late 80s to the end of the 90s, global cooperation among multi- and bilateral donors 

related to information sharing starts taking shape. Characteristic for this era of trial-and-error is increasing 

cooperation involving a broader variety actor, such as IOs, national donors, private organisations, NGOs, 

and research institutions, with regards to many of the ideas and practices that we today call aid 

transparency.  Curiously, however, the cooperation regarding information sharing is not framed in terms 

of transparency or accountability. Much like in the early days, sharing information is still as a technical 

exercise inescapably linked to technological change and ideas of efficient management of resources. 

Transparency is notable in its absence and the donor community places emphasis on the role of 

information for making development aid rationalised, coordinated and efficient. In the early 90s, we can 

observe the birth of a global institutional arrangement to foster information sharing and create a data 

standard, focusing on descriptive information on development activities. The time is, however, not yet 

ripe for global information sharing, both in terms of institutional and ideational support and technology. 

In the late 90s, the idea that information sharing has an explicit evaluative purpose and ought to be used 

for instrumentally improving governance is starting to take shape and proponents of information sharing 

begin to argue that sharing data is necessary for public accountability. A “ought to” message in the name 

of public accountability and fighting corruption combined with a data standard and associated practices 

as well as a network of experts to provided ideational and material support provides the foundations for 

information sharing to become a policy norm. The crucial turn of events, however, that gives information 

sharing the status of a policy norm and paves the way for institutionalisation is that sharing information 

is included as a central component of the early 2000s Aid Effectiveness agenda. The loosely defined norm 

can attract broad support in the development industry, irrespective of political orientation. With 

transparency codified into various aid effectiveness declarations, new life was breathed into the 

information sharing efforts form before and under the label aid transparency, information sharing gains 

increasing recognition. Further, a new multi-stakeholder governance arrangement, the International Aid 

Transparency Initiative (IATI), is established to promote the proliferation of the norm. Transparent 
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development cooperation becomes a global phenomenon and donor as well as aid-receiving countries, 

pledge to make aid transparent. 

By 2010, with a new institutional architecture, an operational IATI-standard and norm commitments 

from significant donor institutions, aid transparency can be considered institutionalised. But even though 

most donors have pledged to commit to transparent aid, there is significant variance in the extent that 

transparency is put into practice, which begs questions about whether transparency is able to produce its 

desired effects. And perhaps more importantly, as will be discussed in the ensuing empirical 

investigations, the increasingly colossal global information disclosure machinery is likely to shape how 

the development sector is governed by incentivising donors to act in ways which may be suboptimal for 

the global development agenda.  

4.1. Technocratic dreams of efficiency 

There have been efforts to share development information among donor institutions for decades, but 

the path towards global systematic sharing of aid data and the institutionalisation of aid transparency as 

a norm has been long and patchy. Characteristic for the early years of information sharing in aid are 

fragmented efforts, limited cooperation and focus on information sharing for learning, research, and 

planning purposes within IOs, especially the United Nations (UN). This is a type of information gathering 

and sharing could be seen as what Hood (2007) calls bureaucratic transparency with emphasis on 

improving the internal work of administrations.  

Information sharing in the early years was strongly driven by technological change, especially the 

introduction of computers. The first steps towards using computers in international development 

cooperation were taken in the mid-60s at the UN (Sohm 1985). Here, the work related to information 

systems dealt with three broad topics: the promotion of effective international information exchange, the 

development of coordinated and compatible information systems within the UN and use of 

computerised systems to improve operations within the agencies (Sohm 1985). The work was steered by 

an entity called Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACC) and the computers were used for 

basic statistical purposes.  

While the early automation was rather basic on contemporary standards, the introduction of computers 

set in motion a series of organisational changes (Sohm 1985). The ACC established the Computer Users 

Committee (CUC) in 1968 to enhance inter-agency cooperation, although in the early days the committee 

consisted mainly of Geneva-based UN agencies. This can be considered a starting point for computerized 

information sharing between donor agencies. In 1969, the Advisory Committee on the Application of 

Science and Technology to Development (ACAST) published a report on the potential for international 
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cooperation in the use of computers in development that stressed the need for inter-agency cooperation 

and saw potential for the use of electronic data processing for technical, scientific, economic and social 

information, as well as information related to operations and administrative data (ibid.). These 

developments provided a push for harnessing computerized information collection and sharing as a 

coordination tool to promote efficient use of development resources.  

In the wake of the ACAST-report, the International Computing Centre (ICC) was established in Geneva 

in 1971, to make data processing services available and support the use of computers for improved 

coordination among UN agencies. The same year, the Inter-Organization Board for Information Systems 

and Related Activities (IOB) was founded to develop large scale, coordinated inter-organisational 

management information systems, especially for economic and social development activities. A few years 

later, in 1974, the IOB was tasked by the ACC to pursue a pilot project to establish a Common Register 

on Development Activities (CORE). This pilot project is likely the first inter-organisational cross-border 

effort to share aid data.  

The idea that the use of computers and information systems could improve efficiency and effectiveness 

and advance global development gradually gained political recognition. In 1976, The UN General 

Assembly resolution 31/94 B of 1976 urged analysing the usefulness of “electronic data processing” and 

“coordinated information systems” due to their potential to ensure efficient use of resources” and “potential value in 

accelerating the implementation and coordination of important programmes, particularly in the field of economic and social 

development” (in Sohm 1985). The General Assembly requested the creation of a global network to 

exchange information on development and an inter-agency task force was set out to establish information 

on the needs of governments, assess institutional difficulties on national and regional levels and outline 

the need for further action. 

Only a couple of years later, in 1978, the progress on coordinating information systems was seen to be 

lacking behind, which encouraged the Committee for Programme and Coordination (CPC) to express 

concerns regarding the slow implementation of the IOB work programme. The CPC criticised the 

inadequate progress on coordinating information systems and the limited amount on information 

produced in the systems at place and a later analysis from 1981 by the ACC, confirmed that the efforts 

of IOB to enhance co-ordination had indeed been unsuccessful. The IOB had not been able to establish 

comprehensive information systems, as this proved to be too complex and there was a persistent problem 

with identifying user needs and areas where coordination would be most lucrative.  

In the wake of the failed attempts of IOB to achieve enhanced coordination, the Economic and Social 

Council (ECOSOC) requested a review and a reform of the information systems. The ACC published a 

report that breathe new life into the development of an information sharing architecture. As a result of 
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the review, in 1983, an Advisory Committee for the Coordination of Information Systems (ACCIS) was 

established in IOBs place. ACCIS work aimed at improving information infrastructures (collection, 

storing, retrieval and dissemination) and facilitating the access of member states to UN information 

systems. ACCIS established and maintained a database called the Register of Development Activities 

(RDA), which kept records on economic and social development activities performed or funded by the 

UN and its agencies (Walker 1991).   

While UN agencies were frontrunners in using information technology to connect different agencies, 

efforts to share information were also undertaken by other international organisations. The OECD 

together with the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) introduced a join 

“Expanded Reporting System on External Lending”, which came later to be known as the Creditor 

Reporting System (CRS) and provided since then a reporting system for financial flows for OECD 

members. The system was computerised in 1975. Also at the OECD, the International Development 

Information Network (IDIN) was set up at the Development Centre in Paris, in 1976 (INDIX 1995a). 

From 1985 onwards, IDIN maintained a data base on development research in the member institutions, 

which were regional associations of the Interregional Coordination Committee of Development 

Associations (CCDA)1 (Walker 1991). The focal point of this network was on sharing information on 

research and training related to social and economic development, encouraged by the idea that an 

exchange of ideas among development specialist, eventually would lead to shared understanding of 

development problems. Collection of information for the database was decentralised to regional level. 

By the early 90s, information about development institution, research projects and specialists were 

collected and shared within the network. At that time, the network tried to use new information 

technology and becoming more interactive, so that researchers around the world would be both 

knowledge producers and users of data. This required participation  in so called “tele-networking groups”, 

where users produce, proliferate and use problem-oriented information (INDIX 1995a).  

Even though the most ambitious and large-scale efforts to advance information sharing took place within 

IOs, a few national or cross-national alternatives for information collection and sharing had emerged by 

the end of the 1980s. Mostly, the new communications technology was used to established databases for 

making data on development activities available to experts and researchers. A good example is the 

Development Database Service (DDBS), launched and managed by David Balson at the International 

Development Research Centre (IDRC) in Ottawa, in the mid 1980’s, a place that in the subsequent 

                                                 
 

1 ADIPA in Asia, AICARDES in the Arab region, CLACSO in Latin America, CODESRIA in Africa and 
EADI in Europe. 
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decades came to be the hotbed of information sharing initiatives. The service pooled various databases 

related to development information, but was eventually terminated in 1996 due to funding cutbacks and 

the service becoming obsolete in terms of its technology (Joling 1999). Perhaps the most prolific example 

is, however, the IDRIS database. IDRIS was a cooperative database that included information on 

international development research projects carried out by a number of agencies2  related to international 

development (Walker 1991). The decision to establish IDRIS was taken in 1983 by half a dozen 

organisations operating in the cross-section of research, technology and development.3 The IDRC 

initiated this cooperation, motivated by classic coordination problems in development, namely that 

development interventions often had to “reinvent the wheel” as they are conducted in isolation (Furberg 

n.d.). The IDRIS data was made available for anyone through search requests directed to the IDRC 

Library, but much like with the OECDs IDIN, the information sharing was mainly directed to experts 

and scientists to help them obtain project-related information.  

A similar development research database was also maintained by the World Bank, specifically related to 

agricultural research. The SPAAR database (Special Program for African Agricultural Research) upheld 

a reporting system for research projects or programs taking place in Africa. Whereas these databases 

related specifically to research and primarily strived to make data available for research purposes, some 

other initiatives had a sectoral focus (Walker 1991). For instance, the CESI-PLUS database, maintained 

by the WHO jointly with UNDP and UNICEF, related to projects, strategies, statistics and actors 

engaged in efforts to ensure water supply and sanitation. Another example is the Donor Information 

System (DIS) database that was upheld by The World Bank and collected data on African Education 

projects as a part of a cooperative arrangement among two dozen aid agencies.  

Other information collection efforts were limited in their scope and bound to a specific donor or a 

specific group of donors. For instance, The Projects Database, upheld by the US AID, kept records only 

on projects funded by US AID. The Projects database, containing among other items project abstracts, 

is one of the oldest databases in the field, with information dating back to 1952, but still by the end of 

                                                 
 

2 The Swedish Agency for Research Cooperation with Developing Countries, The German Appropriate Technology Exchange 
(GATE), The International Foundation for Science, The Board on Science and Technology for International Development 
(BOSTID), The Netherlands Universities Foundation for International Cooperation (NUFFIC), The Japan International 
Cooperation Agency (JICA), The Finnish International Development Agency, as well as the United Nations University and 
IDRC.   
3 International Development Research Centre (IDRC), Canada; International Foundation for Science (IFS), Sweden; Swedish 

Agency for Research Cooperation with Developing Countries (SAREC), Sweden; Board on Science and Technology for 
International Development (BOSTID); the Netherlands Universities Foundation for International Cooperation (NUFFIC); 
the German Appropriate Technology Exchange (GATE).   
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the 1980s financial data was not included in the database. Another example of a database upheld at state-

level, is the IBISCUS database of the French Ministry of Cooperation and Development. This database 

contained both technical and economic information, project data and research/researcher information, 

but it focused mainly on French-speaking countries.  

By the end of the 1980s the idea of transparent aid was underdeveloped on contemporary standards and 

far from a political aspiration. Nonetheless, several initiatives used technological innovations to advance 

information sharing, driven by rationalistic ideas about how more data can improve efficiency and enable 

coordination by removing duplication of efforts and facilitating better planning. Many elements of 

information sharing and what today perceived as aid transparency were being elaborated, but these efforts 

were not assembled discursively under the idea of transparency. One could even go as far as arguing that 

transparency in development aid did not exist, or at least it was a complete non-issue.  

Much like today, the early days of information sharing were characterised by growing ambitions to utilise 

computers to store and share information with the aim to enable coordination and enhance the efficient 

use of scarce resources. Yet, it is evident that the efforts were not particularly successful. There were 

failures, continuous restructuring, and no truly global initiatives, despite ostensible high-level support for 

the use of electronic data processing and coordinated information systems, expressed in resolutions by 

the UN General Assembly and ECOSOC. Further, the institutional arrangements for promoting 

information sharing in the 70s and 80s were geographically dispersed and functionally limited. The role 

of IOs is notable and the developments for information sharing within the UN and OECD have provided 

important early steps and platforms for experimentation which set some of the groundwork for 

subsequent arrangements. Information sharing related to development research also played a similar role, 

providing lessons for future endeavours. The first twenty years provided some key infrastructure, such 

as computers, information systems and databases, and perhaps most importantly a problem to be solved. 

By the end of the 1980’s poor information sharing was recognised as a serious issue that was believed to 

hamper the effectiveness of development aid. The following decade was about to ruffle things up.  

4.2. A global turn and common standards  

Despite previous efforts to share information within international organisations and among experts and 

researchers across borders, a global institutional arrangement that would unite the development field 

around common information sharing was still conspicuous by its absence. But in the 90s, in a changing 

world order and political landscape, information sharing took significant leaps towards becoming a 

genuinely global undertaking. The most prolific developments were the establishment of a universal 

standard for data sharing (CEFDA) and a database with a global scope (INDIX-DAI).  
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Conductive to these developments was that in 1988, a new actor and collaborative organ emerged to 

complement the existing information sharing arrangements, which had been geographically or 

thematically constrained and limited in their reach. The Study Group on Exchange of Development 

Information was established as an informal forum to discuss issues related to information sharing in aid 

and envision future alternatives. The group provided a the opportunity for informal deliberations and 

consisted, to begin with, of representatives from the IDRC, the World Bank and the WHO and convened 

in Ottawa, Canada (INDIX 1993d). In June 1989, the group met in Paris along with representatives from 

ACCIS, CIDA, JICA, OECD and USAID to discuss challenges related to sharing development 

information and soon the group became an important driver of the emerging disclosure agenda.  

The informal group was likely a reaction to the earlier failed projects to advance information sharing. 

Even though the informal group represents a departure from the predominately formal and intra-

organisational approach from previous years, it did have considerable institutional backing. For instance, 

the Advisory Committee for the Coordination of Information Systems (ACCIS) of the UN and especially 

its the of ACCIS, Mrs. Celine Foster Walker, was an important initial supporter and founder of the Study 

Group (INDIX 1993c). The participants operated under the assumption that funds for international 

development aid and research were becoming increasingly scarce, and thus, agencies need find new ways 

to make effective use of available resources. By sharing information on activities, aid agencies could 

optimize use of resources by pooling funds and avoiding duplication of efforts. In other words, 

information disclosure was first and foremost seen as a coordination tool to improve efficient use of 

resources.  

The study group envisioned truly global information sharing. To scout the sentiment of the development 

field they conducted a survey in 1990 to assess the interest of various development actors to partake in a 

joint effort to share information. As a result, the group decided to organise a plenary meeting. Eventually, 

three general meetings were held in 1991, 1993 and 1995 respectively, providing a forum for cooperation. 

At the second general meeting, the study group was formalised and renamed the International Network 

for Development Information Exchange (INDIX). During the meetings, significant steps were taken 

towards what we today call aid transparency, namely, standardised, global level information disclosure on 

development activities and flow of funds.  

More than 80 representatives from intergovernmental organisations, bilateral donors, NGOs, and 

research institutes assembled in Paris at the OECD Development Centre in June 1991, for the first 

general meeting to discuss the exchange of information on development activities. The convention was 

preceded by preparatory meetings organised by the Study Group in 1989-1990, chaired by Maury D. 

Brown representing USAID. The participants set out to “identify issues inhibiting the exchange of information” 
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and to “formulate a plan for pursuing the establishment of a procedure to facilitate the exchange of information on 

development activities” (INDIX 1991). During the preparations the group contacted 115 agencies, research 

institutes and NGOs to inform them about the intentions to advance information sharing. Eventually, 

90 agencies expressed their interest to be involved and 55 organisations took part in the first meeting.  

The official report states that the meeting was held against the backdrop of increased pressure to make 

use of limited resources and a sentiment that cooperation and coordination between donor institutions 

is urgently needed to prevent duplication of aid efforts and reduce wasteful spending (INDIX 1991). The 

need for exchange on development information was framed as a matter of efficiency and effectiveness 

and the participants “recognised that facilitating the exchange of information could lead to an improvement of the ability 

of donors to execute development activities more effectively” (ibid.).  

The keynote address labelled “Information Exchange in the New Era” by the French diplomat Stephane 

Hessel (1991) expressed a strong belief that sharing information can be a game changer in the 

development field. Hessel encouraged “professionalism” and thinking of information exchange as a truly 

international and inter-cultural endeavour. Hessel seems to have had an optimistic sentiment as he 

pointed out that the emerging use data and especially the indicators in development could improve our 

“understanding of complexities” in development, but he also ominously warned that data can in itself be 

“misleading if its relationship with value judgements is not made obvious” and that we should be cautious about 

possible “miscalculations that may lie in hiding” in quantification of complex development processes. In 

contrast to these foreboding concerns, which we will return to in chapter 6 and chapter 7, the issues that 

the plenary sessions and working groups contemplated were basic questions related the practicalities to 

information exchange, the format of development information, the use of data and technical support.  

The central outcome of this first genuinely transnational process related to sharing development 

information was support for the introduction of the CEFDA-format, a common record structure of data 

needed to identify and describe development activity.4 Further, participants supported the establishment 

of a directory on existing development activity databases.  

                                                 
 

4 Development activities are understood as "operational activities for development encompass, inter alia, those activities of a development co-
operation character that seek to mobilize or increase the potential and capacities of countries to promote economic and social development and welfare, 
including the transfer of resources to developing counties or regions in a tangible or intangible form."  United Nations, General Assembly.  
Resolution 35/81 of 5 December 1980. 
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The Common Exchange Format for Development Activities5 (CEFDA) was outlined after the meeting 

and became operational in 1992 (INDIX 1997a). The format was developed to advance information 

exchange and was flexible in the sense that it was not bound to specific hardware, software or database 

methodologies and it allowed organisations to contribute to data creation. The format that was agreed 

on, requires administrative information on the submitting organisation, data on specific activities (IDs, 

titles and funding organisation, location, type of activity, terms of assistance, activity status, implementing 

entities, schedules and budgets) (INDIX 1997b; Lauro, Di 1994). The standard offered space for a 

summary describing the development activity but makes no reference to results or outcomes any criteria 

to make evaluative assessments of development activities. It is worthwhile observing, that the format was 

specifically not designed to for the “management of financial flows, comparative analysis or the keeping of statistics”, 

even though it was envisioned that a common format could improve development aid, predominately 

through enhanced effectiveness and efficiency (INDIX 1991). The expected benefits of a common 

standard are summarised in the list below:  

1. Reduced costs for information exchange activities. Data collection, sharing and 

interpretation and verification is laborious and expensive due to different standards between and 

even within organisations. Differences in interpretation lead to inconsistencies and impede 

effective information use and processing.   

2. Improved management information systems. The standard was envisioned as a basis for aid 

management systems in individual agencies and improve coordination.  

3. Improved learning and planning capabilities. Improved data on planned, ongoing and 

completed development interventions enables agencies to share experiences and improve the 

planning of future interventions.  

4. Avoiding duplication. Improved access data increases awareness of the actions of other 

agencies, which reduces duplication of initiatives and activities.  

5. Reduced evaluation costs and more effective evaluations. Potential for improved evaluations 

and comparisons of development activities within and between agencies.  

6. Reduced time and cost for planning interventions. Development agencies may reduce time 

and effort spent on assessing the feasibility of interventions and reduced duplication enables more 

efficient use of resources.  

7. Opportunities for co-funded programmes. Information exchange allows agencies to identify 

partners conducting similar interventions and thus enables agencies to engage in partnerships, 

further reducing duplication of efforts.  

8. Improved accountability. With improved data, agencies can make their achievements visible to 

taxpayers and other constituencies.  

                                                 
 

5 The Common Exchange Format for Development Activity Information was proposed by consultant Anne Di Lauro, based 
on a study, prepared for the First General Meeting of the Informal Study Group on Exchange of Development Information, 
Paris 19th-21st June 1991.  
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It seems that the benefits expected from information sharing were geared towards improving efficiency 

were at agency level, related to planning and implementing development activities. However, the format 

was also expected to shape the way the aid industry operates by improving the level of overall 

coordination between aid actors. As a self-strengthening governance system, it was believed, that 

information exchange through a common format for development data and a directory on existing aid 

data would provide the core foundations of what later develop into a “network of relations” for information 

exchange (INDIX 1991). Eventually, agencies were envisioned to be become more experienced in 

cooperation and existing databases would be improved and contain more relevant, detailed and up to 

date information. It is notable that the final point about improved accountability through visibility is a 

bit of a side-note, even though the exact same idea is the primus motor for contemporary aid 

transparency. In the early 90’s, the word transparency was not even mentioned. 

The second core outcome was the idea to create a central development project database, which was 

envisioned to replace the unstructured bilateral information exchanges. This database would make 

information available to all collaborating agencies and provide economies of scale to data production. 

The idea to create a common database received important institutional support, as both the OECD DAC 

Secretariat and UN ACCIS representatives offered to provide data from their own development 

information databases to the common venture, as soon the practical issue of converting the data to the 

CEFDA format was resolved. Eventually, the INDIX-DAI database was created to store data on 

development activities, based on the CEFDA data format. The database was proliferated on CD-ROMs 

biannually. Actors that contributed to the database were, among others, the United Nations Secretariat 

and eleven UN specialised agencies, OECD DAC, the CIDA and the USAID, IDIN, the Inter-American 

Development Bank (IDB) and the World Bank. IDRC, IFT, BOSTID, FINNIDA, JICA and SAREC all 

indirectly contributed data on research projects to the INDIX-DAI database via the Inter-Agency 

Development Research Information System database (IDRIS).  The number of contributors and users 

grew by each edition, and by the seventh edition, 35 development aid organisations had contributed a 

total of 158 000 records to the database. The later versions of the CD were published in both English 

and French (INDIX 1995a). 

Contrary to present-day undertakings, the INDIX-DAI database did not operate on an open data 

principle and was not free of charge (INDIX 1997c). Development actors were offered the chance to 

pay for a subscription to the database, with annual subscription fees ranging from $500 to $5000.  

Eventually, towards the end of the 90’s, an online subscription was made available for an annual fee of 

$250 for 20 hours or usage per month. NGOs in developing countries were given free access, and 
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organisations contributing to the database also received a free annual subscription. The data was expected 

to be delivered on tape, diskette using File Transfer Protocol (FTP) or E-mail. 

To fulfil the objectives of creating a common standard and database, a coordination unit was established6. 

The unit, located at the IDRC in Ottawa, was given the following specific tasks (INDIX 1991):  

1. Outline the final proposal for the CEFDA-format. 

2. Collect information using CEFDA from participating agencies and distribute the data. 

3. Create the Directory for Development Activity Databases and maintain a register of agencies 

providing aid information. 

4. Publish a quarterly newsletter for participants. 

5. Feasibility assessment for establishing a Central Database with data beyond the CEFDA standard. 

6. Provide consultation for agencies striving to set up activity databases. 

7. Elaborate on ways to involve recipient countries into the information exchange system. 

8. Engage in advocacy tasks to improve information exchange on development activities. 

9. Outline a fund-raising programme for the Exchange Mechanism. 

Most importantly, the coordination unit was responsible for compiling a central database with 

information on activities based on contributions by development agencies and to distribute the database 

on CD-ROM. The practical work of the unit seems to have been rather technical and hands on. The 

issues discussed in the coordination unit were often time consuming and practical, rudimentary problem 

solving related to standard setting for instance, agreeing on sector classifications, creating machine 

readable classifications, consulting INDIX members and harmonising reporting procedures (INDIX 

1994). Another good example of these kind of down to earth concerns is related to language barriers, 

when different development agencies use different vocabulary to classify their activities according to 

sectors. Other problems included standardising and providing abbreviations for institution names (Lauro, 

Di 1993). Achieving comprehensive and precise grouping schemes for geographical information proved 

to be difficult to agree on, as different actors in the development field categorise activities according to 

their own operational needs, in a way which often contradicts the CEFDA format and undermines its 

usability (R. Davies 1993).  

In summary, the first meeting resulted in a ”mechanism of donor cooperation, which represents more than simply an 

information-sharing agreement” (INDIX 1991). This mechanism was believed to be a “major step forward in the 

support of significant donor coordination”, which will improve efficiency in the use of aid resources and enhance 

the quality of designing development activities. Yet, despite the lavish global scale of the goals, the 

                                                 
 

6 The IDRC agreed to host the Coordination Unit for 18 months, provided that adequate revenue commitments (e.g. data 
subscriptions) were given by the participants. It was estimated by the IDRC, that commitments of 250 000 US$ were needed  
For the Coordination Unit to fulfil its tasks for the first 18 months. The Steering group decided the organisational 
commitments to be either 5000 or 10 000 US$. 
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meeting was a relatively low-key collaborative effort of interested individuals: “[the meeting] has succeeded in 

bringing together a group of committed persons [sic] interested in sharing information on development activities. This group 

is the guarantee that this major step forward in donor cooperation will provide tangible results.” (INDIX 1991). The 

meeting can be seen as a coming together of individuals with a specific and technical interest in the 

subject matter. The participants were library coordinators, librarians, controllers, information system 

specialists and represented organisational units related to evaluation, planning, and databases in the field 

of development aid. There was some representation from operations, directors, and heads units, but the 

meeting cannot be considered an event of high political salience.  

4.2.1. Crisis narratives and emerging problems  

In 1993 representatives from more than 70 development agencies convened in Paris for the second 

general meeting to review the progress and provide future direction (INDIX 1993b)7. Introductory 

speeches were given by representatives of the OECD and the Study Group and the key note address was 

given by the President of IDRC, Keith Bezanson (INDIX 1993a). Bezanson portrayed the field of 

development as having experienced a “mega crisis” that requires new approaches to revive a vision of 

global development. Information sharing was portrayed as a cornerstone of the new approach (INDIX 

1993d). A development community interlinked by new information systems is key for enabling data 

sharing to foster planning and evaluation, but this requires institutional commitment to ensure that the 

information systems are implemented and used. A second keynote speech was given by Hans Armfelt 

Hansell, Chief of the Trade Facilitation Section of the UN Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) 

on establishing international standards.  

During the meeting, it was decided that the study group should continue its work and the coordination 

unit was requested to prioritise the promotion of the DAI CD-ROM and make efforts to involve the 

NGO community in the information exchange and data production (INDIX 1993b). Both the use of 

CEFDA and the proliferation of data was seen to be lagging, so the coordination unit was encouraged 

to arrange training sessions on the use of CEFDA in key development organisations. 

Since the first meeting, the first editions of the DAI-CD had been published, containing about 70 000 

records, provided by eleven different aid organisations (INDIX 1993d). About 40% of the data was from 

the UN and its agencies. Other contributors were the OECD, Export-Import Bank of Korea, The Inter-

American Development Bank, International Centre for Oceanic Development, IDRC, JICA, 

                                                 
 

7 The preparatory work for the meeting was done by a Steering Committee consisting of Ingvar Ahman (WHO), Giulio Fossi 
(OECD Development Centre), Terry Gavin (IDRC), Linda Schieber (UNDP), Celine Walker (ACCIS) and Lee White 
(USAID). 
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Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau, the SPAAR Secretariat and USAID. The second edition contained an 

additional 18 000 records, with three new data producers: The World Bank, GTZ, and CAB International. 

For subsequent versions, there were concerns about rising costs for the software. The meeting report 

(INDIX 1993d) observes that: “it will be necessary to find ways of making the production of the CD-ROM more cost 

effective.” The DAI-CD was perceived to be in high demand, as many non-profit organisations in 

developing countries expressed interest in participating in data production. During the meeting, it was 

confidently assessed, that it is “evident that there is a market for the CD-ROM” (INDIX 1993d). 29 

organisations purchased both or one of the versions of the CDs, raising up to 175.000 dollars for INDIX.  

Different applications that used the CEFDA-format data for planning and evaluation had been created 

in the wake of the introduction of the format. In the WHO, the Environmental and Health Information 

for Management of Development Activities (EHMDAC) a software package called “The Development 

Activity Information Organizer” (DAIPRO), was established to enable planning and managing programs and 

projects (WHO 1995). The project management software package combined CEFDA data on health and 

environment activities with readily available country data to provide a comprehensive picture of countries 

current achievements and indication of future need.  

In the plenary session, concerns were voiced about the lack of information to make aid predictable, that 

is, information on pipeline projects and planned activities. The idea of adding more substantive data, 

such as project evaluations, lessons learned, and performance indicators was floated in the plenary 

sessions, but the practical work was still rather simple. The meeting hosted working groups on the 

standardisation of institution names, geographic regional groupings, sector and sub-sector classifications 

and  problems related to the use of information for developing countries (INDIX 1993d).  

In addition to discussing basic problems, the network was facing some serious existential problems. The 

secretariat of ACCIS of the UN had provided institutional support for the study group and INDIX. 

ACCIS was discontinued in 1993, and replaced by a new UN body, the Information Systems Co-

ordination Committee (ISCC). These events were a concern for INDIX and the new database (INDIX 

1993d). Up to 40% of the data published based on the CEFDA standard stemmed from ACCIS and with 

the discontinuation of the organisation, its register on development activities and data source for INDIX 

was also discontinued. To remedy the lack of data input, the specialised UN agencies were approached 

directly and eventually United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), United Nations, Fund for 

Population Activities (UNFPA) and the World Food Programme (WFP) committed to publishing data.  

Apart from losing a major contributor, other problems troubled the network. It was difficult getting 

smaller organisations (especially NGOs) to participate as these often have limited capacity to deal with 

the standard that was mainly designed for large organisations with advanced information management 
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procedures. The DAI data was also criticised for being expensive, it was difficult to participate in the data 

exchange and its benefits were not entirely understood. Nevertheless, a survey to 250 NGOs, conducted 

in 1994 by the Coordination unit, indicated that NGOs, at least on paper, expressed interest in partaking 

in information exchange (INDIX 1995d). Most of the NGOs were interested in using INDIX data for 

research purposes and for improving funding applications but only about half of the survey respondents 

reported that they were using computers for record keeping and information management.   

Reflecting these results, a working group on information needs in development countries, identified lack 

of connections to developing countries as a problem. For many, there was uncertainty about information 

needs are on the ground and the tangible benefits of information sharing. The working group suggested 

tighter interaction with key organisations in developing countries that potentially could download and 

distribute data in suitable formats (diskette or paper) to a wider audience lacking access to the DAI-CD. 

Accordingly, the steering committee, that had gained new members representing the International Labour 

Office (ILO), the World Bank and OXFAM UK, decided that the DAI-CD should be produced every 

six months and be made available for free for NGOs in developing countries and that adding other types 

of data, especially evaluative data, ought to be considered (INDIX 1993d). The possibility of allowing a 

commercial actor to take over the production of the DAI CD was also considered to keep INDIX self-

sufficient.   

4.2.2. Predictive and evaluative elements  

Sharing development data had to begin with been driven by a desire to promote rational use of resources 

by enabling coordination within and between donors. When CEFDA and the first global database were 

established, the ideas of prediction and evaluation based on aid data had been rejected. CEFDA was 

intended as a data standard, not tool for management of financial flows, comparative analysis or keeping 

statistics. But in the mid 90s, the foundational ideas about the purpose of information sharing were 

shifting.  

When the third General Meeting was organised by Danida in Copenhagen, the network was changing its 

perspective regarding the instrumental use of development data, by increasingly highlighting its use for 

prediction and evaluation to transform how aid is conducted. At this point, INDIX described itself as an 

organisations that “promotes the rational use of scarce development resources through the sharing of information about 

their activities (who is doing what, where)” (INDIX 1995e). The idea that information can have instrumental 

benefits was also reflected in the keynote speech by Irene Wormell, from the Danish Royal School of 

Librarianship, who stressed that information should be treated as a resource that gains value the more it 

is shared. Wormell highlighted that in humanitarian work, the problem is often not lack of information 

per se, but absence of skills and tools to make the available information accessible and useful. 
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The Coordinating unit reported on its activities and the changes in the production of the DAI-CD 

(INDIX 1995e). The previous editions had featured a software under the licence of USAID that was 

becoming outdated. The unit considered alternative ways of publishing data, including commercial 

vendors but ended up teaming up with a company called Dataware Technologies. Alternative ways of 

sharing the data had been explored, but ideas of disseminating data on diskettes or tapes were deemed 

impractical. At the time, internet had emerged as a tool for information dissemination and the 

coordination unit explored ways by which internet could serve as a medium for collecting and sharing 

data. 

One working group focused on the impact of new technology on information management and the 

usability of CEFDA-data and the DAI-CD (INDIX 1995e). Another group discussed funding and 

marketing strategies, which was an especially important topic at the time. The International Development 

Research Centre (IDRC) had supported INDIX financially since 1991, funding salaries, office space and 

equipment but this funding was to run out in 1997 and INDIX was expected to become financially 

independent. One group set out to craft a strategy to ensure continued operations and discussed funding 

options, adjusting the pricing, finding sponsors, and doing promotional work to enhance awareness about 

INDIX. The group recommended drafting a business plan for INDIX with the aim of improving the 

data quality and developing a range of commercial services, such as translations and data management.  

Finally, the topic of managing pipeline- and forward planning information sharing was discussed, an idea 

that idea had been initiated at the previous general meeting. This group was led by David Balson from 

the Bellanet Secretariat. Bellanet was a three-year project that emerged as a collaborative effort among 

several aid agencies in 19938. According to Balson, the project aimed at assisting donors and the 

development community to improve performance in “program planning implementation and evaluation through 

the better sharing of ideas, information and experiences”, promote “concerted efforts and financial collaboration among 

development agencies”, and  “improve the cost-effectiveness, impact and relevance” of individual aid agencies through 

better networking and collaboration (INDIX 1995e). The project strived to get aid agencies to 

electronically communicate what kind of activities they planned to execute. Balson described Bellanet as 

"a multi-donor-funded, joint initiative to try to increase the impact and relevance of the development assistance community 

by promoting and supporting more collaboration, with an informal and forward-looking slant, based on communication and 

                                                 
 

8 The Bellanet initiative was developed by IDRC, the MacArthur Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, SAREC (Sweden) 
and the World Bank. 
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utilizing existing technology". The Bellanet initiative included a steering committee, a secretariat (also located 

in Ottawa at IDRC) and an Advisory Group on Information Needs (AGIN).9  

Bellanet came to be a partner for INDIX and the cooperation was encouraged by the INDIX working 

group on the impact of new technology on information management (INDIX 1995b). The group 

recommended improving information sharing related to planning development interventions.  Sharing 

this type of forward-looking information suggests sharing strategic data related to priorities and long-

term planning and data on specific future programs and projects. The group also recommended an 

assessment on the feasibility of creating mechanisms for sharing forward planning information based on 

data extracted from development organisations. The working group was aware of technical, psychological 

and legal barriers related to information sharing but believed that, “success in moving towards regular sharing 

for forward planning information will be dependent on a change in organisational and individual attitudes, towards a shared 

vision where all elements within the development community are addressing the challenges in a collaborative fashion” 

(INDIX 1995c).  

Working with pipeline and evaluative information was recognised to be complicated as donors tend to 

be reluctant to share information before an activity has started, or alternatively, hesitant to expose their 

own shortcomings (INDIX 1995e). This is also stressed by White (1995), who observed that it is normal 

not to share any evaluation information outside the own development assistance organisations. White 

also linked the importance of evaluative information to the proliferation of new management approaches 

and tools, which place emphasis on delivering results, decentralised authority, and more strict 

accountability schemes. An important concern about evaluative data is to what extent the network would 

engage in the actual activity of project evaluation, which would require a different type of engagement 

(INDIX 1995e). A more pressing issue was to provide good quality descriptive activity data and focus on 

simple outputs. It was recognised, that including evaluative information could have unintended 

repercussions for the way development projects are designed and implemented and evaluative aspects 

could be treated as unnecessary bureaucratic procedures. One of the speakers, Lindsey (1995), questioned 

if complex evaluative information would lend itself to useful systematisation that would be implemented 

in practice, even though in principle evaluative and pipeline issues are amenable for analysis. 

The general meeting was concluded with several participants committing to promote INDIX in their 

home organisations. Such activities included reaching out to research institutes and universities, 

                                                 
 

9 The first meeting of the interim steering committee, comprising representatives from 5 organizations - SIDA-SAREC, 
UNDP, IDRC, the McArthur Foundation and the Netherlands DGIS, met in Stockholm in January 1995. 
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recommending increased DAI-CD subscriptions and measures to raise awareness. The chairman Maury 

Brown concluded the meeting with the observation that INDIX had now transformed to its “production 

phase” with a solid membership base and that the network is slowly starting to be known. However, in 

the next few years the optimism faded.  

By 1996, more than 30 development assistance agencies and other relevant aid actors had contributed to 

the INDIX-DAI database (INDIX 1996). More than 300 developing-country organisations had access 

to the data, yet no developing country organisations and only few NGOs contributed to reporting. To 

alleviate the persistent lack of input form organisations in developing countries, the Coordination unit 

hired a former Oxfam staff member Simon White to carry out feasibility studies for establishing INDIX-

information Centres in development organisations and investigate ways of encouraging recipient 

organisations and NGOs to provide data to INDIX.  

The network also continued cooperating with other actors in the field, such as Bellanet and increasingly 

also with InfoDev Forum. InfoDev forum was a collaborative electronic workspace to support the World 

Bank’s InfoDev programme that supports development efforts through the application of information 

technology (INDIX 1996). The forum had initially kicked off in 1995 as a grant program, managed by 

the World Bank to address problems faced by developing countries in an information-driven world 

economy (World Bank 2000). In practice, they supported projects related to ICT and economic and social 

development and provided an online forum for finding partners for joint ventures. INDIX made a subset 

of their data accessible to Bellanet and InfoDev users to raise awareness of the INDIX-DAI database.  

At the end of the decade, INDIX was the most comprehensive source of information on development 

activities. Still, the network was still relatively unknown, struggled with attaining data contributions and 

suffered from financial and institutional problems. The network was losing momentum. A considerable 

problem was raising funds to run the initiative on a commercial basis after its core funding from IDRC 

ended in 1997. The institutional model seemed to become outdated. INDIX relied on data contributions 

from participating organisations, but the publication of the data was centralised. With the rapid 

development of internet and the emergence of new formats for information sharing, new actors entered 

the field and offered competing alternatives that were more suitable for information sharing in the 

internet age. But rather than foundationally challenging the logic of information sharing INDIX, the new 

actors came to reaffirm the importance of standardized information sharing by offering slightly altered 

alternative standards and similar institutional arrangements but geared towards instrumentally improving 

aid.  
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4.3. Technological leaps and changing ideational landscape  

By the end of the 90s, internet was becoming widely available and provided a decentralised, and flexible 

medium for generating and sharing information. This was undeniably a technological opportunity that 

spurred change, but equally disruptive were the changing ideas regarding the how we understand 

information and what purpose it serves.  

Throughout the 20th century, information had been regarded a scientific and technical endeavour to 

produce knowledge with an emphasis on documenting reality. But towards the end of the century 

following the shift from industrial economies to information societies, information first became 

commodified and eventually intrinsically linked technological change. Especially the OECD begins to 

portray and measure information as use and adaption of communication technologies in its work create 

standards and common conceptualisations (Godin 2005). Reflecting the changing technological 

conditions and changing ideas about how to understand information and what it ought to achieve, 

information production and sharing evolves from being an attempt to describe and document reality to 

an attempt to transform societies by adapting ways and uses for quantified data. Information shifts from 

serving a descriptive to a transformative purpose.   

This type of shift is also evident in development aid, where in the late 90s information is becomes viewed 

as means to generate change. Information should not be gathered and shared for administrative purposes, 

internal steering of organisations, or to enable documentation and research, but rather to shape 

governance and transform societies. At this time, sharing aid information becomes linked to narratives 

about enabling accountability and combating corruption. The driving force behind the shifting agenda 

was the World Bank, which in the mid-90s started to seriously address corruption and portrayed more 

and better information about governing as the key remedy to do so. An additional push to the promotion 

of transparency was given by the good governance doctrine. The idea of good governance was booming 

in the late 90s after being introduced in seminal reports by the UN and the World Bank in 1993 and 1995 

respectively. The doctrine provided a normative framework for certain governing ideas to become 

prevalent and among transnational elites a consensus emerged that it is a necessary condition for 

democratic and accountable governance to have information available about governing. International 

institutions, especially international financial institutions, provided an important push for spreading ideas 

of good governance.  

In the late 90s under the leadership of James Wolfensohn, the World Bank started promoting 

transparency. Wolfensohn stated at the World Bank’s annual meeting in 1995 that what is needed is “a 

new compact between donors, investors, and recipients to ensure that resources are sufficient to meet the needs of the world’s 

poorest people—and that those resources are used efficiently and transparently.” He continued, in 1996, by arguing 
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that “if the new compact is to succeed, we must tackle the issue of economic and financial efficiency.  But we also need to 

address transparency, accountability, and institutional capacity.  And let’s not mince words:  we need to deal with the cancer 

of corruption.” The emphasis on transparency among IFIs would render information sharing 

transformative.  

Another turning point related to international institutions and transparency was the Asian Financial Crisis 

in 1997, which had highlighted the dangers of lack of transparency in the financial sector (e.g. monitoring 

and reporting standards and fiscal and transaction transparency) and led the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF) to increasingly promote transparency and good governance practices as policy recommendations 

(e.g. Katz 1999). Recognising the need for information to ensure democratic accountability, a growing 

ambition to combat corruption and identifying those transparent institutional conditions as prerequisites 

for sustainable economic growth, global economic elites increasingly demanded government information 

to be open and readily available.   

As part of this transformative shift, information sharing is reinvented as a form of transparency and the 

World Bank takes a leading role in promoting the norm. While it challenging to pinpoint specific reasons 

for the reconceptualisation, three factors seem to play a part. The first is the growing influence from the 

field of information economics and recognition that information disclosure policies can alleviate the 

information asymmetries embedded in the institutional architecture of aid (Martens et al. 2002). The 

chronic lack of development impact may be inherent to the institutional design, which creates lack of 

feedback effects from beneficiaries of aid that could inform the decisions of “principals” in the steering 

of the “agents” involved in implementation of development policy. Understandably so, considering the 

vast geographical, cultural, and linguistic gaps in global aid endeavours.  

A second reason is the global proliferation of Freedom of Information (FOI) legislation that puts 

transparency on political agendas. The proliferation of such FOI-acts speeds up in the 90’s and 

contributed to the rapid global adoption around the turn of the millennium (Berliner 2013). Today it 

might seem self-evident that information sharing contributes to transparency but discussions about 

accountability was largely absent in earlier information sharing initiatives. This changes when 

transparency becomes fashionable aid data enthusiasts jump on the bandwagon and start speaking of 

information sharing as transparency. The third factor is the growing interest in and reliance on 

performance metrics that in the wake of the New Public Management agenda started to blossom. Using 

metrics for steering purposes requires different types of data on governing, ranging from fund allocation 

to performance indicators, which understandably has pushed public sector organisations to both keep 

records but also create various forms of metrics.    
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Essential here is that when we start regarding information as something ought to transform societies 

rather than describe them, we generate a lot of hopes and expectations about what information can 

achieve. The idea that information can have a transformative influence is then reflected in the policies 

and practices of dominant steering ideologies and international institutions that start promoting the 

production and proliferation of information as a quasi-universal remedy for governing woes. Eventually 

labelled as “aid transparency”, information sharing becomes a politically salient issue in the development 

world and sharing aid data is included as foundational component of the aid effectiveness agenda, 

culminating in a broad international agreement about the importance of transparency and new 

institutional arrangements to support information disclosure. This dramatically raises the political salience 

of the otherwise perhaps slightly unfashionable information sharing and standard development activities 

of librarians, database administrators and ICT-wizards working on development issues. But as always, 

without the development work and cooperation on the ground, the changes would not have been 

possible. First, sharing aid data needed to be tweaked into a format suitable for the internet age and 

second, the efforts needed strong institutional backing, in this case from the World Bank.  

4.3.1.  Aid data in the internet age 

The most significant development regarding sharing aid information after INDIX was making aid data 

attuned to be used, viewed, and spread online. For this purpose, the International Development Markup 

Language (IDML) was developed in 1998. IDML came to be an internet protocol intended to expand 

the width and breadth of information sharing and in this way facilitate transparency, learning and 

coordination among all development actors, in order to ultimately reach sustainable and equitable 

development outcomes (The Development Markup Language Initiative 1998).  

These objectives were to be achieved through a framework process to establish a universal standard for 

sharing development information. Leading this process was Bellanet, an organisation that previously had 

collaborated with INDIX. As in previous years, the progress relied on some key individuals, in this case 

David Steinberg (CIDA) set the ball rolling. In 1997, Steinberg inquired why Bellanet was not working 

on an Extensible Markup Language (XML) -based activity standard for information exchange on 

development activities (Balson 1999). Following these remarks, consultant Ron Davies, who had 

previously worked with INDIX, was assigned by Bellanet to assess the interest and plans of some two 

dozens of aid agencies to make use of the newly developed, human and machine readable and internet 

compatible mark-up language  (R. Davies 1998).  

The assessment concluded that no aid agency had planned such undertakings, which meant Bellanet came 

to be the organisation working on turning aid data compatible with the new mark-up language. Davies’s 

report stressed that a universal standard would require active and broad participation from donors, as 
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well as NGOs to create a critical mass of participants and make the effort worthwhile. The standard was 

envisioned to enable extending current data standards to include evaluative information, pipeline 

information as well as forward looking budgetary information. But also, some concerns were expressed 

regarding the usefulness and success of the initiative. Just as with the creation of CEFDA a decade earlier, 

participation was a concern: nearly all agencies expressed their interest to Davies to follow the 

development of the IDML but only few wanted to be actively involved.  

A formative moment for the establishment of the IDML was the first meeting of the initiative in January 

1999, in Ottawa. The meeting included representatives from organisations that had previously been 

cooperated around INDIX. Ron Davies (formerly INDIX) introduced XML as an information sharing 

format and one of the sessions was chaired by Terry Gavin (INDIX and IDRC). David Balson (IDRC 

and INDIX) gave a general introduction to the IDML mark-up language. These examples go to show 

that at this point, the development of information disclosure and aid data standards was still in the hands 

of a tight-knit expert community.10 

Reflecting the interconnected nature of this community, the participants tried to learn from previous 

information sharing and standardization initiatives. Mary Campbell, a former INDIX Coordinating Unit 

and steering committee member, shed some light on IDRIS and INDIX, the major initiatives in the 80’s 

and 90’s and the reasons for their eventual termination (Campbell 1999). Campbell noted how IDRIS 

became obsolete simply because some of the key member organisations ceased to exist and others 

switched to INDIX. A key lesson was to be receptive to the needs of the community of interests and 

foster collaboration, while maintaining support and commitment top-down in parent organisations. 

Campbell also highlighted the importance of a parent organisation to provide support to new initiatives 

and that it is best to build on and utilise previous standards.  

Lessons had also been learned from the CEFDA-format and the INDIX-DAI database. A key insight 

was that donors and recipients want information, but are not willing to pay for the data, nor really 

contribute to its production. The importance of clear objectives was also highlighted and some 

questioned whether INDIX had tried to achieve too much by trying to offer the database as a commercial 

                                                 
 

10 It is debatable if this expert community can be characterised as an epistemic community, following Haas (1992, 18) 
terminology and criteria. The experts involved in the information sharing agenda did seem to exhibit shared causal and principled 
beliefs about the role and importance of information sharing and did seemingly possess a knowledge base and similar interests 
regarding the promotion of information sharing. However, considering the variety of anticipated benefits as well as to some 
extend divergent goals and rocky evolution information sharing initiatives, labelling the expert network as an epistemic 
community is debatable and difficult to prove using archival sources. This, however, does not change the fact that the expert 
community involved in information sharing was undeniably of crucial importance for coordinating efforts and building the 
foundations for truly global information sharing.  
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service, create a data standard and serve as an information resource for the development community. In 

the discussions at the meeting, it became evident that the IDML initiative would come to affect INDIX 

and the CEFDA standard. IDML can be seen as an extension of CEFDA, but it also made the previous 

standard and INDIX work redundant. The INDIX steering committee had been observed that a 

development mark-up language could be another way of sharing the CEFDA-format over internet.  

On the second day of the meeting, the Document Type Definition (DTD) for IDML and sharing 

development activities was discussed. The DTD was prepared by Ron Davies and was largely adapted 

from the CEFDA format. Specifically, the CEFDA standard defines the meaning and semantics of the 

information, whereas XML provides a mechanisms to share data more effectively (R. Davies 1999). The 

discussion was curiously technical, focusing on the qualities of the mark-up language, its compatibility 

with existing data sources and other formats and technologies. In the session chaired by Linda Schieber 

form the UNDP, the discussion turned towards establishing a work plan to guide future directions for 

the IDML initiative and explore individual and organisational commitments (Schieber 1999). The 

organisational issues were remarkably similar as compared to previous initiatives. What should be the 

scope of the initiative, does the initiative need an advisory committee and a working group?  Who will 

take a leading role and how to ensure participation?  

An additional meeting was scheduled to take place in Maastricht in June 1999, as especially the European 

Association of Development Research and Training Institutes (EADI) had expressed interest in 

exploring ways to deliver and share aid data. The European meeting was eventually arranged by Bellanet, 

Oneworld Europe, European Centre for Development Policy Management (ECDPM) and 

Wageningen University & Research (WUR). The meeting was organised as a side event of Oneworld 

Expo called "The Information Society and International Cooperation”, a meeting of civil society organisations 

involved in using internet as a tool for effective international cooperation in the area of sustainable 

development and human rights (OneWorld 1999).  Bellanet agreed to participate in the European meeting 

and support the efforts to establish IDML, but there was confusion about the direction and leadership 

of the initiative. Bellanet was not interested a continued leading or coordinating role in the development 

of IDML, as it saw that despite that information sharing for enhanced collaboration was an important 

part of its mission, standard setting was not. INDIX also refrained from a leadership role as it was 

prioritizing updating CEFDA, but expressed its interest in participation, for instance, related to working 

on a standard for exchanging evaluation information in cooperation with OECD-DAC.   

4.3.2. Information as empowering knowledge   

A central difference in the framing of IDML, as compared to the development of the CEFDA standard, 

was a clearly articulated need to enhance transparency in the development industry. Aid data was no 
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longer supposed to be confined to development organisations but instead spread to everyone who wants 

it. The vision paper of the IDML initiative stated that the “benefits of electronic networking are clear:  institutions 

operating at different levels need to know who else is working on the same development problems, so that they can coordinate 

their efforts, and learn from past experiences”. NGOs were portrayed as receptive to change and adaption of 

new communication technologies for rapid and cheap networking on both global and local levels. 

International institutions and bilateral donors, on the other hand, were believed to be under pressure 

from their constituencies to be transparent and enable access to information. The mark-up language was 

envisioned as a solution that could enable proactive information sharing and pooling of data. Being fully 

decentralised and using internet to create a collective database, the IDLM could fundamentally alter the 

way information is produced and shared.  

In 2001, when INDIX had been dissolved and Bellanet had stepped back from leading the IDML 

development, Development Gateway became the key actor promoting information sharing based on the 

newly established standard. Development Gateway was founded in 1999 by the initiative of World Bank 

president James Wolfensohn and became an independent NGO in 2000. The leading role of 

Development Gateway marks a significant change as it links sharing aid data tightly to international 

financial institutions, somewhat in contrast to the vision about sharing data without a central authority. 

The objectives of Development Gateway were, rather imprecisely, to promote sustainable development 

and poverty reduction through knowledge and resource sharing, establish partnerships with private, 

public and civil society organisations to build a common space for dialogue and exchange of experiences, 

knowledge, ideas, tools, and other information resources and foster the availability of development 

information at local level (The Independent Evaluation Group 2007). It is noticeable that the discourse 

about information sharing had changed to “knowledge sharing”, reflecting ideas about an empowering 

and transformative dimension in sharing information for equitable development (e.g. Wolfensohn 2000). 

Development Gateway was, however, criticised by its stakeholders that the idea of knowledge sharing 

lacked strategic focus. This was remedied in subsequent years the wake of the Paris declaration on Aid 

Effectiveness, when sharing aid data was connected strongly to transparency. Accordingly, in the 2007-

2009 business plan, the focus of Development Gateway shifted form knowledge sharing towards 

explicitly advancing transparency as means to advance aid effectiveness. By 2009, the mission statement 

has been updated to support governments and development professionals offering internet solutions for 

improving aid effectiveness and strengthening governance by increasing transparency.  

The Aid Effectiveness Steering Committee of the Development Gateway supported and promoted the 

development of the IDML. The members of the committee reflected the strengthened role of 

international institutions rather than individual donors and included representatives form institutions 
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such as OECD, UNDP, and the World Bank. Taking over the IDML development work, eventually 

enabled Development Gateway to establish a data repository of their own, the Accessible Information 

on Development Activities (AiDA) website. In early 2000, a Development Gateway team with members 

from the World Bank, OECD-DAC, Bellanet and UNDP established a pilot version of AiDA. With 

institutional support from the World Bank and OECD-DAC, the project was continued and broadened. 

Contributing institutions were e.g., OECD-DAC, DFID, IDB, the World Bank, Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation and Open Society Institute. This came to be a global directory and access point for 

information on development activities. In simple terms, building on the IDML standard, the portal 

strived to give an overview on who is doing what, where, when, and with what funds (Development 

Gateway 2008).  

AiDA was associated with different objectives than the INDIX network and their INDIX-DAI database 

in the 90’s. Whereas INDIX had a more technocratic emphasis on the potential of a common data 

standard and database to enable coordination and efficiency among experts in donor institutions, the 

equivalent initiatives in the new millennium came with a different set of ideas and discourse. In the spirit 

of late 90’s techno-optimisms and hopes of information technology as a driver of progress and 

democracy, AiDA was geared towards improving collaboration and knowledge sharing and empowering 

local communities. Development Gateway focused its efforts explicitly on aid recipient countries and 

was created with the belief that other contemporary initiatives such as INDIX-DAI were too focused on 

donors. In 2009, AiDA was merged with the Project-Level Aid Database (PLAID) and became 

AidData.org. PLAID was a database built on the OECD’s Creditor Reporting System (OECD-CRS) 

which had been maintained by the Institute for Theory and Practice of International Relations at the 

College of William and Mary and the Political Economy and Development Lab at Bringham Young 

University.  

4.4. The politicization of disclosure  

Perhaps the most significant development in the new millennium was that information sharing was 

integrated to the all-encompassing political process to modernise, deepen, and broaden development co-

operation under the aid effectiveness agenda. This marks a change in the way information sharing is 

portrayed. The early years were characterised by cooperation among public officials, data enthusiasts and 

experts, there was limited political support and involvement. With the aid effectiveness agenda, disclosing 

and sharing data is labelled aid transparency, which renders information sharing from being and 

development industry -specific issue to a matter of political control and domestic accountability relations. 

With top level political support and a formal process to obtain commitments to information sharing, 
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sharing aid data experiences a boom that culminates in transparency declarations and a multi-stakeholder 

initiative to advance what is often portrayed as an “openness paradigm” or a “transparency revolution”.  

This process was marked by four notable events, High Level Fora on Aid Effectiveness in Rome, Paris, 

Accra and Busan. The First High Level Forum in Rome (2002) was the first occasion where aid 

effectiveness principles were embedded in a clear declaration, signed by 28 aid receiving countries and 

more than 40 multi- and bilateral development institutions, that highlighted the importance of 

harmonizing different standards, practices and principles among development actors (OECD 2003). The 

Second High Level Forum in Paris (2005) marks a significant ideational change and status shift related 

to how information sharing is portrayed in development. The Paris agreement explicitly links sharing 

information to the realisation of the so-called Paris Principles that specify desirable goals and procedures 

for delivering aid: ownership, alignment, harmonisation, results, and mutual accountability. Instead of 

portraying information sharing as an administrative task, with focus on inter-organisational data sharing, 

the Paris agreement explicitly speaks about transparency and firmly links information sharing to 

accountability towards a range of constituencies. Apart from enabling accountability, transparency is seen 

as an underlying characteristic that enables the realisation of all the aid effectiveness principles: Access to 

information about planned and ongoing aid activities allows recipient countries to take greater ownership 

of development activities providing institutional support, enables strategic alignment and harmonisation 

through coordination as well as a stronger focus on monitoring and results.  

The Paris agreement has been called a landmark agreement and culmination of years of effort to improve 

how aid is delivered with an unprecedented number of countries and organisations endorsing the 

declaration (Dabelstein and Patton 2013). This marks a significant shift in how information sharing in 

development aid is perceived and incorporated in a global political agenda. Instead of being a matter in 

the nexus of administrators, ICT and librarians, information sharing became a politically salient issue, 

with ministers, heads of aid agencies and senior officials endorsing the norm.  The pledges made in Paris 

were deepened and reaffirmed at the Third High Level Forum for Aid Effectiveness in Accra (2008), 

where a wide range of stakeholders endorsed the Accra Agenda for Action (AAA) that called for greater 

country-ownership, inclusive partnerships, stronger focus on measurable impact and capacity 

development. What was especially significant for information sharing was, however, not the Accra 

Agenda for Action, but rather the Accra Statement (2008)11, which marked the launch of the International 

                                                 
 

11 The Accra Statement was signed by the Department for International Development (DFID), Finish Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs, Dutch Ministry for Foreign Affairs, The World Bank, Irish Aid, and Sida (among others).   
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Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI). The statement was a high-level pledge by some of the largest donor 

institutions that welcomed the commitment by the Accra Agenda for Action related to transparency, 

explicitly recognised the role of transparency for effective partnerships and the realisation of social and 

economic development. Furthermore, the statement emphasises the need for transparency to ensure 

mutual accountability, to respect the right of taxpayers to know how aid resources are spent and enable 

local accountability and efficient public administration.  

The initiative made transparency explicitly political as the donors developed countries behind the 

initiative pledged to give “strong political direction” so that their agencies “will invest the necessary resources, to 

meet in full existing nationally and internationally-agreed reporting standards and to accelerate availability of information” 

(Accra Statement 2008). They also agreed to disclose planning information, conditions attached to aid, 

data on outputs and outcomes and by 2009, agree on common definitions and formats to facilitate sharing 

of aid information. But importantly, the changes brought on by a stronger commitment to transparency 

were not envisioned to be limited to the own agency: the endorsers of the Accra statement also promised 

they would to largest possible extent require adherence to the same standards of transparency form 

organisations that respectively deliver aid on their behalf. These types of downstream transparency 

requirements create a strengthened normative push but also clear financial incentives for any organisation 

involved in development aid to disclose data on their activities and financial flows.  

In addition to peer pressure and potential financial incentives, in 2010, the first Aid Transparency 

Assessment of the transparency levels of 30 donors was launched by PublishWhatYouFund (PWYF). 

The assessment was geared towards supporting the new transparency agenda and the information 

disclosure provisions promoted by IATI. The preliminary assessment revealed in general lack of 

comparable primary data on aid transparency and was an important first step in creating global policy 

indicators to support the transparency agenda and provide reputational incentives to disclose data.  

4.5. Implementation deficiencies and disclosure mania  

Another major step forward in international aid transparency was taken in February in 2011 at the IATI 

Steering Committee meeting in Paris when the signatories and committee members agreed the final items 

to be included in the International Aid Transparency Standard. The new standard emphasised timeliness 

and detail to support the realisation of the Accra Agenda. The completion of the standard was 

complemented by a global transparency campaign by PWYF to promote aid transparency.  

As part of the campaign, PWYF launched the 2011 Pilot Aid transparency index at the end of 2011, 

which was based on primary data from 58 donors. The index revealed a general lack of transparent aid. 

Around the same time, in September 2011, the Open Government Partnership (OGP) was also launched. 
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While the OGP is focusing on information disclosure and open government generally and not related to 

aid, the launch of the initiative neatly reflects both how important issues of information disclosure had 

become in the first decade of the millennium and the belief in promoting transparency through voluntary 

global initiatives and partnership arrangements. And interestingly, there seems to be a reciprocal 

relationship between the voluntary initiatives and the high-level political decisions. Once IATI was 

established and the standard agreed upon, the subsequent High-Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness in 

Busan (November 2011) acknowledged the importance and role of IATI in enhancing aid transparency 

and required the signatories to “implement a common open standard for electronic publication of timely, comprehensive 

and forward-looking information on resources provided through development co-operation”.  

Integrating information disclosure into a high-level political process provided the legitimacy needed to 

make sharing aid data a largely unquestioned norm and a political backing to establish a multi-stakeholder 

initiative to realise the norm. And in a circular manner, the precise aid transparency conceptualisation 

that was provided by IATI was adapted into the outcome declarations of the Busan Forum, effectively 

making information disclosure according to a specific aid data standard the dominant way transparency 

is understood in the development sector. The importance of IATI was further affirmed a couple of years 

later in 2013, when the G8 countries agreed to collectively support the Busan agreement and publish aid 

data through IATI: ”[…] we will ensure data on G8 development assistance is by default open, timely, comprehensive 

and comparable” (‘G-8 Leaders Communique’ 2013). Telling of the changing ideas behind information 

disclosure and the strong belief that more data is always better, they embedded their statement in a section 

about open data, which they regarded as an “essential resource of the information age” that can both fuel 

economic growth and the creation of jobs. Reflecting a similar belief in the transformative potential of 

information disclosure, transparent institutions and access to high-quality, timely and reliable data were 

recognized as significant components and enablers of the realization of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development (United Nations 2015). The resolution by the UN General Assembly highlighted the need 

to advance statistical capacity in developing countries to enable better indicators to measure progress. 

Despite the top-level recognition, the adaption and implementation of aid transparency provisions was 

initially modest. But in the following years the development sector came to take large leaps towards aid 

transparency, largely due to the newly established Aid Transparency Index that came to push donors to 

disclosure data by providing reputational incentives to adhere to the agenda. Characteristically for Global 

Performance Indexes (GPI’s) indices and rankings are explicitly designed to be actionable and advance 

the agendas they were designed to shed light on. This is also the case for the ATI, which in the semi-

annually published versions came to try to advance certain features of information disclosure that was 

deemed desirable by IATI. For instance, for the 2013 ATI, the methodology by which the index is created 

was revised to award more points if the aid data published by a donor is specifically in the IATI-format.   
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In 2015, 7 years after the Accra statement that launched IATI at the commonly agreed implementation 

deadline for publishing on IATI, a considerable number of donors had pledged to make their aid 

transparent and were already publishing aid data in accordance with the standard. But despite the 

ostensible progress, an independent evaluation of IATI revealed the same story as over the past decades: 

it is difficult to get actors involved and it is unclear who, if anyone, uses the data. Another problem 

seemed to be that while most donors had made transparency pledges, many were lagging on 

implementing disclosure arrangements in their domestic donor agencies or ministries. Reflecting these 

findings, the ATI index methodology was revised again in 2016 to encourage donors to try to improve 

the quality and usability of the data they produce.  

Table 1: Information sharing arrangements in the development field over the years 

           1960-1988 1989-1998 1999-2010 2011 onwards 

Key institutional 
arrangement 

various  INDIX AiDA IATI 

Aid data standard 

 

no universal standard CEFDA 

 

CEFDA+IDML IATI organisation 
and activity standards 

Databases sectoral or actor-
specific, research 
focus 

centralised, semi-
commercial 

decentralised, free of 
chare 

decentralised, free of 
charge 

Core actors 

 

administrative 
personnel, ICT-
experts in IOs 

administrative 
personnel, ICT-
experts 

ICT-experts, IFI’s European donors, 
high level officials, 
political leaders, 
NGO’s, global 
movement  

Rationale  efficiency 
coordination 

efficiency, 
coordination,  

empowerment, 
learning  

transparency, 
accountability 

Approach to 
information 

descriptive  commodified transformative  transformative 

Organisation 

 

hierarchical, internal 
focus 

network, expert 
community 

expert community, ad 
hoc solutions 

transnational political 
process 

Spatial focus IO’s, multilateral 
donors 

multi- and bilateral 
donors 

dispersed, southern 
NGO and recipient 
focus 

northern donors, 
global  

Note: The table displays the key characteristics of the most important aid data standards and institutional arrangements for 
information sharing starting from the 1960s. The table is not exhaustive.  

4.6. Discussion: transformation through elusive promises  

Global information disclosure arrangements were developed to solve practical problems that have always 

plagued the development field: a multitude of actors, different interests, conflicting goals and huge 

geographical dispersion, considerable time-lags and the lack of central steering capacity create a 

considerable need for information to enable at least rudimentary coordination. A purely functional 
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explanation to why the development sector suddenly needed to start disclosing so much data is however 

not enough: these problems have been around for as long as there has been development aid and the 

prospective solution to these governing problems – the collection and dissemination of information – is 

also not exactly new as this chapter has evinced.  

This chapter set out to understand how aid transparency came to be. How did it happen and why did 

lack of transparency so quickly become a policy problem that needed to be solved? To do so, the chapter 

has explored information sharing in the development field over time, focusing on the actors and 

initiatives involved in information sharing over the decades and analysed the underlying ideas used to 

legitimize the need for disclosure. What are the core changes in information disclosure and how 

consistent are the changes across the development sector?  

After an analysis of policy documents, online archives, and secondary literature, it is evident that it is at 

least somewhat misleading to speak of a transparency revolution – the only genuinely new aspect of the 

transparency craze is the label aid transparency and the intensity by which information disclosure 

practices are pushed and promoted. What we today call aid transparency is a form of (numeric) 

information disclosure that has been practiced for decades. Veiled a transparency and accountability 

narrative, the same practices that have rapidly obtained normative character to the extent that it is today 

out of the question to not engage in significant global information disclosure. While there may be nothing 

inherently wrong with information disclosure, it is notable that these practices have been sold as crucial 

features of transparency and this type of transparency has become the de facto form of transparency in the 

development sector, inscribed in political pledges. The extent to which engaging in routinized 

information disclosure of fine-grained aid data to external audiences is contributing to governing where 

citizens have insight into how governments function is debatable. Nonetheless, the transparency concept 

has helped sell these practices, which are arguably instruments for monitoring and control, without clear-

cut empirical evidence that they would improve governing.  

It seems that it is not the content of the norm that has helped its proliferation but rather its extreme 

ambiguity. In a way, through very wide conceptual extension, that allows a diversity of practices as 

empirical manifestations of “transparency”, the concept has served as a Trojan horse that brought 

information sharing into the limelight and allowed standardized disclosure practices to flourish in the 

development sector. It is hardly controversial to argue that the form of transparency we see today in the 

development sector is a form of reporting and monitoring to enable steering capacity, or more bluntly 

put, a tool to maintain centralised control of a devolved policy domain. It is doubtful whether the 

development sector would have been as keen on moving towards full disclosure had if information 

disclosure arrangements had been veiled in this type of narrative. 
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Nevertheless, the ambiguity of the norm allowed conflicting interests to rally around the transparency 

concept that blossomed in the 90s. Being labelled transparency allowed information sharing to seamlessly 

merge with the good governance agenda and in the early 2000s and the decades old ideas and practices 

became codified as aid transparency in aid global declarations. Essentially, a norm that means little and 

everything enabled an alliance of data nerds, development advocates, efficiency and anti-corruption 

enthusiasts and stingy donors to come together, irrespective, or political orientation or agreement about 

what is really the intention behind more transparency.  

With a growing acknowledgement of information asymmetries and the growing importance of knowledge 

in economic theory and governance theories and an emerging anti-corruption agenda in the 90s 

transparency was well-positioned to receive strong support by international financial institutions, 

especially the World Bank. As an instrument for societal steering and control in an increasingly 

fragmented public sector, transparency is compatible with both neoliberal economic thought, democratic 

liberalism, the good governance agenda as well as tech-utopian beliefs that more data automatically equals 

better policy. Transparency could be viewed as a reflection of strategic constructivism, as it allowed 

different interests to merge around a unifying but elusive concept and the unholy alliance turned out to 

be an effective source of change. 

Essentially, driven by narratives about the virtues of transparency, information sharing shifted from being 

a technical issue related to coordination into what is today labelled aid transparency and gained strong 

political backing by influential national and multilateral donors, even though the core idea and practice 

stayed the same over the past 40 years. And with the introduction of a new institutional architecture, an 

updated aid transparency standard and commitments from most significant donor institutions, 

information disclosure became the dominant conceptualisation of transparency in the development 

sector. Most major donors have today rendered their aid transparent on these metrics and the rhetoric 

and practices of aid transparency have even been adapted by donors that have not exactly been regarded 

beacons of transparency and even by recipient governments that have for decades disregarded issues of 

transparency and democratic accountability. As more and more development actors back the concept, it 

becomes gradually more difficult to backtrack on information disclosure without appearing to favour 

secrecy.  

The process leading up to global disclosure does not seem to have been explicitly dominated by any 

specific actor or characterised by one specific ideological disposition. Instead, it seems like aid 

transparency is the result of a mixture of diverse interests and ideas. The micro-level collaboration of 

keen individuals forming what could be seen as network of experts working with information sharing has 

clearly provided the nitty gritty footwork needed to established information sharing arrangements and 
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standards, which then have evolved and expanded driven by technological change and political support. 

But only after being linked discursively to ideas of societal transformation and branded a key tenant in 

fighting corruption, information disclosure becomes a key part of the aid effectiveness agenda and gains 

the status of a norm under the label aid transparency. But what then? Once global information sharing 

arrangements are established and normative pressure to adhere to them is attained, what occurs in donor 

institutions? What are the operational consequences of the transnational process that brought about aid 

transparency?  
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5. The Practice: Kick-starting Disclosure in Domestic Settings 

Chapter 5 investigates the organisational and practical consequences of aid transparency in two case 

studies. The cases draw on a variety of data sources, most importantly interviews12 with civil servants in 

donor countries, to provide a detailed view of the implementation of disclosure practices in Sweden and 

Finland. The analysis is supplemented by public documents, third party assessments and secondary 

literature. By investigating how transparency becomes a policy problem and what happens when donors 

are pressured to disclose data, the chapter illustrates the intricacies of implementing global norms in 

national settings and provides theoretical insights for theory building. The cases also provide practical 

examples of what information disclosure entails in a way that hopefully make the subsequent statistical 

analyses easier to comprehend. By placing vague global norms in a domestic context, the section 

complements the literature of norms that argue that norms obtain transformative influence through 

domestic political processes and highlight the role of contestation (e.g. Betts and Orchard 2014). The 

chapter illustrates the self-reinforcing dynamics of the disclosure machinery and suggest that information 

is mostly about control.  

The chapter shows that even in the most amicable institutional environments, implementing aid 

transparency is far from smooth sailing. The transparency traditions are treasured by civil servants in 

Nordic countries, but that introducing new disclosure procedures can be rather difficult because of 

internal bureaucratic resistance to political influences, insufficient support, or lacking resources. 

Especially the Swedish case shows how aid transparency is not so much about making aid visible for 

citizen, but also about making it visible to obtain centralised steering capacity. The aid transparency hype 

has pushed both administrations to disclose more and incorporate data more extensively into their 

organisational processes, rendering them more data driven and focused on measuring results. Further, 

the cases illustrate the social dynamics and importance of GPI’s in enforcing global reform agendas. The 

cases provide detailed evidence their reflexive function as well as and their explicitly political nature. 

Aid transparency is not merely about making governing visible but reflects shifting steering ideas and 

ideals. This political nature of aid transparency has not been fully appreciated, which is, accordingly, the 

main emphasis of this chapter. The conceptual problems with transparency have not gone unnoticed but 

there has been little serious empirical investigation on the kind of institutional and organisational changes 

that information disclosure produces. This is a considerable deficiency since global models and scripts 

                                                 
 

12 The interviews were conducted in Swedish and Finnish and selected parts have translated to English. For legibility, 
translations of interviews and other sources are not literal, but strive to clearly maintain the original meaning. The excerpts do 
not necessarily appear in the same order as in the transcripts. The interview objects are referred to by fictive names.  
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for governing have tendency to cement certain political ideas and practices as the only viable options that 

states need to adhere to.   

The first section discusses the Nordic transparency tradition and shows that both Sweden and Finland 

were exceptionally transparent at the outset of the “transparency revolution”. The section argues that 

lack of transparency was hardly at all a substantive issue but rather a manufactured policy problem. 

Sections two and three discuss the Swedish and Finnish cases respectively and the concluding section 

summarises key findings and insights for theorising the disclosure machinery. But first, a few words about 

the case selection.  

5.1. Case selection 
So, why Sweden and Finland out of all possible donors? The case selection follows a design with most 

similar systems but different outcomes in terms of how diligently the donors have (ostensibly) 

implemented aid transparency standards. Sweden and Finland are as administrations similar, of course 

with certain exceptions. The countries share a common history, cultural heritage, and administrative 

tradition. Concerning government transparency, both are considered role models and with regards to aid, 

both have a long tradition of bilateral development cooperation. As donors, they have traditionally been 

considered part of the “like-minded group” of donors that emphasises good governance and human 

rights, along with other Nordic countries as well as the Netherlands, United Kingdom and Canada. The 

perhaps most considerable difference between Sweden and Finland relevant to the case selection is the 

dualistic arrangement of the Swedish administration, where government agencies are ostensibly 

autonomous, the government steers as a collective and the right of departmental ministers to influence 

the administration is constitutionally restrained.  Finnish departmental ministers have, in comparison to 

Sweden, more leeway in steering the administration and regarding aid, development policy and its 

implementation is organised directly under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  

Yet, regarding the implementation of aid transparency practices, the countries differ significantly. In aid 

transparency rankings, Sweden has been among the top performers, whereas Finland has been trailing. 

This way, the duo is largely similar, yet they differ in a theoretically relevant aspect. Further, both countries 

can sensibly be regarded as institutional environments where implementing global information disclosure 

standards should be a walk in the park, which renders them “least-likely” cases in terms of norm 

contestation and implementation problems. Accordingly, if implementing transparency standards in a 

norm-congruent and well-resourced administrative environment gets contested, is unsuccessful or 

generates undesirable effects, it would be reasonable to assume that the same thing is likely to happen in 

less amicable environments. Finally, the countries are advanced in and committed to integrating data into 

their administrations, so we are more likely to be able draw conclusions about how transparency links to 

evidence-based governance in contrast to donors that struggle with disclosure practices in the first place.  
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The analysis is interpretive and explores how policy problems were created in the respective cases and 

sheds light on how transnational decisions are received in domestic settings and eventually generate 

change. In doing so, the objective is threefold: to problematize largely unchallenged narratives about the 

benefits of transparency, illustrate what information disclosure entails in practice and inform theory 

building. What happens when countries implement global transparency standards and what kind of 

steering signals emerge? What occurs behind the facades and formalities, what do civil servants think of 

disclosure practices and what do they do in their daily organisational life to fulfil the transparency agenda? 

And perhaps most importantly, what kind of change does disclosure generate and can any mechanisms 

that link information disclosure procedures to potentially improved governing be identified? Together 

the cases illustrate the kind of reasoning, activities, influences, and feedback loops are linked to 

information disclosure.  

5.2. Making transparent donors transparent  

This section sets the backdrop and makes three points that clarify the administrative context in which 

disclosure practices were introduced. First, it shows that Finland and Sweden have been role models of 

government transparency and could easily be considered exceptionally transparent already at the outset 

of the aid transparency agenda. Second, it shows that the Nordic transparency tradition was reflected in 

their development policy and practice. The aid governance of the respective countries was largely 

transparent and virtually a non-issue: the countries disclosed financial data, answered FOI-requests, 

communicated openly and citizens perceived the aid of their respective countries to be transparent. 

Therefore, it is surprising that transparency becomes a policy problem to begin with, which leads to one 

of the central claims of this chapter, that transparency was largely a manufactured policy problem in the 

Nordic countries and does little to serve domestic transparency needs, in the sense that the information 

disclosure agenda would considerably render aid more visible and inferable for domestic constituents.  

Nordic countries have a reputation of transparency and rarely fail to take pride in being innovators of 

legislation and practices that safeguard open and accountable governing. Concerning most central ways 

to enable insight into government functions, such as freedom of the press, the individual’s right to 

information or reporting government performance data, both Sweden and Finland fare well in global 

comparison. In fact, Nordic countries tend to be seen as role models for open societies. Even though 

the transparency legacies may be invented and exaggerated (Erkkilä, 2012), a lot of praise is justified. Let’s 

briefly consider the performance regarding three key forms of transparency: press freedom, institutional 

transparency, and numeric information disclosure.  

Related to the press freedom, both countries have performed well in assessments by as Freedom House 

(FH) or Reporters Without Borders (RWB). While freedom of media alone by no means ensures 
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accountable governing, it plays a crucial watchdog function and allows information to spread freely, 

enabling citizens to make judgements about government performance. In global assessments, Sweden 

and Finland have performed exceptionally well over decades. Freedom House sees Swedish media as 

independent and free and observes that public subsidies are distributed to newspapers irrespective of 

political affiliation (Freedom House 2019b). Respectively, Finnish media is seen to be free from political 

pressure or censorship (Freedom House 2019a). The assessments raise concerns about concentrated 

media ownership but all in all, the concerns are mainly cosmetic: in Freedom House’s assessments both 

countries score full points from year to year and in RWB’s Press Freedom index both have consistently 

ranked in the top three since the first index was published in 2002. All points to the fact that the media 

landscape in Sweden and Finland are and have over the years been exceptionally free, providing pressure 

on the governments to disclose information, a critical voice if they don’t do so, and means to spread 

information to wide audiences.  

Second, both countries have a strong tradition of publicity. In both administrations, the principle of 

publicity stipulates access to public records as a basic assumption, which is only to be circumvented in 

specific and well-justified situations. Freedom of information (FOI) legislation was introduced in Sweden 

as early as in 1776, whereas Finland was the third country in the world to introduce an FOI act in 1951.  

So both countries have been frontrunners in enabling public access to government proceedings. This is 

also observed and praised in global assessments. Freedom House states that Sweden has “one of the most 

robust freedom of information statutes in the world, and state authorities generally respect the right of both citizens and non-

citizens to access public information” (Freedom House 2019b). Regarding Finland, the FH summarises that 

“laws permitting access to public information are generally well enforced” (Freedom House 2019a). So, these 

countries do not only have FOI-legislation in place, but also an established publicity tradition.  

Thirdly, both countries are good at producing statistics and disseminating government performance 

information to the public, for international institutions and as basis for decision making. The tradition of 

keeping civil registers date back to 168613, when the Swedish Evangelical-Lutheran state church was 

assigned with maintaining vital statistics about inhabitants in each parish. Keeping civil registers was 

eventually continued by the world’s first statistics authority, Tabellkomissionen that was established in 1749. 

Gradually the collection of data was expanded to cover public finances, agriculture, and poverty statistics, 

enabling the kingdom to be governed based on statistical data. The tradition was maintained in Finland 

as well. Following the Finnish war in 1808-1809 when Sweden lost its eastern parts to the Russian Empire, 

                                                 
 

13 By being a part of the Sweden until the Finnish war between the Swedish Kingdom and the Russian Empire 1808-1809, the 
introduction of these institutions covered Finland as well.  
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the newly established Grand Duchy of Finland maintained a semi-autonomous status and continued 

collecting and maintaining official statistics. Eventually a statistics office was established in 1865, which 

developed into Tilastokeskus, the statistics office of the from 1917 onwards independent state. So, both 

Finland and Sweden have a long history and well-established skills in collecting and disseminating 

government statistics and as a continuation of this tradition, these countries have been among the first 

counters in the world to publish openly available statistics online. The commitment to information 

sharing about economic data is reflected in the fact that Sweden was among the founding members of 

OECD in 1960 and joined DAC in 1965, whereas Finland joined OECD in 1969 and DAC in 1975 

(OECD 2006). Over the years both countries have reported aggregate government performance data 

reliably to international institutions (Hollyer, Rosendorff, and Vreeland 2014).  

The performance and tradition in Sweden and Finland on the central transparency dimensions paints an 

unambiguous picture. Both countries have shortcomings, but it would be outlandish to assert that the 

countries would not be exceptionally transparent. Transparency clearly has been a key norm in the 

administrations for decades and as a result, the commitment to transparency is reflected in the way these 

countries have conducted their development aid. The work of both governments in this area was before 

to the aid effectiveness agenda not considered a policy problem.  

With a free and independent media, well-functioning freedom of information legislation and ability to 

produce and disseminate government performance data and statistics, the development cooperation of 

both countries was considered transparent in the years leading up to the aid effectiveness agenda. The 

media had the capacity and freedom to spread information and critically investigate, the citizens the right 

to know what the countries do as donors and the administration was obligated to keep and disclose 

documents. Further, the countries had the capacity to keep basic statistics about how and where the 

money was spent, which they reported to the OECD-DAC over the years. This performance is reflected 

in Swedish and Finnish development aid and how the countries have been perceived as donors. Both 

external assessments and public opinion surveys in the early 2000’s portray a rosy picture of how they 

operate: they are praised for how openly they function and their work to combat corruption and citizens 

seem to have been fairly well-informed about the development policy of their respective countries.  

Special Eurobarometer surveys and national surveys on citizen attitudes and knowledge about 

development cooperation portray Swedish and Finnish development cooperation in positive light and 

show that, relatively speaking, the citizenry tend to be quite well informed and support their countries 

aid efforts. For instance, a 2004 special Eurobarometer survey shows that roughly 75% of both Swedes 

and Finns believe that their governments aid is making a difference in developing countries, in contrast 

to a EU25 average of 51% (European Comission 2005). Further, the same survey shows that 27 % of 
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Swedish respondents and 16% of Finns had heard of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). This 

may sound low, but they were at the time among the highest figures in Europe. A couple of years later, 

in 2012, another Special Eurobarometer on development aid shows similarly how both Swedish and 

Finnish respondents tend to be relatively well-informed about what their governments do in terms of 

aid: while in 13 European countries more than 50% said they knew nothing at all about where their 

countries development aid goes, the corresponding figure in Finland was best in Europe with 21%, trailed 

by Sweden at 24% (European Comission 2012).  

The annual Finnish development surveys, conducted since 1997, corroborate these insights. Kantola and 

Rahkonen (2017) have summarised the findings over the years and reveal that throughout the first decade 

of the 2000s, three out of four respondents considered the information available about Finnish 

development cooperation adequate. The key sources of information were television, internet, or 

newspapers and roughly half of the population consider themselves to be quite or really interested in the 

policy area. The basic sources were considered trustworthy and only 15% doubted at all the 

trustworthiness of aid information given by public authorities. These figures and perceptions don’t seem 

to portray the Finnish government as particularly secretive or opaque about its development cooperation. 

Similarly, opinion surveys conducted by Sida in Sweden show that Swedes generally have favourable view 

of Sida and adequate insights about what the organisation does (Liljeström 2018; Swahn 2018).  

The results show that citizens do have insights and knowledge about development cooperation, which 

would hardly be the case if the aid was secretive. The aid effectiveness agenda’s push for transparency is 

evidently, not at least in these settings, the result of a growing domestic demand for information. Citizens 

perceived themselves to be informed, expressed interest in the policy area and trusted that the 

information they receive was reliable to larger extend before than after the transparency revolution. It 

appears that existing transparency provisions and communication strategies in the early 2000s provided 

adequate tools and resources for citizens to make informed decisions about how the governments 

operated, which does not ensure, but is surely a necessary condition for accountable governing in this 

sector. These are, however, only citizen perceptions.  

So, what about expert assessments and views by practitioners? OECD peer reviews of Sweden and 

Finland do portray a similar, albeit more critical picture. Nonetheless, since the late 1990s, both countries 

have been considered frontrunners in aid governance regarding topics of open aid, anti-corruption, 

monitoring and evaluation. A peer review (OECD 2001) of Swedish aid governance in 1999 praises these 

functions in Swedish aid, stating that the country “vigorously applies lessons-learned and regularly reassesses its 

modus operandi […] and has well-developed evaluation functions”. Sweden was involved in global efforts to define 

indicators for assessing aid results but was encouraged to incorporate performance indicators (based on 
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international development goals) and improve their overall monitoring systems for cross-cutting themes, 

such as gender equality. Additionally, like virtually all donors, Sweden was seen to lack means to measure 

and analyse impact, which is, however, hardly surprising as these issues are systemic. The expert 

assessments also acknowledge the high domestic support for development assistance and the work of 

Sida, while acknowledging that there is room for domestic audiences to be more interested and learn 

more about development cooperation. The same peer-review did suggest developing new information 

strategies to ensure the “wide public consensus” necessary to address aid challenges, but also ensure domestic 

transparency and accountability.  

In a similar vein, OECD peer-reviews of Finland provide some valid critique, but the picture remains 

largely unchanged. A 2003 peer review points out that the Finnish MFAs annual development 

cooperation report and implementation plans provide up-to-date information about current activities in 

long term partner countries and specific timetables for future actions. The review highlights the quality 

of the work on anti-corruption but also observes minor problems. For instance, while Finnish citizens 

are well-informed about development cooperation, new aid modalities and procedures, such as budget 

support and harmonization procedures, were believed to be something that the domestic public needs to 

be better informed about, so that they can attain an accurate and comprehensive picture of Finnish 

development cooperation. The 2007 OECD peer-review is, on the other hand, slightly more critical: one 

can discern an implicit criticism regarding some of the issues envisioned to be solved by introducing 

more transparency, such as duplication of activities.  

Still, based on the transparent institutional conditions, citizens surveys that emphasise both insights and 

interest in aid, as well as and external assessments, one can only reasonably conclude that Finland and 

Sweden could neither be considered opaque countries nor particularly secretive donors prior to the 

“transparency revolution”. The point is by no means to assert that nothing could be improved, but simply 

show that labelling the development cooperation of either countries non-transparent would be in stark 

contrast with assessments about general institutional conditions as well as sentiment among the citizen 

and expert peer reviews about how they function as donors. Portraying lack of transparency as a major 

policy problem in Sweden or Finland would be verging on absurd. Yet, this is what happened.  

5.3. Creating problems to fit existing solutions  

Despite the apparent absence of domestic demand and clear functional need to become more transparent, 

lack of information emerged as a policy problem with the aid effectiveness agenda. As presented in the 

previous chapter, the ideas about obstacles to successful development cooperation had changed rapidly 

in the late 90s when especially IFIs started focusing on donor governance and experts were asking how 
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donors could organise and operate to make the most out of scarce resources instead of throwing more 

money on the problem or demanding already strained recipient governments to do more.  

This spatial and conceptual reorientation provided fertile ground to reform donor information 

management. Developing global standards and sharing aid data had been a concern of a rather 

anonymous community of experts and their work had in the 90’s sprouted global aid data standards and 

a variety of data sharing initiatives. There was existing aid data sharing through the OECD-DAC and 

some private data initiatives had already been developed in previous decades. Yet, none of this was 

particularly politically important, nor truly global in its scope. But with the aid effectiveness agenda these 

pre-existing administrative solutions and standards from previous decades were reformed and rebranded 

under the label aid transparency, which evolved into the spearhead of the global efforts to increase aid 

effectiveness. With the aid effectiveness agenda, the calls for transparency grew increasingly louder, 

resulting in high-level political pledges, the establishment of a multi-stakeholder initiative, several NGOs 

advancing the cause and a reformed aid transparency standard. 

The spread of information as governing tool has been called a transparency revolution, even though there 

was nothing particularly new about the data standards nor the idea of using information instrumentally 

to improve governance. A more adequate depiction would perhaps to be to say that old administrative 

solutions were dusted off, rebranded as transparency, and re-introduced in a new normative framework. 

But selling administrative solution is easier if you have a concrete problem to solve and if you don’t, it 

can always be created. This is what happened in both Sweden and Finland: an ostensible lack of 

information about what donors do was labelled an urgent policy problem in need of a solution.   

Many reasons have been expressed why aid needs to be transparent, but most follow the basic idea that 

lack of information leads to poor accountability, which prevents effective and efficient use of aid and is 

from a democratic standpoint undesirable. These problems are intuitively easy to agree with. Further, as 

the previous chapter showed, the idea of transparency is also compatible with neoliberal economic reform 

agendas, central to the good governance agenda and well-matched with the insatiable 21st century techno-

optimism and the belief that more data equals better policy. For one, transparent governing implies a 

chance to hold corrupt political elites accountable and for others, ensuring that development funds are 

spent rationally and not wasted on pointless projects run by incompetent NGOs.  

With the Aid Effectiveness agenda, the sentiment in the aid industry was that donors need to harmonise 

the procedures and practices and deliver measurable results so that the actors involved in international 

development can be held accountable for their performance. Standardised information disclosure and 

extensive sharing of data to enable comparison and benchmarking was seen as vital to achieve this vision 

of more homogenous aid. Reflecting these ideas, the International Aid Transparency initiative was 
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introduced in 2008, and more and better data on aid was portrayed as the solution for poor coordination, 

unpredictable aid flows, rogue aid agencies, wasteful use of resources in NGOs and recipient countries, 

lack of monitoring and corruption. And perhaps most importantly, the persistent challenges of displaying 

“results” of decades of development interventions and exhibit hard quantifiable “evidence” about the 

impact of aid was supposed to be cured with better aid data. Being incorporated into a global policy 

framework, the idea of a global standard for aid information independent from any established 

international institution gained traction and major donors signed up within a couple of years and began 

reforming their aid information architecture, with UKs DFID and the World Bank leading the way.  

Following these transnational processes, lack of transparency became a policy problem that needed to be 

solved in Sweden and Finland as well, despite that the aid effectiveness agenda and the Paris Principles 

hardly brought all that much new to the table – they rather affirmed the importance certain features in 

governing that were already prevalent the Nordic countries. For instance, an evaluation of the 

implementation of the Paris principles in 2008 concludes that the principles promoted as part of the aid 

effectiveness agenda have widely featured in Finnish policy well before the Paris Declaration (Wood, 

2008). Nevertheless, in both countries the global push for transparency stimulated reforms and political 

debate, but it also caused some genuine confusion within the administrations.  

Sweden was historically a frontrunner at introducing transparency previsions and despite no apparent 

need to do so, it also became a frontrunner at seeing lack of transparency as a genuine problem. Aid 

Minister14 Gunilla Carlsson became a vocal champion of aid transparency and information disclosure 

came to be an important topic in the quite drastic reforms in Swedish aid governance implemented by 

the Reinfeld Cabinet. Lack of transparency was portrayed to be a problem related to efficiency and 

irrational use of resources. Simon, a former head of department at the Swedish development agency 

(Sida), captures the confused sentiment: “…it was a bit strange form Sidas perspective - like what open aid? We 

are open! I guess politically you can understand that there is a motivation, […], but to argue that aid has not been public 

before, like this type of arguments of Gunilla Carlsson, that I don’t recognize at all.”  

Around the same time, Finland was too focused on internal fighting to consider transparency an acute 

issue. Finnish development aid was also going through considerable reforms, but transparency remained 

a non-issue until 2012. The Second Vanhanen Cabinet and Foreign Trade and Aid Minister Väyrynen15 

aspired to move away from bilateral support, demanded larger private sector involvement and withheld 

                                                 
 

14 Swedish Aid Minister 6.10.2006 – 17.09.2013 as part of the Reinfeld Government.  
15 Finnish Trade and Aid minister 19.4.2007-22.6.2010 (Vanhanen II) and 22.6.2010.22.6.2011 (Kiviniemi I)  
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large proportions of budgeted funds as the minister did not see some proposed projects worth funding. 

These changes came under critique and were claimed to have been decided behind closed doors without 

input from Kehityspoliittinen toimikunta16, a multi-actor committee that usually have had a large say in 

the predominately consensus-oriented Finnish development policy. The opposition called for 

transparency and inclusive decision-making processes in an interpellation (Kirjallinen Kysymys 575/2009 

vp 2009), which suggests that Finnish development reforms were during the Vanhanen II and Kiviniemi 

I Cabinets (2007-2011) focused on other things than the openness of aid. The internal power struggles 

and differences between the Minister for Foreign Affairs Alexander Stubb and the Foreign Trade and 

Aid Minister Väyrinen regarding the role of aid in foreign and security policy among other topics captured 

a lot of attention. Regarding aid transparency, Finland was a late bloomer compared to Sweden. It took 

until Jyrki Katainens Rainbow Cabinet and a fear of being seen as non-transparent in global comparison 

before lack transparency became a problem in need of urgent solution.   

Eventually, both in Sweden and Finland, the global transparency movement resonated on the domestic 

level and triggered political initiatives and organisational restructuring. But what happened in these 

domestic settings? Transparency enthusiasts are not too specific about how transparency is supposed to 

work. Some speak about the purifying influence of transparency, others about “culture of openness” and 

outline incompressible complex theories or change and seek to crowdsource responsibility to journalists, 

hoping that they will flock the aid data websites and create savvy infographic that somehow enlighten the 

public and provide impetus for better aid. How the new practices were received among the civil servants 

and how has information disclosure shaped governing?  

These themes are discussed in the next two cases. The cases are structured around three themes. The 

first is the emergence and implementation of global norms and rules related to transparency. The research 

explores the process leading up to the adaption and implement the aid transparency standards. How did 

transparency, or more precisely a perceived the lack of it, become a political issue in two of the most 

transparent countries in the world? How were the transparency pledges received? The second theme is 

the role of information disclosure for steering aid. How does disclosing and using data shape central 

governing functions in the development context? The third theme links transparency and the use global 

policy indicators. The creation and use of indicators rests on government information disclosure and the 

transparency movement provides pressure to make aid data useful encourages a more extensive use of 

indicators to provide evidence about what is achieved.  

                                                 
 

16 Kehityspoliittinen toimikunta is a committee that consists of politicians, NGO-representatives and researchers and gives 
recommendations on development policy.  
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5.4. Sweden: Disclosure to clean house 

Swedish development cooperation is implemented in a delegated administrative structure. Policy shaped 

and steered by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Utrikesdepartementet, (MFA) but the majority the 

development funds are directed to the aid agency Syrelsen för Internationellt Utvecklingssamarbete (Sida). Sida 

is a donor agency tasked at managing development funds, humanitarian aid and reform cooperation.  

5.4.1. Basic understanding of transparency  

So, what do civil servants at the MFA and Sida think about transparency? First, it seems like the delegated 

administrative structure shapes the understanding and for whom civil servants at the ministry and Sida 

are supposed to enable insight. It is evident that the Swedish civil servants take pride in their transparency 

legacy, as they frequently mention the publicity principle and early adoption of freedom of information 

laws. Petter (MFA) says Sweden is “…strongly associated with transparency because of the principle of freedom of 

information” and Frida (MFA) adds that it is really about taxpayer rights: “there is a tradition that state budgets 

are made openly accessible, that Swedish citizens have the right to scrutinise what is done. Accordingly, to whom they 

are transparent to seem uncomplicated: “when it comes to state funds, we use Swedish taxes, so those who pay taxes”, 

Frida says, but adds that they disclose information for anyone who asks: “we don’t deny anyone […] if you 

have aid in Tanzania […] there is nothing preventing people from there requesting information from them [the embassy]”.  

At the agency, Sida, the civil servants seem more nuanced in their approach. Rather than referring to 

rules and tradition, they present transparency as self-reflection. Anna, a civil servant working with data 

reporting to international institutions, suggests that transparency is about insight and understanding: “by 

being transparent and open you build up understanding for what you do”. Anna’s colleague, Tobias, adds that it’s 

not about maximising an information output but involves critical consideration whether it feels right to 

publish. The civil servants acknowledge that they need to be transparent to Swedish taxpayers but point 

out that to whom they are transparent is tricky and something they often contemplate. Anna says they 

are more focused on aid recipients: “If we look at it rigidly, we are a public authority and should be transparent to 

our taxpayers and our principals, but if we look at our mission, we are transparent to those we exist for and work with 

[…] sometimes we are like, “oh we should think about our Swedish citizens too!” […] But it is debatable how much we 

actually reach those we work for, the individuals, and who benefits from the kind of transparency we have.”  Adding to 

the complexity, Tobias reminds that IATI-reporting “is about being transparent to those who are part of the 

network […] we often work with other donors and if they don’t show their data, then our data is incomplete for the recipient.” 

So, while the representatives of the ministry highlight being transparent to taxpayers, the civil servants at 

Sida display a more multifaceted view of transparency and emphasise the target populations of 

development interventions, even though they are uncertain about whether their transparency affects 

them. Nevertheless, both at the ministry and Sida the transparency tradition is evident, which is also the 
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case when talking to Simon, a former head of unit at SIDA. He claims there is a “certain automation and 

continuity” to be transparent in the Swedish government. As everyone is expected to be transparent at the 

outset, Frida (MFA) says aid transparency reforms have been a wake-up call, but mainly “a formalisation of 

praxis”. Simon, on the other hand, says transparency “has always been important, never a controversial issue and 

as long as I have been on SIDA there has never been any problems with lack of transparency”. But even though 

transparency in the Swedish administration is ingrained into the organisational culture and has not really 

seemed to be a problem, the commitment to transparency does not mean naïve openness. Simon explains 

that “some things have of course been secret; we have had secret aid for good reasons. Like aid to Cuba for many years or 

Burma with the military regime, we supported individual organisations, which we did not want to make public”.  

Despite lack of substantive problems, a discussion about the transparency kicked off with the aid 

effectiveness agenda alongside demands that development aid needs to deliver tangible results. Simon 

says that this discussion got heated when Sweden implemented “drastic changes” and slashed their aid to 

“Vietnam, Laos, Sri Lanka” among others, which would be around 2007-2008. Anna, on the other hand 

sees the continuity of the transparency tradition a bit differently and points to an even longer time-frame: 

the changing ideational climate in the development world in the late 90s paved way for transparency: “we 

started reflecting on what we do an there was a big discussion that do we actually reach the poor people and what are the 

actual results, and here the transparency question gained momentum […] there was a big discussion about results, as if we 

had not paid attention to that before, but it grew as part of a political agenda that emphasises transparency, that we needed 

to show how “Kronorna” [the money] are used. Only then came the other things, maybe like reaching coordination and 

the stuff we struggled with in the 90’s”. Anna adds that within the development world, the agenda that 

contributed to transparency was nuanced, but form an external perspective it’s been very much about 

“focusing on results and looking at the money”.  

For Swedish civil servants it seemed self-evident to be transparent and generally transparency seemed to 

have been a non-issue. However, driven by a changing ideational landscape a stronger demand for 

evidence and a desire to control funds a perceived lack of transparency becomes a political problem and 

kicks off reforms. Changes were introduced by the Reinfeldt Cabinet in the wake of the 2006 Swedish 

parliamentary elections, when the new cabinet introduced comprehensive aid reforms and a new 

information disclosure architecture. The next section presents the political backdrop of the transparency 

movement in Swedish development aid.  

5.4.2. Reforms and contestation  
The newly established Reinfeld Cabinet (a centre-right coalition) introduced drastic aid reforms under 

the leadership of Minister Gunilla Carlsson. The general aim was to make the use of funds more effective, 

improve coordination and increase the quality of Swedish aid by improving control and focusing on 

measurable results (‘Fyra år med borgerlig regering’ 2010).  The shifts in Swedish development policy 
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were considerable and rapid. The perhaps most drastic change was reducing the number of aid recipients 

(“landsfokuseringnsprocessen”), a streamlining initiative envisioned to and improve the quality and 

management of aid (Regeringskansliet 2007). In the 1990’s, Sweden operated in more than 100 countries 

and an OECD peer review by the United Kingdom and the United States had already in 2000 encouraged 

Sweden to minimize dispersion of resources and dilution of efforts. Fragmented aid was among the 

central problems in the development sector that the Paris Declaration in 2005 strived to address to 

increase the effectiveness of aid (Wohlgemuth and Odén 2009).  

The streamlining was motivated with efficiency gains, but the government also wanted a stronger 

emphasis on democracy and human rights in aid allocation decisions. Among civil servants it was obvious 

that the decisions of which countries were to discard were largely political. Simon says it was completely 

clear, that he “still does not get why we kept Bangladesh and quit Laos. It should have been the other way around. In 

Bangladesh we are tiny, in Laos we were huge and dominant with those partners, but it was probably the discussions about 

one-party states and like that, it is one of the first things that Gunilla Carlsson focused on and initiated when she became 

minister of aid”. The interpretation that party politics rather than human rights or democratic values shaped 

the streamlining process has also gained support elsewhere (cf. Kron, 2012).  

The influence of political interests is perhaps not surprising but goes to show that the reforms were not 

a purely technical-rational exercise based on human rights or democracy, but rather a form of political 

“clutter control”. Swedish development aid has traditionally not been much favoured by the Moderate 

Party and there was a desire to bring back control over this policy sector, perceived by right-leaning 

liberals to have gone rogue and beyond political control. This ambition was made explicit. In an open 

letter published in 2010, Minister Carlsson writes that, “since I was appointed minister of aid, I have initiated a 

reform of Swedish aid. Focus has been on results and “ordning och reda17”. The spearhead of the efforts to tidy up 

the development sector was aid transparency. The logic was simple: without knowing what Sweden funds, 

where they operate and what results are achieved, it’s impossible to reduce wasteful spending.  

5.4.2.1. Transparency to take back control 

After reducing the number of aid recipients and streamlining the budget, the reforms proceeded with a 

program focused on effectiveness, corruption, and results with transparency as a central component. In 

an press release labelled “Openness Will Transform Development Aid”, Minister Carlsson asserts that “even 

though the government has worked for three years and implemented comprehensive reforms to develop conditions in which 

                                                 
 

17 The Swedish idiomatic expression “ordning och reda pengar på fredag” [roughly translated “order and tidiness, money on Friday”] 
reflects the idea that workers who behave well and do their work in good order will be rewarded with a paycheck at the end 
of the week. In an aid context, the expression can be understood as clutter control and bringing order and control to the use 
of development funds. 
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Swedish aid can do good and be beneficial, we still don’t know if it actually does that” (‘Öppenhet ska förändra 

biståndet’ 2009). To “overcome these obstacles” the government “wants to open up aid and increase transparency and 

promote new ways of thinking”.  

Accordingly, transparency became the central tool to streamline aid, ensure that aid works effectively, 

show what is achieved and safeguard that fund won’t end up lining the wrong pockets. The key features 

of aid transparency had been defined in the transnational process that had given birth to IATI and the 

Swedish civil servants, both at the ministry and the agency, say that the initiative provided inspiration for 

the Swedish transparency reforms. Petter (MFA) sees the formalization of transparency practices into a 

transparency standard as an “inspiration” for Swedish reforms.  But even though IATI and the 

transparency movement came to shape Swedish aid, neither the civil servants at Sida nor the ministry 

seem to know where the initiative came from, how it emerged and who the driving forces were. Anna 

and Tobias (Sida) point to the UKs DFID, the Netherlands and maybe some smaller organisations such 

as PWYF and Development Gateway as the key players.  Petter (MFA), on the other hand, points to 

Denmark and says they “have been engaged and talked about it a lot and argued how it complements the DAC-CRS 

reporting”. Reflective of the confusion about who is in charge, Anna, observes that most countries just 

“adapt it, without actually driving the agenda”.  

The convergence of a global consensus about information disclosure as a remedy for governance 

problems and a domestic political process to bring order and control to development aid provided a 

window of opportunity for rapid reform. Sweden established a new information architecture to ensure 

“that taxpayer money allocated used for development should be traceable” (‘Gunilla Carlsson: Korruptionen hotar 

demokratiprocessen’ n.d.). The architecture was based on a strong political pledge and a new aid 

information platform based on IATI reporting. First, to kick-start transparency reforms, the government 

issued a domestic “transparency guarantee” that was more specific than what had been already promised in 

the IATI statement from 2008, but largely mirrored the agenda. The guarantee was part of a range of 

initiatives linked to anti-corruption and aid effectiveness (‘Öppenhet ska förändra biståndet’ 2009). In 

the words of Carlsson: I’ve established a transparency guarantee […] it should be easy to access relevant information 

about aid – what is done, when, how and why, for what money and to whom (‘Gunilla Carlsson: Korruptionen hotar 

demokratiprocessen’ n.d.). To ensure traceability for Swedish taxpayers, Carlsson demanded global 

efforts: “there is not only a lack of transparency in Swedish aid. No matter how open our aid management becomes in 

Sweden, the problem remains of being able to track money and interventions in recipient countries.” (ibid.).  

Frida (MFA) says that a transparency guarantee was a way to realize the Swedish publicity principle in 

development aid. In practice, it was a political pledge that SIDA and MFA should make general 

information and statistics about aid publicly accessible. The tool to realize the transparency guarantee 
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came to be the Swedish Open Aid platform, through which everyone can gain access to basic information 

about Swedish aid flows and projects. The input data for the platform was largely the same data that 

Sweden has reported and continue to report to OECD DAC, but now published in the IATI format. 

Frida says there are two key benefits of the portal, “first that you can read global information” but you can also 

“find specific information about specific interventions.”  

The global promises to disclose aid data received domestic follow up with the Swedish transparency 

guarantee and the open aid platform within a couple of years after the IATI statement. However, these 

were not isolated reforms but parts of a range of changes, budget cuts and measures linked to anti-

corruption and ensuring that funds deliver results. Carlsson wanted active measures to prevent aid funds 

form ending up in the wrong pockets. The idea of reducing wasteful spending seems to be the key idea 

behind transparency reforms the transparency policies were explicitly motivated with anti-corruption 

rhetoric’s and responsibilities towards taxpayer. As part of the second stage of the aid reforms, Carlsson, 

wanted to embed the topic of anti-corruption into partner dialogues and the implementation chain to 

actively talk about corruption issues and report suspicions of misuse of funds. The government also 

demanded better risks assessments, public revisions, and open budgets, promoting the publicity principle 

and encouraging whistleblowing.  The idea was to introduce a more active and demanding approach to 

aid and downstream requirements, where funds can actively be frozen or even terminated if the 

development cooperation does not go as well as expected or if the recipient countries seemed too corrupt 

or undemocratic to work with.  

The demands for more transparency coincided with blaming Sida for wasteful spending and excessive 

administrative costs. According to Simon, Sida was portrayed to be in a crisis. “In 2009, there were radical 

change within the organisation. At UD they started thinking that SIDA was using too much money on administration, 

like this is too much, you can’t afford this.” And after the director of Sida unexpectedly passed away, a 

replacement was appointed who was “supposed to make the financial situation solid - there were radical staff cuts”.  

So, while transparency is blind to budgets or the ideational landscape in which reforms are implemented, 

the reform context and rhetoric’s clarify what was desired. In the Swedish case it seems that on political 

level, the transparency guarantee and disclosure architecture was hoped to discourage wasteful spending 

bring back control over a policy sector perceived to be too independent and beyond government control. 

It is likely that the political support for transparency and tying up transparency in a bundle of reforms to 

streamline Swedish aid has contributed to strong performance in global transparency rankings, but 

whether accountability is improved, and citizens know more about how Swedish aid is used remains 

unclear. Both Frida and Petter say that it is “hard to say if transparency has increased, both compared to before and 
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compared to other policy areas”. Nevertheless, Sweden receives high scores in aid transparency rankings and 

is today one of the most “transparent” bilateral donors, also on aid transparency metrics.  

5.4.2.2. Contestation and production of transparency  

Despite global praise, the transparency reforms were not positively received. The political push for 

transparency by Carlsson came as a surprise for the administration. Simon claims that many civil servants 

were suspicious: “with transparency and publicity principles rooted in the constitution, many people thought that these 

things were really unnecessary, like the argument was that now we need transparency in the development sector, now we need 

to be able to tell the citizens what is going on - as if it was not already known!” Simon considers the transparency 

guarantee a populistic exercise or based on false premises: “I guess it was some kind of idea about gathering some 

points and or maybe the aid minister actually was convinced that there was not that much information.”  

Simon was not alone with his slightly cynical and critical sentiment vis-à-vis the former aid minister and 

the aid reforms pushed through by the government. The efforts to streamline aid and slash budgets and 

allegations about lack of transparency expressed by minister Carlsson were not well-received among the 

civil servants, especially at Sida. By 2013 the relations between the civil service and the government were 

tense and Carlsson resorted in help from external consultants to retain steering capacity of the ministry. 

According to associate professor Torbjörn Larsson, the mutual trust between politicians and civil servants 

had eroded: “it is the first time I see such a straight, simple and direct description of a system that has collapsed” (Sveriges 

Radio 2013).  

Despite scepticism and inflamed relations between the government and the agency, the civil servants at 

Sida today think the reforms have contributed to a more informed debate about aid and helped the 

organization legitimize its activities. Per Tobias: “open doors show that we have nothing to hide. […] and contributes 

to a sensible debate: with information it is easier to counter arguments based on wrong information.” Anna (Sida) 

elaborates: “There is this parallel trend. If you are open and report what you are exposed to, it is easier to deal with 

criticisms and show that you are aware of it. What happened before, even though it was open […] was that it was easier to 

accuse us of not having control, that we don’t know what we are doing. So, in this sense, it is clear that it [transparency] 

has helped us to protect and legitimize ourselves.” So, it seems that while disclosing aid data may expose problems, 

it also serves as means for aid agencies to protect themselves from unwarranted criticism.  

Apart from facilitating constructive debate, the civil servants are unsure exactly how aid transparency has 

changed the way the organization operates, although it seems to have provided inspiration for reform 

and altered the way the civil servants understand transparency. Anna says their measures were developed 

“in the same spirit as IATI, yet external to it”, and points out that the steering influence of the transparency 

guarantee was clear that it helped them step up their game: “Before there were no digital initiatives, so even though 

it was self-evident for us to be transparent it became more visible after the transparency guarantee. That has been a shift.”   
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There also seems to have been change in how transparency is understood and “where” it situated within 

the administration. Simons recollects, that Sida for a long time had a “statistics function comprised of two or 

three people who have had an incredibly anonymous existence”. But with transparency questions coming to the 

fore, the importance of the statistics function appears to have increased as transparency shifted from 

being something primarily linked to a communication into an issue of data and steering. Anna is a bit 

surprised that transparency questions have strongly been associated with communication before, “because 

you would think that this [aid data] is really in the heart of implementation, the core mission”.  

Reporting aid data may seem simple, but it took considerable time and effort to get the procedures up 

and running. Anna says it took a lot of work to “do this data format”, even though Sida benefitted from 

having extensive information systems to begin with. What prevents the use of data seems to be a 

considerable technical threshold. It is easier for big organisations with IT departments “to implement, but 

in smaller organisations with less resources it is very difficult and expensive to publish data per intervention”. Anna adds 

that the procedures and working with aid data can be difficult: “some authorities have a lot of people working 

with data and statistics, others very few and it is a heavy burden for them”.  

The skills and interests among partners to cooperate and use data varies. In Anna’s words, “it is starting, 

but it is a slow start” and gives Somalia as an example of a programming country where people express 

interest in doing something with aid data. But most of the time it depends “on the colleagues who know this 

or not and who goes where out for mission to an embassy”. Tobias and Anna mention Liberia and Albania as other 

example places with Swedish embassies where they use and refer to IATI data when they interact with 

other embassies or the local governments.   

5.4.3. Steering implications  
So far, the case shows that aid transparency was introduced in an administrative setting that perceived 

itself, and was perceived by others to be transparent. The introduction happened as part of drastic 

political change and the reform context suggests that the global demand for aid transparency was in the 

domestic setting utilised as means to establish control of an aid agency seen to be wasteful and beyond 

political control and ultimately provide evidence about what results are achieved so that it could be more 

rationally managed. The case shows that despite the well-resourced administrative context supposedly 

amenable to transparency, aid transparency was initially not was not too well received and even though 

Sweden has adapted new disclosure practices, the use of aid data remains poor. Still, as a result of 

introducing the transparency guarantee and the open data platform, the understanding and practice of 

transparency within the administration is changing.  Emphasis is shifting from a traditional institutional 

view on transparency towards a data-driven notion that emphasises online disclosure of numeric data. 

But the question is whether the new way of conceptualising and practicing transparency is making aid 

more “effective”. Does aid transparency and its emphasis on evidence facilitates better aid governance?  
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5.4.3.1. Information disclosure and steering aid  

To be transformative, aid transparency needs to generate changes beyond altering the way the 

administration is thinking about and practicing transparency. If transparency does not change how 

donors operate regarding central donor governance functions, then it remains a box ticking exercise that 

is inconsequential in terms of improving governance.    

Transparency should ideally encourage donors to publish information about their intentions, for instance 

plans or future aid budgets that can make it easier for external actors to discern and anticipate what the 

donor aims to do. In the best of worlds, donors and other actors would also refer to these and other 

donors’ similar information and adjust their own activities accordingly. Publishing and using such data 

could facilitate planning and coordination with other donors and recipient governments. Further, more 

transparency could also lock in their decisions about what to fund, consequently making their aid more 

predictable. So, has aid data been used to improve central governing functions? 

More than ten years after the initial promises to make aid transparent, the Swedish civil servants praise 

the idea of using aid data for planning, but merely speculate if and how aid data is actually used. They do, 

however, think that aid data and indicators are increasingly sought after for planning and basis for 

decision making. Tobias points out that until lately they have not really had an “internal focus on 

transparency”, but Anna suggests that this is changing: “The steering has changed. Before and perhaps still today the 

transparency guarantee is in the territory of the communications department, but in the past 1.5 years we [the statistics 

functions] have come in much more closely. There has been a discussion that we should take it over completely because we 

deal with this standard anyway […] so that we could in a “policy-way” better follow-up and steer. Before it was seen like 

an external reporting procedure, people did not think about this gold material if they were not working with it.” 

But how exactly this gold material is used for steering aid is something Anna says they are trying to figure 

out: “we are about to evaluate this ourselves; we plan to ask our colleagues of what kind of data they use in what situations”.  

In practice, the use “depends on the person”, but those who “probably should use it are the people on embassies, who 

coordinate with others. We know that certain embassies are keen on this, there are probably also others who know and are 

interested. Despite uncertainty, the trend towards using more data for planning is clear: Anna says there is 

a “growing demand for from embassies to be able to do analyses. […] even though the use of information really depends on 

the knowledge and interest that the people have, unfortunately […] but we want to help and enable tools to visually show 

how aid looks like.”   

But what about aid data provide by other donors and aid actors? Using aid data from others to enable 

insight about what is happening in a specific country on is according to Frida (UD) “in theory a good idea. 

If this country does this and that there, we can either complement their interventions or not do it yourself to avoid duplication”. 

However, she also adds that this is not really the domain of the ministry.  UD works on “aggregate level” 
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and mainly deals with multilateral support and steers Sida through strategies: “we don’t go in politically and 

steer individual projects and their planning phase. […] maybe Sida looks at these things?”  

Simon’s perspective on coordination is focused on state-level and on large trends. He believes that 

disclosing aid data should reasonably enable better coordination but points out that he is suspicious about 

whether it is true and claims the extent to which donors coordinate their activities depends on a lot about 

the trends over time: “The basic attitude is more transparency, but the extent to which it contributes to better coordination 

is unclear”. In practice the extent to which Sweden has coordinated with other donors and recipients has 

varied: “it went towards that after Paris and those attitudes were shaped and developed: to strive for coordination.” Aid 

transparency and coordination is Simon’s perspective connected to the discussion about ownership and 

ensuring that recipient countries oversee their own development, which was prevalent theme in the aid 

effectiveness agenda. “The most extreme thing is what happened with Tanzania, Zambia and Kenya maybe 10 years 

ago when we did common plans and documents with each government. Then this was shredded and after Busan it was every 

man for themselves, and coordination has shattered”.  

Anna, on the other hand, points out that the growing demand for aid data for coordination on the ground 

is occurring at a strange time. “It is super interesting that it is emerging […] if we look back at the introduction of the 

transparency guarantee and what happened was also the Paris agenda and Busan, it all really emphasised aid effectiveness 

principles and there was a lot of talk about ownership, which has kind of been erased now with the 2030 agenda. Now the 

ownership principles are unclear, and we have talked with the government [Swedish government] about how we should 

think about aid effectiveness and local ownership, especially when it comes to conflict countries where Sweden is present. To 

what extent is the [partner] government legitimate and “own” the development agenda? Here there are trends that make it 

more difficult, like how do we engage in dialogue with these governments? In sum, it seems the use of aid data to 

coordinate on the ground with other donors and the recipient government is on the rise, but 

simultaneously, paradoxically, the political consensus and support for doing so is being questioned.  

Committing to global information disclosure principles have not made Sida a more difficult partner to 

work with and Sida seems keen to avoid hurting anyone because of publishing data. Anna says they often 

talk about what is appropriate to publish because “there might be cooperation’s that are sensitive, difficult context 

and things like that”. The responses highlight how transparency is not an absolute norm, but rather 

something that needs to be considered in relation to other norms. Anna mentions rule of law and 

protection of individuals. “The main approach for almost everyone is that publishing information is okay, but some 

other donors have different legislation and are a bit more rigid and bureaucratic. Still, we can always discuss if something is 

difficult or for instance if the aid targets sensitive recipients”. But while Sida seems flexible vis-à-vis other actors 

needs and conflicting norms, Tobias observes that there might be indirect cross-border steering 

influences from committing to aid transparency: “in our partnership agreements it is said that the information 
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[about interventions] will be disclosed and shown openly on our open aid platform. That also might help and support 

our partners to also do the right thing. There might be these kinds of indirect steering effects that we are not aware of”.  

Some observations can be made about how transparency is connected to planning, decision making and 

coordinating aid with development partners. The civil servants acknowledge that aid transparency in 

theory could improve planning, encourage informed decisions and facilitate coordination, but in practice 

aid data is often not used this way. There are indications of a growing demand for aid data for planning 

and analysis, especially at embassies for more practical local coordination. At the ministry, aid data seems 

to be less used for steering as compared to Sida, where the role of aid data for internal steering has been 

increasingly acknowledged. Generally, though, aid transparency has hardly revolutionised Swedish aid 

governance. But it has given a push towards seeing aid data as useful for steering, using data for situational 

awareness and analysis and demanding transparency from partners as well.   

But what about feedback effects?  The intention behind transparency guarantees and data has been to 

generate instrumental benefits for societal steering, for instance to help detecting misuse or enable 

holding poor performing actors accountable. How is transparency used to ensure performance?  

At UD, aid transparency is used hardly used as an accountability mechanism, but there are some indirect 

influences. The majority of UD’s budget goes to multilateral institutions and development banks, for 

instance UN agencies. Frida says that regarding the funding allocated to multilateral institutions and 

banks, what matters it their “annual reports, not their specific interventions”. What they might do, is to “look at 

the annual reports to decide if we increase or reduce the funding for the next years”. Frida argues that these funds work 

mainly through the budgeting process and thus a bit differently than their strategic funds, that have “more 

clear feedback links”.  Tobias seems to agree and says that their own transparency is not very helpful 

regarding understanding the support to international institutions or civil society organisations given that 

there is no published disaggregated data: “we can be open about giving “ramstöd” [budget support] to a CSO, but 

then our information ends, what happens then is unclear”.  Given the type of aid, it seems that the publication of 

annual reports is more important for monitoring and control than aid transparency. Still, Petter reminds 

that also information about specific interventions can sometimes be of importance as basis for decision 

making. “They write end reports about how projects have gone and there we make assessments about lessons learned and 

that is also part of transparency, and this data can be used when deciding future interventions”.  

Regarding the use of open available aid data and governance indicator data for planning, Petter says UD’s 

highlights democracy and environmental issues in their planning but suggests that Sida probably knows 

better about the use of aid data and indicators. But this does not really seem to be the case. At Sida, Anna 

says it is “not our responsibility to steer after all” given that Sida is the aid agency that implements policy. Tobias 

and Anna question the extent aid data is useful for improving aid and making better assessments. Anna 
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says that “in a way transparency makes it easier to follow the money, if that is what is wanted, and that way also see what 

others are doing” but whether aid transparency makes it easier to make judgements and evaluate 

performance is debatable. Anna adds that in a way “it is a gold mine for picking out information for identifying 

things, what really should be evaluated, like what happened here and why did you not do this and what happened to the 

money. Like this, it is good information and can highlight which organisations behave well, but I would not take it so far 

that it contributes that much.” 

Even about the role of aid transparency for detecting misused and enabling better financial management, 

the civil servants seem uncertain. Petter says the question of detecting if funds are used wrongly is “linked 

to anti-corruption work” on which transparency “may have an influence”, but he also adds that it is hard to say 

if that work has changed because of aid transparency. Frida agrees that it is uncertain if anything related 

to detecting misuse of funds really changed because of the transparency guarantee or aid transparency 

and says it is more about freedom of information generally: “it all leans on this principle”.  

The discussions with civil servants leave a very contradicting picture of aid transparency and its role in 

steering aid. On one hand, it seems like the civil servants think aid transparency is important, or at least 

they say it is and they highlight everything it can do. But at the same time, they seem to be painfully aware 

of the limitations of aid data and the fact that they don’t really know who uses the data. The people who 

most intimately work with IATI publication and data also cannot give examples of situations where the 

data would have been used, except for vague references to people that might use the data.  

5.4.3.2. Evidence fever 

Aid data hardly seems to be used for improving donor governance on local level, even though there are 

indications of shifting steering logics. But despite the limited functional value, the aid transparency train 

keeps rolling, primarily because the normative desirability of “transparency”, the sticky belief that it 

fosters better use of funds but also because of reputational incentives provided by ranking producers. 

Sweden has in aid transparency rankings received plenty of praise for their good performance and the 

praise has not gone unnoticed.  

At UD, Petter says it is “always nice to see Sweden viewed in good light” and that they “follow and refer” to aid 

transparency rankings when needed but adds that he is unsure but that it is possible they have a steering 

influence, even though it is not so easy to use technical rankings in political rhetoric’s. Petter says their 

steering documents [regleringsbrev] issued to Sida they mention that the agency needs to “improve their 

reporting on aid statistics”. However, he adds that at UD are confident that Sida “lives up to the transparency 

guarantee”. Frida agrees: “absolutely, it is their task to do that, to be transparent. It is often so, that if it does not go so 

well, it might receive more attention. But if it is positive then you just ride the wave. We just had an OECD peer review, 

and it was pleasing as it brought up Sweden as a model case in development. Right now, there is a positive wave, but if we 
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did not perform so well, we would probably look at rankings more closely.”  These reflections mirror with the idea 

that rankings encourage minimal performance based on the standard against which the ranking is 

produced, rather than encouraging desirable behaviour above and beyond. 

The idea that poor performance matters most is validated by Anna at Sida. She says that sometimes “there 

might be questions like why we are not performing so well now” which provide a “bit of pressure”. But as long as 

performance is good, there is usually not more steering than this. Anna adds that when she started at 

Sida, she never imagined that the question of rankings would be as important as she has “noticed now that 

it is.” Just like at UD, they keep an eye on aid transparency rankings, but there is a difference in how 

politically important the rankings are believed to be. Whereas Petter at UD doubted the extent to which 

rankings feed into political rhetoric’s, Anna says they are “important politically […] our politicians, not only UD, 

but also the parliament and the foreign affairs committee are very keen on us working on transparency and performing well 

in rakings. So, there is great interest, even though we here at Sida sometimes forget to think about this, we are always a bit 

“out there””. Finally, Tobias expresses critical views about rankings and highlights that they don’t consider 

properly the use of data: “if information is never used, the question is how transparent it really is.” 

While the rankings provide a normative push to keep disclosing data, the quest for transparency should 

be seen as part of a larger shift towards using rankings and indicators as evidence societal steering. At 

UD, Petter links the use of indicators to the budget propositions that include sections on providing 

evidence about how, multilateral funds function with regards to specific indicators, such as “proportion of 

people that have access to electricity, something to show and kind of motivate the Parliament why the budget is how it is. 

The connection is maybe not always clear, but there is this idea that indicators are part of the budget propositions”.  

Simon thinks indicators have had a “growing importance over time” in development aid, which he links to the 

decline of classic bilateral aid and directing aid flows through CSO’s and multilateral organisations, which 

places a greater need for follow up performance. However, he seems highly sceptical about the use of 

indicators in decision making and the desire to steer based on numeric evidence. Indicators in steering 

aid has “exploded in the past decade” but it is unclear if it has made Swedish aid “more open or more difficult to 

understand”. Simon highlights the distortive influences of indicators: “if you are out in embassies and looking at 

the operational stuff, it’s in all documents there are indicators. I think it has taken over. You don’t even consider the goals 

anymore. As soon you start talking about goals, it goes like “oh what indicators do we have?”, so indicators become more 

important than the actual goals”. Simon argues that these problems stem from about mixing up activities, 

outputs and outcomes: “it becomes so convenient when you have indicators. It is easy to just show things because it is 

easier to measure, but when you look closer, especially if the indicators are generic, it is not particularly clear anymore. […] 

it should be about outcomes, but activities are most of the time what the indicators are based on. An activity is not proof 

that it has worked, at best it could show output, but definitely not for outcomes. The whole thing has become vulgar.” 
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The discussion about indicators in development follows a larger debate among academics and policy 

makers about the role of numeric information in governance to display results and provide evidence. 

Simon sees links between using indicators and the hype about using randomised controlled trials in 

research about development, but says it was part of the discussion about the “idea that everything needs to be 

measured”. He argues that often people think we “automatically need generic values” and that he as someone 

working with evaluations tried to counteract this trend and emphasise that it is not “black or white, but 

shades of grey […] it’s like a court. All facts are accepted even though you can’t call it evidence, but facts are not automatically 

evidence, it needs to be interpreted. Evidence based evaluations are built on facts, […] but a good evaluation needs an 

argument, why certain facts are highlighted. Simon expresses his concerns that using indicators for steering 

might “change the focus of aid, it is hard to prove of course. But you outline your goals […] maybe you have a good log-

framework analysis, but indicators creep in and effectively become the goals, really. It is hard to prove of course”. Simon 

adds that indicators have become a problem because they “express a linear way of thinking, do this and you 

cause that in a simple way. It is simplification! For instance, in Sweden, regarding schools and healthcare, no one knows 

what to do with all the indicators. If you can’t even figure it out in your own country, how are you supposed to do it with aid 

in foreign countries? “  

Despite awareness of the potentially distortive use of metrics, Anna says that Sida is now evaluating the 

use of indicators and statistics about recipient governments and how aid data are used internally. “We feel 

we are not data-driven enough, we have in the past two years tried to encourage our colleagues to use quantitative materials 

[…], like IATI data or other data, our own and then compared to others, like how does it look like and what kind of 

decisions do we make based on this. But there is yet no systematic approach to this. That is why we have it written in our 

operational plan that we need to make it more systematic.” Despite not knowing specifics and calling for 

incorporation of statistics, indicators and aid data into operations, the basic logic and loop though which 

numeric data is used in steering is clear to Anna: “we have different thematic experts, so statistics generation plays 

a big part in how we for instance reply to government directives and different missions from the government, which is followed 

by content-based steering [of Sida by the government] and in this way, the statistics definitely impacts our steering. We 

gather material, reply to the government, and get a reply form the government; this is returned to us in form of steering. Anna 

adds that their ambition is to make this feedback loops “explicit and visible […] now when there is a boom with 

statistics and data”. Anna summarises that indicator “definitely play a part in how we build up and strengthen 

analyses, and then comes back as steering.” But while there are ambitions to keep making Swedish aid more 

data driven, the consequences are unclear. Anna says it is “necessary to reflect and increase understanding of 

statistics” in relation to transparency and data-driven steering. “The concept of evidence has entered the game, and 

everyone is trying to understand which interventions work and which do not work […] there are really complicated the 

societal processes behind it…”  
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Tobias agrees that indicators shape the work at Sida and says that he is “convinced that indicators influence our 

policy officials (handläggare) because they come and say that “my intervention is a principal objective within equality”, and 

we say that “oh we don’t have an equality analysis, we are missing this and that” and they are like “okay, but then we 

know it is missing and we create demand for indicators”.  Anna adds that indicators come to steer policy this way 

that it is “like a chain reaction”.18 However, she also adds that different types of indicators work in different 

ways. Classic result indicators cannot be aggregated over a whole global portfolio, unlike indicators based 

on inputs in the implementation chain: “it is an unholy mix and mess”.  

Despite illustrating risks and highlighting how we don’t really know the consequences of data driven aid 

governance, the Swedish civil servants still stick to the script that transparency is important for Sweden 

and Swedish aid. Petter says it is “only positive” to introduce more transparency, albeit he points out that 

there are challenges involved, such as administrative burdens and issues of secrecy. Reflecting a true 

commitment to aid data, Anna sees lack of ambition as the main risk: “for me it is that transparency gets too 

flat, that you see it mainly as communication and it is, well, not really perceived to be useful” 

5.5. Finland: Disclosure to appear transparent 

Like Sweden, Finland is a global benchmark for transparency and the Finnish Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

was among the first IATI signatories. “Openness” is outlined as key principles of Finnish development 

policy and with a transparency résumé, one could reasonably expect Finland to be among the most 

transparent donor institutions and that introducing revised data disclosure standards would be a walk in 

the park. Yet, unexpectedly, the aid transparency performance has been persistently average in global 

comparisons and Finland has consistently lagged its usual benchmarks. Why such mediocre performance?   

The second case discusses the implementation of aid transparency in Finland in contrast to Sweden. The 

case presents how transparency is understood in the Finnish development context and provides an 

overview of the political context and administrative setting in which aid transparency was implemented. 

The case discusses the practical implementation of aid transparency standards and provides reflections 

on factors that may hinder of facilitate successful implementation of globally agreed norms and, finally, 

considers the broader steering implications of aid transparency as part of wider shift towards using 

indicators and rankings in governing.  

The study shows that similarly to Sweden, committing politically to aid transparency is just a first step 

and the actual implementation of information disclosure standards is tricky. When Swedish ministers 

                                                 
 

18 Anna uses the phrase “katten på råttan och råttan på repet” (cat on the rat, rat on the rope), which appears in Swedish fables for 
children. The moral of the story is that events are often the result of complicated chain reactions.  
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were pushing for aid transparency as means to control the administration, aid transparency did not have 

the similar political push in Finland. Implementing the new aid transparency standards was for years not 

a politically salient topic, performed by an anonymous statistics function at the ministry in cooperation 

with the help of private consultancies. Only years later, aid transparency gets proper momentum and 

high-level political push with the help of donor rankings. The publication of global aid transparency 

rankings sparked a fear of being perceived as opaque and spurred more diligent implementation of 

disclosure practices. This way, the case neatly illustrates the role of policy indicators and rankings as 

mechanisms for reputational enforcement of global norms.  

5.5.1. Basic understanding of transparency 
Finland is traditionally considered a transparent country and like other Nordic countries a global 

benchmark for transparent governance. Freedom of information legislation was introduced as early as in 

1952, the Finnish media is among the freest in the world, corruption is low, and Finland is hailed as one 

of the top performers in Transparency International’s corruption perception index. Finland fares well on 

virtually any measurement trying to capture the elusive ideas of freedom, openness, or transparency.  

With this strong background in transparent public administration and a stellar reputation, it is hardly 

surprising that Finland was among the first donor countries to initiative the International Aid 

Transparency Initiative in 2008 and make political pledges to promote and deliver transparent 

development aid. In fact, transparency was considered one of the key principles for Finnish development 

cooperation at the outset of the global aid transparency movement, alongside human rights, coherence, 

quality and sustainable results as well as the partner countries responsibility for their own development. 

The ministry states that, “effective and responsible development cooperation calls for an open distribution of information 

by both donors and recipients of aid. Citizens and the media in both developing and donor countries have the right to know 

where and how public funds are spent. Openness reduces the risk of misuse of funds.” (Ministry for Foreign Affairs 

2021) The sentences reveal the multifaceted nature and many expectations of transparency – it involves 

both a performance and a fairness dimension, is information is targeted to diverse actors in both donors 

and recipient countries and further and the disclosure of information is believed to reduce misuse of 

funds, which could be interpreted as a desire to both reduce administrative inefficiencies as well as explicit 

corruption.  

To achieve these aims, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland, the ministry responsible for Finnish 

development policy and cooperation, publishes financing decision on development cooperation projects 

and programs, evaluations of its activities and statistics on the use of development cooperation 

appropriations. The ministry also claims to have an online service through which anyone can report 

incidents of suspected misuse of development cooperation funds, but at present the service seems to be 

out of use.  
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Kimmo, a civil servant working with statistics the Unit for Administrative and Legal Development 

Cooperation Matters19 at Formin provides insights into the implementation of the IATI standard and the 

role of aid data in Finnish development cooperation. He explains that his main tasks include compiling 

statistical aid data, reporting the data and validating if planned projects meet the OECD-criteria to be 

counted as official development aid. He also assesses whether the planned projects are aligned with the 

core policy goals and principles of Finnish development policy and follow the Finnish development 

policy program (“kehityspoliittinen ohjelma”), but these goals and principles are not “showstoppers” in the 

sense that also projects that are not fully aligned with these principles may be implemented if they are 

compatible with the OECD ODA criteria for what can be considered development aid.   

Kimmo understands transparency as a form of openness, roughly as being able to talk openly about what 

is going on and the disclosure of all available data that can be disclosed. He does, however, remind that 

this understanding of transparency might be a bit one-sided and may reflect his work with statistics and 

perhaps reflects transparency “in the statistical sense”. To emphasize this point, he gives a reminder that 

there are also other transparency related issues at the ministry, issues that have also at times been 

discussed in the media, such as not particularly transparent political nominations of civil servants at the 

ministry. The stronger political touch is a factor too, that distinguishes the Finnish development 

administration from the Swedish one. The Swedish dualistic institutional model and limits on the steering 

capacity of individual ministers should, at least in theory, enable an ostensibly autonomous aid agency. 

This is, however, less so in the Finnish administrative setting, where the departmental ministers have 

considerably larger influence on the administration.   

Nonetheless, the basic understanding of transparency seems here similar to the Swedish public officials, 

especially at Sida, where they emphasised how transparency is about enabling others to understand what 

is going on in the donor institution through disclosure of data. In contrast to the Swedish officials at UD, 

there seems to be less emphasis on a transparency tradition and an inherent right for citizens and 

taxpayers to know how their money is spent, even though right to know how public funds are spent is 

clearly outlined as part of the ministry’s presentation of its key governing principles.   

Given the similar traditions and common commitment to the IATI, it is hardly surprising that the public 

officials have similar views on transparency. Considerably more intriguing is the differences in the 

political context and how aid transparency was received compared to Sweden, the ideational undertones 

                                                 
 

19 The unit is responsible for financial planning and administration, information systems, statistical reporting, judicial review 
and advise and transparency matters related to Finnish development cooperation and consists of 16 officials, of which 3 
officials work with information systems and statistics.  
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and political influence that shaped the implementation of aid transparency standards. Whereas aid 

transparency was fiercely promoted by the government within a reform framework that sought to reduce 

waste and streamline the bureaucracy, the Finnish story is quite the contrary: here transparency was 

neither of considerable importance nor considered a tool to enhance control, despite being introduced 

in a time when Finnish aid governance was reformed. The difference is even more striking, considering 

that one in the Finnish administrative context with stronger ministerial leeway could expect the opposite.  

5.5.2. Reforms and implementation problems   
In Finland, aid transparency and IATI was introduced at a time when a centre-right government was 

shaping Finnish development aid. In this respect, the political context resembles the Swedish case. The 

whole Finnish development sector was going through considerable reforms that came to change both 

aid modalities, policy priorities and financial flows. Finland had made its political pledge to aid 

transparency in 2008, but little happened in practice in the first few years after the commitment to 

transparent aid. Transparency remained a non-issue until 2012 and the implementation of the IATI 

standard remained superficial and contained to disclosure of rudimentary data that was already being 

reported to the OECD-CRS.  

The somewhat lax implementation of new practices could potentially be linked to political contests within 

the centre-right government about how aid should be delivered. The Second Vanhanen Cabinet and 

particularly Foreign Trade and Aid Minister Paavo Väyrynen20 pushed for reforms related to aid 

modalities. Väyrynen strived to move away from bilateral support and hoped for larger private sector 

involvement and withheld large proportions of budgeted funds as the minister did not see some proposed 

projects worth funding. These changes were decided without input from Kehityspoliittinen toimikunta21, 

a committee that traditionally have a large say in the consensus-oriented Finnish development policy.  

The conduct and reforms of the government came under critique and opposition called for more 

transparency, which reflects that Finnish development reforms were during the Vanhanen II and 

Kiviniemi I Cabinets (2007-2011) and the early years following the IATI-statements and political pledges 

chiefly focused on other things than transparency. One of the main initiatives of the government was to 

channel development funds towards business support in developing countries, especially in fields where 

Finnish companies could be involved, for instance forestry. Further, the internal power struggles and 

differences between the Minister for Foreign affairs Alexander Stubb and the Foreign Trade and Aid 

                                                 
 

20 Paavo Väyrynen (Centre party) was the Finnish Trade and Aid minister as part of the Vanhanen II Cabinet (19.4.2007-
22.6.2010) and the Kiviniemi Cabinet (22.6.2010-22.6.2011)  
21 Kehityspoliittinen toimikunta is a committee that consists of politicians, NGO-representatives and researchers and gives 
recommendations on development policy.  
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Minister Väyrinen regarding the role of aid in foreign and security policy among other topics captured a 

lot of attention. This way, Finnish aid was falling awkwardly between two chairs: on one hand, minister 

Väyrynen wanted to link aid to promoting Finnish economic interests, whereas minister Stubb wanted 

to entangle aid more closely as an instrument for foreign and security policy, which was evident for 

instance in the much-debated Africa strategy (Ministry for Foreign Affairs 2010). 

The contrast to Sweden is striking. In Sweden, transparency was a highly politically salient theme and one 

of the main principles as well as tools for the Reinfeld Cabinet to shape Swedish aid, particularly exerting 

control over the aid agency but in Finland, despite a having a government with a similar ideological 

disposition and facing similar external problems, transparency was not in the same way harnessed as an 

instrument of political control. Instead, aid transparency remained for several years virtually a non-issue 

and implementing the IATI-standard was silently managed by basically one public official with limited 

resources or political support. This way Finland was a late bloomer compared to Sweden in terms of 

implementation. It took until the subsequent Jyrki Katainens Rainbow Cabinet, a realisation that not 

investing in aid transparency might have reputational repercussions and a worry of being seen as non-

transparent in global comparison for aid transparency to evolve into a political concern and genuine 

problem that needed to be solved.  

Implementing global norms and policy scripts in domestic settings is not always straightforward and 

especially in the absence of enforcement mechanisms, implementation may remain half-hearted without 

proper support or resources.  But despite being slow at putting aid transparency into practice, Kimmo 

points out that as Finland was among the founding members of IATI that this is something that the 

ministry often likes to refer to when transparency is discussed but this, however, does not happen all that 

often. Kimmo says aid transparency is on the agenda at the ministry “sometimes more and sometimes less” but 

generally the topic has not been particularly prevalent. Apart from what seems to unruly and inconsistent 

political context, what else could explain the lax implementation?  

There were practical and managerial reasons why Finland for many years lagged the implementation of 

aid transparency standards. Kimmo says the main reason was simply the lack of technical skills. The IATI 

format is quite difficult and if you don’t have enough IT and XML-skills or consultants to buy these skills 

from, it is difficult to produce IATI data. According to Kimmo, they “tried for a few years with external 

consultants to be able to generate automated IATI XML-publication from our databases, but it failed. It was a complete 

flop, really”.   

Kimmo explains that the ministry had offered a public tender for a database project and creating a 

reporting portal. The tender was eventually awarded to three different consultancy firms, who all got 

different roles and parts of the project to accomplish. XML-publication was one part of it, a plan to 
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create automatic IATI reporting but “it turned out to be an unclear mess about who is in charge of what”. Kimmo’s 

finger points at the consultancies, but he also acknowledges issues related to steering the project:” Maybe 

there was bad control of the project as well?” Irrespective of who was to blame, the XML skills were insufficient. 

One reason for that was an underspecified tender where they “did not explicitly require XML skills from the 

consultancies”.  Kimmo explains that “in the end we put the project on ice. It was extremely expensive and never worked.”  

The outsourcing blunder that delayed the implementation of the IATI standard seems to have been an 

issue of skills and resources, but also perhaps assuming that the implementation would be more difficult 

than it was and that I could have been done in-house as well. In their own statistics team, they “did not 

have these skills and in the beginning we just did not realise that we can do it by ourselves”. After a couple of years of 

back-and-forth failed efforts, they ended up terminating the reform project and constructed a simple 

version of IATI reporting themselves: “[we created a] SAS script converting our aid data into a text-file. Not pretty, 

but it is simple and works. It is easy to maintain and update, pretty easy to create in the end.”  This DYI-solution was 

perhaps not ideal, but after failed outsourcing efforts, the team lacked resources to produce 

comprehensive automated XML-publication. It works, but the IATI reporting at the ministry is also quite 

“vulnerable” to for instance personnel changes as IATI reporting hinges on a few administrators who 

knows how it works.   

Kimmo acknowledges that some of responsibility for average ratings in aid transparency rankings lies 

with the statistics unit, but he mainly points at lack or resources and other tasks and work alongside IATI 

publication. Still, another issue that has made implementing the IATI standard difficult is according to 

Kimmo that the data standard has kept changing over the years. This might not be that much of an issue 

if building the information systems for data disclosure are done in-house, but when donors completely 

outsourced IATI publication to consultancies, then updating the standard might be expensive.  

It seems that both absence of clear political directives and lack of resources contributed to slow 

implementation. In these kinds of situations, it is hardly surprising that implementation falls behind, 

especially when there are no formal sanctioning mechanisms to ensure that global norms are indeed put 

into practice. But regarding aid transparency, part of the global transparency campaign was establishing 

rankings to provide reputational encouragement to ensure that the transparency agenda moves forward. 

The Finnish case illustrates neatly how the feedback loop functions in practice and the mechanism by 

which norms can be enforced absent coercion, especially in situations where the normative agenda is not 

actively pushed by domestic actors and remain in the hands of anonymous public servants.  

5.5.3. Steering implications  
Like the situation in Sweden, rankings provide a form of follow up and impetus to put the aid 

transparency agenda into practice, but if things are going well the rankings don’t seem to matter all that 
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much. In Finland, aid transparency gains most attention around the time when the aid transparency 

rankings are published. Kimmo says that the ministry has followed the publication and development of 

aid transparency rankings “for ages” and that it is “pretty much the only moment when people really get interested”. 

Kimmo provides an illuminating example about how rankings can generate momentum for norm 

implementation.  

In 2013, Finland received particularly poor scores in the ranking, which led to a wake-up call at the 

ministry. After the ranking was published, the former Minister of International Development and State 

Ownership steering Heidi Hautala questioned why Finland was performing so poorly and put improving 

transparency on the internal agenda of the ministry. According to Kimmo, Hautala said that they “need to 

improve, so that we are credibly transparent in international comparisons” and that he “had to explain to the minister 

why we had such lousy points”. According to Kimmo, how important the transparency ranking is also 

depending on the minister but “for Hautala it was clearly important”.  The example shows how the ATI 

ranking can put transparency on the agenda, but that this mainly happens if there are dramatic changes 

in the scores. Again, a few years later Kimmo remembers that Finland again received bad points and the 

leadership signalled that something needs to be done. Bad points attract plenty of attention, but from 

average points there is barely any reaction at all and when the rankings are good, the objects of rankings 

only seem to be “riding the wave”, as the Swedish case shows.  

However, the Finnish case also illustrates that while rankings do possess power to make states act 

according to the normative agenda a ranking seeks to illustrate, they are not value neutral representations 

of country performance. Baked into the rankings are specific policy scripts that stated need to implement 

to perform well and the performance is by no means self-evident just because you performed well in 

previous rankings. This is mainly due to three things. First, the underlying normative concepts and the 

policy scripts that embody the concepts are not necessarily stable. In the case of transparency, the 

previous chapters have discussed how the norm can contain a variety of practices that can change over 

time. And second, also the information disclosure practices themselves are shaped and tweaked over 

time. In the Finnish case, adjusting the transparency standard caused delays and troubles regarding 

implementation. A third factor, which should not be underestimated, is that the policy rankings 

themselves are political constructs, designed to advance specific political agendas. In the case of aid 

transparency, the rankings vary over time not only because of changing performance, but because of 

methodological changes designed to penalise specific aspects considered important for the ranking 

producers.  

This dynamic is clear in the Finnish case. According to Kimmo, it is good that the index does not leave 

room for explanations that “in reality we are really transparent”, if you don’t publish any data. But the tweaks 
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in methodology can cause considerable shifts. A particularly important factor is that due to 

methodological changes, the ATI ranking has started penalising donors in case they do not specifically 

publish data in the machine-readable IATI format. Kimmo also observed that the changing criteria’s for 

compiling the transparency rankings influences the ratings and emphasised that specifically IATI 

publication has become crucial for attaining a good transparency ranking: “if you publish specifically on IATI, 

you are practically performing well on the ATI.”  Essentially, the drop in performance that caught the eye of the 

minister and forced the civil servant to explain why Finland had received such lousy points and generated 

political pressure to implement information disclosure practices more stringently was not the result of 

Finland performing any substantively worse than the previous years but the result of tweaking the 

methodology. Not all methodological changes necessarily produce substantively different rankings for 

individual donors, but in this case the drop in performance was considerable with Finland dropping from 

55/100 and an average rating to 22.99/100 and a poor rating from 2012 to 2013 and falling behind donors 

like Germany, Norway and Ireland who all were behind Finland in the previous ranking.  

Kimmo says that over the years the ministry has improved quite a lot and is not at least mid-level, but 

that with changing assessment criteria, progress can be difficult to prove: “with the current situation if we 

would be assessed based on the 2013 criteria, I believe we would have performed much better”. He says that it does seem 

like all countries are improving their aid transparency performance but that there are still things to 

improve, with the biggest issue being reporting about development results. “The last index highlighted 

reporting results, and after this the government ordered a report on the impact of Finnish development cooperation, which 

was eventually published in 2018 […] Some think this might improve our scores, but then again it is just a report”. 

Eventually, Finland did raise their points from 54.1 to 58.2 from 2018 to the 2020 ranking with improved 

points for disclosing information on development performance, but in the process the ranking fell from 

26th to 29th.  

Irrespective of ranking performance, Kimmo said that improving data collection is something they try to 

do all the time and that he has free hands to do so and publish everything online. But there are of course 

exceptions, like projects that are classified as secret, but generally we try to publish as much as possible. 

“This is surely best for everyone and in our operations there is really not much that cannot be published, or I see no reason 

not to publish, especially when also the higher leadership sees transparency as important.“  In practice, the reporting 

system at the ministry works so that the country desk officers report project data to the statistics unit, 

that then creates internal reports that enable follow up on how money is spent. Kimmo says that the data 

quality on the reports has improved after the introduction of IATI, particularly after Hautala’s 

intervention: “This helped a lot. Before this, some project descriptions in the internal databases were bad, some people had 

just written “x” as project descriptions to get it over with. These were published and some people who were digging through 

the data noticed this. But now all spending is validated by the stats team, we also check if the project descriptions are okay. 
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It’s not a massive ordeal to report project information, but I guess it can be a bit tricky. Some desk officers complain about 

unnecessary bureaucracy.” 

 Things are “quite fine in terms of aid transparency”, Kimmo asserts and highlights the role of OECD in 

advancing data disclosure, “because when producing a specific type of data is agreed upon [at the OECD], there is 

generally a positive attitude towards adhering to these reporting requirements and creating these indicators at donor level”. 

But still, similarly to Sweden, Kimmo also says there is an “information availability problem”: data is not 

structurally in the shape that is required to make information management and holistic assessments easy. 

That is something that according to Kimmo hinders transparency: “the statistics I do is mainly on the input 

side, whereas the result or output side is based on individual reports and evaluations. It would require a massive effort and 

plenty of manual work to enable holistic assessment of the output side […] A bit like the report on results we published in 

2018. But in the future, we need to get this structurally smartly into some other form to enable follow up, instead of relying 

on individual reports and manual labour. So, we need result indicators which would be the same for all projects.”  The 

emphasis on result indicators to link inputs to result indicators resemble the aspirations at Sida.  

Full adherence to the IATI standard would, however, require many forms of information that the 

ministry, according to Kimmo, currently just does not have. “It would require an extensive reform to enable 

systematic output data collection, not only linked to IATI but a comprehensive reform to collect output data. Our information 

systems would need big reforms to be able to deal with output data “.  Kimmo was not sure whether it is specifically 

IATI reporting and aid transparency that has contributed to increasing attention to attaining output data 

but affirms that focusing on evidence and results is results something that has been highlighted in Finland 

on high political level in the past years. Kimmo remains optimistic about their progress and says that “a 

lot has been done in the past ten years in terms of improving statistics and data production and that is a great difference to 

how things were 10 years ago.” This is, however, not reflected all that well in transparency rankings, where 

the performance of Finland in the past decade has moved from “average” to “fair” – a “change” caused 

by nothing more than relabelling the category for mediocre performance in the aid transparency rankings.  

5.6. Discussion: political disclosure and reinforcing dynamics   

The transparency hype in the early 2000s has resulted in a reconceptualisation of what it means for a 

donor to be transparent and a shift from an institutional notion of government transparency towards a 

performance-oriented understanding, where focus is on information disclosure. Producing and spreading 

data became suddenly the key to transparent governing. Reforms of the development sector followed 

suit and new global disclosure standards were introduced under the label “aid transparency”.  

Whereas the previous chapter focused on how the transparency norm came to be and what it consists 

of, this chapter has investigated what implementing aid transparency entails in practice. By providing a 
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domestic political context for the implementation of global norms, examining what is done within donor 

institutions and discussing how information disclosure may come to shape the way they operate, the 

chapter has illuminated the process by which global norms transforms into reality on the ground in donor 

organisations. Some of the key issues discussed in the cases are summarised in Table 2.  

Table 2: Aid Transparency implementation in Sweden and Finland 

Issue/case Sweden  Finland 

Prerequisites   Ideal Ideal 

Ranking Performance Great Average  

Institutional arrangement Dualistic, low political leeway, 

independent agency 

Semi-dualistic, medium political 

leeway, ministry   

View on transparency Rights-based, communicative function 

Recipient-focused statistics function 

Statistics function 

Implementation issues Bureaucratic resistance, overtly 

politicised setting 

Lack of political support and 

resources  

Aspired effects by political 

principals  

Control, streamlining Legitimacy  

Enforcement Political pressure, reform agenda Reputational  

Current emphasis Evidence and data integration Evidence  

Note: The table shows a basic comparative overview of aid transparency implementation in Sweden and Finland.  

The aim was to illustrate what implementation entails in practice and problematize aid transparency by 

detaching it from excessively positive normative narratives but also ideally provide theoretical insights 

that both inform and complement the statistical analysis in the upcoming two chapters. The chapter 

shows that even in institutional environments that should be ideal for introducing more transparency 

arrangements, doing so is not a walk in the park.  

The Swedish case shows that despite a transparency tradition that the civil servants clearly treasure, the 

administration was reluctant to new disclosure requirements. The aid transparency agenda was by no 

means a mere formality but was rather initially contested and considered political means to gather control 

of a rogue aid administration. But persistent political pressure ensured that disclosure was eventually 

vigorously practiced. After a decade the systematic production of data through IATI has become 

internalised as routine procedure. But at the same time, somewhat dissonantly, the data produced is hardly 

used. Nevertheless, the aid transparency hype has pushed the administration to develop systematic ways 

to incorporate more data into their internal steering, illustrating the cyclical nature of indicator based 

governing: it difficult to oppose disclosure even though there is no apparent functional need to do so 

and when the data production is well underway, it’s uses and incorporation in policy decisions is 

motivated by the fact that it is already produced and it would be a waste not to use the data, making it 
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seemingly irrational to not incorporate it into decision making procedures. There is a clear strive to 

strengthen the evidence loop even though at present its realisation seems incomplete and its function 

indirect.  

The Finnish case, on the contrary, shows a scenario where implementing aid transparency was slow and 

largely apolitical. The case illustrates the difficulty of implementation with limited resources and low 

political support, but also reveals interesting dynamics related both to the social construction of 

knowledge and the use of global policy indicators to enforce reform agendas. Deteriorated aid 

transparency ranking performance caught the eye of the minister and encouraged more forceful efforts 

to implement aid transparency practices. The drop was, however, the result of methodological changes 

by the ranking producers, not substantively less transparent aid. This illustrates the performance loop in 

action, the indirect normative pressure provided by indicators but also implies reflexivity: the numeric 

data by which aid transparency was promoted gains its meaning through comparison with peers and our 

assessments of what is deemed transparent is only partly rooted in actual practice.     

Together, the cases demonstrate some issues that should be considered. The first is the political nature 

of information disclosure: the fuzzy rhetoric’s of transparency and democratic accountability are used to 

support global reform agendas. Drawing on the citizen’s right to know and linking aid transparency to 

reducing wasteful spending, politicians can use the aid transparency to tighten control over allegedly 

wasteful aid administrations. The cases suggest that how well countries manage to implement global 

policy scripts seems dependent on how well the scripts can be integrated to support domestic reform 

agendas. Consequently, we should be attentive the political context in which implementation takes place 

and the ways which normatively desirable governing virtues are used to promote political interests.   

Second, in line with the findings from the first empirical chapter, we should be aware of how concepts 

are constructed, used, and restructured. Ambiguous umbrella-concepts like transparency can incorporate 

a range of practices that may have diverse and inconsistent implications for governing. Aid transparency 

is constructed in a way that clearly puts primary emphasis on information disclosure, especially of fiscal 

information and effectively makes publishing numeric information the de facto metric by which donor 

transparency is understood, assessed and enforced. While aid transparency is often spoken of as a right 

to know, the concept seems weakly linked to traditional institutional forms of transparency and rather 

heavily relies on the disclosure of raw data used to create performance metrics. By promoting aid 

transparency, we are promoting aid governance that relies on technical-rational management of financial 

flows and the use of indicators for societal steering as well as a strong focus on obtaining evidence.  

Third, the cases rather well illustrate the social dynamics that fuel and reinforce the disclosure machinery 

and gradually generates shifts in governing. The reputational corrective function of the performance loop 
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clearly illustrated in the Finnish case, but also in Sweden it was evident that the civil servants keep an eye 

on the rankings and are ready to make corrections when needed. The evidence loop, on the other hand, 

is not as easy to observe, but there are clear indications that both countries are increasingly striving to 

generate evidence about what they achieve. In Sweden, there seems to be a tendency to allow indicators 

become goals in their own right and there are reforms underway to become more data and evidence-

driven. Similarly, the Finnish aid administration is increasingly highlighting disclosing information about 

results in the hopes of scoring better in the ATI ranking, which illustrates the interplay between the 

performance and evidence loops. In both cases, perhaps particularly in Finland, there are still plenty of 

technological and practical hurdles that contain the self-reinforcing dynamics of the disclosure machinery, 

but the tendency is evident. Engaging in information disclosure encourages evidence production in the 

hopes of more comprehensive and systematic information disclosure. 

There are, of course, considerable limits to how much we can generalise based on two in-depth case 

studies, but it seems unlikely that a reputational concern and a strive for evidence would be something 

unique to the Nordics countries. What is clear, however, is that aid transparency is not merely about 

making governing visible but reflects shifting steering ideas and ideals that seem to translate into changes 

in how donors are governed. This political nature of aid transparency has not been fully appreciated, 

which has been the main emphasis of this chapter. The conceptual problems with transparency have not 

gone unnoticed but there has been little serious empirical investigation on the changes in governing that 

information disclosure produces, which is a considerable deficiency as global standards have tendency to 

cement certain ideas and practices as given and the only viable options. This chapter has contributed to 

making the operative reactions to disclosure pressures visible and the results suggest that the disclosure 

machinery is up and running, making development aid more in harmony with managerial steering ideals. 

The next chapters goes one step further and investigates shifts in governance modes.  
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6. Better Governance?  Disclosure and Aid Governance Quality  

Now, having investigated what transparency entails in practice and illustrated the social dynamics of the 

disclosure machinery it is time to consider its consequences. This chapter investigates the shifting 

governance modes that the disclosure machinery could be expected to generate. The central theoretical 

contributions is conceptualising governance modes that allows us to grasp the policy consequences of 

the disclosure machinery. Empirically, the chapter provides rudimentary statistical evidence that suggest 

that the disclosure machinery is pushing the development sector towards managerial ideals and modes, 

rather than coordination and empowerment. This is in stark contrast to the narratives used to legitimize 

information disclosure practices.   

But before the two delving into the statistical analyses, it is a good time to take stock of the key ideas and 

insights from the previous chapters and clarify what the next chapters will set out to achieve. After 

iteratively outlining the theoretical foundations for grasping what aid transparency is all about, 

discovering how the concept emerged and analysing what occurs when introducing the norm in donor 

organisations, it is time to turn to the consequences for global aid governance. What change in global aid 

governance does transparency generate?  

The first empirical part showed that information disclosure in the development field is not exactly new, 

which is quite a contrast to the discourse about a transparency revolution. Disclosure has been practiced 

and somewhat unsuccessfully promoted for decades. Releasing aid data gained momentum in the 1990s 

under the ideational leadership of the World Bank and in the early 2000s after framing information 

disclosure as a question of transparency the idea gained proper traction. Embedded into the aid 

effectiveness agenda, disclosure shifted from being an administrative issue of research and coordination 

into a question of controlling aid flows and the right of citizen to obtain evidence about how funds are 

spent. Central to this process was rebranding information sharing as aid transparency and promoting 

information sharing as a policy norm. Sharing data became the dominant conceptualisation of 

transparency in the development sector. Today, to be seen as legitimate actors in the development field, 

donors need engage in systematic disclosure and open their aid for public scrutiny.   

The theoretical discussion pointed out that the ambiguity of transparency allows wide conceptual 

stretching. The concept can incorporate a multitude of arrangements and practices, which has likely 

contributed to its popularity. The form of transparency that has become prevalent in the past decades is 

disclosure of government data that can be used to show how states perform in various domains.  

Disclosing data is supposed to encourage changes in how states are governed as the social pressure that 

stems from displaying performance pushes actors in the “right direction”, towards efficiency and 

improved outcomes. In the development field, aid transparency is expected to lead to virtually all forms 
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of desirable governance characteristic, ranging from better coordination and collaboration, efficient 

allocation of funds, reduced corruption, and less wasteful spending, to accountability and learning. 

But the review also shows that the expectations may be unwarranted – the overtly positive hopes and 

expectations may be driven by bias and mixing up correlation and causation. The concept is difficult to 

disentangle from other desirable governance characteristics which has rendered research and policy 

insights about transparency susceptible to confounding bias and has likely caused overestimations about 

the benefits of transparency. Indeed, the review showed that the expected merits of aid transparency have 

not been adequately validated and warnings have been raised about relying on transparency in governing: 

societal steering that relies on information disclosure and indicators is prone to either not work or cause 

unintended effects. Against this backdrop, chapter three outlined the schematics of the disclosure 

machinery that theorised the dynamics by which information disclosure is pushing the development 

sector towards a self-perpetuating form of governance that may bias how donors function.  

The two case studies that investigated disclosure practices in Sweden and Finland provided insights about 

these dynamics. In Sweden, aid transparency was used as political means to bring control and streamline 

aid in accordance with a managerial reform agenda. Respectively, the Finnish case illustrated how policy 

indicators provide reputational incentives for advancing the disclosure agenda. Even remarkably 

transparent states with no functional need or clear domestic demand to engage in disclosure are pushed 

to step up their disclosure game.  

Based on the previous chapters, it seems like aid transparency practiced through information disclosure 

is not a value-neutral exposé, but a conceptual reorientation that contributes to governing with a stronger 

managerial influence, through streamlining the use of development funds and providing evidence about 

what results are achieved. The core assertion is that the introduction of information disclosure 

contributes to a self-sustaining system of governance, a disclosure machinery that will shape aid in 

accordance with its own internal logic. But can we find quantitative evidence to support these claims? 

What implications arise from disclosure and what does it mean in practice for the allocation of resources 

in the development field? Based on the self-sustaining dynamics of the disclosure machinery, we could 

expect that donors because of information disclosure would reprioritise policy goals and redirect aid 

flows in accordance with the internal demands of the disclosure machinery, with emphasis on managerial 

ideals of efficiency and evidence. 

But before developing specific testable propositions, let’s approach the issue in an open-ended manner. 

After all, aid transparency has been motivated with the most diverse set of hopes and expectations so it 

is reasonable to keep an open mind regarding the ways by which more information disclosure could 

contribute to improved governance. This chapter focuses on links between information disclosure and 
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conceptualisations of aid governance quality that could potentially contribute improved outcomes and 

seeks to answer a simple but rather fundamental question: is aid transparency is making aid work better?  

It is of theoretical and policy interest to understand what kind of governing the introduction of systematic 

information disclosure arrangements contributes to. A core problem when discussing the role of aid 

transparency is that the causal links and mechanisms between transparency and aid effectiveness (and 

intermediary factors) are poorly conceptualised and not empirically validated (Gutman and Horton 2015; 

McGee 2013; Weaver and Peratsakis 2014; Gaventa and McGee 2013). Providing unequivocal answers 

is obviously an overwhelming task so we need to simplify and break down the issue. Linking governance 

characteristics of a donor institution to improved development outcomes in recipient countries is 

immensely challenge due to an endless range of covariates that can influence economic and social 

outcomes, such as growth, poverty reduction, or improved health. To reduce complexity and make the 

issue approachable, it is necessary to resort on intermediary factors that indicate that aid is governed in a 

manner that could reasonably contribute to better development outcome. So, what kind of governing is 

aid transparency contributing to? 

6.1. Aim and outline 

The aim is three-fold. First, to outline how aid transparency and the quality of aid governance can be 

understood and operationalised. Secondly, to investigate associations between information disclosure and 

the quality aid governance to shed light on the type of aid governance we are contributing to by disclosing 

data. And third, as aid transparency comes with an implicit causal claim, to inspect the assumed causal 

connection between information disclosure and improved aid governance.  

It is important to inspect the association and possible causal links to governance qualities for two reasons. 

First, transparency is key component of most institutional reforms due to its many expected desirable 

effects, even though recent transparency research paints a mixed picture its effects. Observational studies 

have link transparency to improved governance and paint a rosy picture about its benefits in governance 

but experimental research puts these results into question. They show a mixed picture of the effects on 

most governance characteristics transparency is usually associated with (S. Grimmelikhuijsen et al. 2017). 

The different results of observational and experimental research and overestimations about the benefits 

of transparency are likely driven by endogeneity issues in observational research.  

Secondly, the political nature of aid transparency has not been properly acknowledged and ought to be 

considered. It is easy to support transparency irrespective of positioning on the political spectrum, but 

the conceptual ambiguity of transparency clouds the political nature of the concept, particularly the 

manifestation as information disclosure in the development field. Even though donors voluntarily opt to 
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adhere to global information sharing arrangements, doing so comes with strong normative pressure and 

once they institutionalise disclosure practices, donors are likely to extend this pressure down the 

implementation chain to recipient governments and non-state actors. The disclosure machinery 

incentivises certain types of behaviours, which may bias the global distribution of development funds 

towards specific ideals and ideas about what is desirable governance.  

Transparency is likely to turn into financial incentives to adhere to the disclosure agenda. The ambition 

to push others to also disclose data is made remarkably explicit. In the IATI Accra statement, the 

signatories promise give “strong political direction” to meet internationally agreed reporting standards and 

state that they “expect that the organisations that deliver aid [on their behalf] should adhere to the same standards of 

transparency” (Accra Statement 2008). Consequently, we can expect that the pledges to make aid 

transparent alters policy priorities and shape how aid flows are allocated. To be abundantly clear, the 

disclosure machinery is political in an Eastonian sense as it shapes the values by which resources are 

distributed and will likely influence fundamentally political decisions, such as “who gets, what, when and 

how”(Lasswell 1936).  

Outlining quality dimensions and examining in which direction the development field is moving with the 

introduction of disclosure arrangements is an important step in recognising the political dimension of 

disclosure. Insights about information disclosure and aid governance qualities can contribute to validate 

or undermine the arguments used to legitimize the introduction of information practices, and in the best 

of worlds, contribute to a better understanding about how to achieve desirable governance of 

development funds, which presumably leads to better development outcomes. By making explicit the 

political dimension of aid transparency, the chapter provides indicative evidence about the dynamics of 

the disclosure machinery, which will be further explored in the chapter 7.  

This chapter is structured as follows. First, the chapter briefly discusses the empirical approach, data and 

methods. Then follows a discussion about governance in the development field and presentation of a 

framework for how we can grasp the quality of aid governance. The result is a conceptualisation of aid 

governance quality in three central dimensions that are labelled managerialism, administrative coordination, and 

development spirit. These three reflections of “better aid” can all be seen as pathways to improved 

development outcomes, but with quite different implications for the development field. Chapter 4 

showed that administrative coordination was a dominant idea linked to transparency in the early years, 

whereas the potential for empowerment was highlighted in the late 90s, a period when also managerial 

ideas became dominant. Then, the chapter breaks down the aid transparency concept into its core 

components and links these information disclosure indicators to the three dimensions of governance 

qualities. The idea is to display associations between the information disclosure components and the 
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quality dimensions to reveal ideational linkages between the concepts and display changes around the 

time when the transparency movement gained momentum. What changes occurred in information 

disclosure practices and governance qualities in the wake of the transparency revolution? Finally, the 

chapter concludes with a discussion of the results in the light of the disclosure machinery.  

6.2. Empirical approach, data, and limitations  

Chapter 6 sets the groundwork for being able to say something about the role of transparency in aid 

based on quantitative evidence. The first stage of the analysis is descriptive and shows the changes in 

disclosure practices that we can observe in the years following the Accra aid transparency declaration of 

2008, where key donor institutions set the foundation for IATI and pledged advance the disclosure 

agenda. The second stage outlines and tests hypothesised effects of information disclosure using linear 

regression estimations. Finally, selected metrics and cases are chosen for more in-depth analysis. 

The objective is to be able to say what kind of changes in governing information disclosure generates. 

The introduction of aid transparency comes with implicit causal claims: if we disclosure more 

comprehensive, frequent, and detailed aid data, the development field is supposed to function better. The 

three aid governance quality dimensions each capture theoretically relevant approaches to governing. Still, 

the approach to aid governance quality is by no means exhaustive – the purpose here is to provide 

theoretically relevant and conceptually consistent measures that could display what occurs when we 

introduce more information disclosure into the development field.  

If we want to analyse if transparency improves development outcomes, we would, in the best of worlds, 

be able to randomly assign donors into treatment and control groups, where the treated donors would 

receive an exogenous disclosure shock. The transparent and the opaque groups would fund aid 

interventions in identical recipient environments where we would observe easily measurable outcomes. 

Unfortunately, the development field is far from an ideal setting and this naïve scenario is obviously not 

feasible: we cannot manipulate the conduct of states and linking governance characteristics to outcome 

measures is massively difficult due to a near-endless list of confounding factors. Resorting to measuring 

the quality of governance is reasonable compromise and we are stuck with the endogeneity issues that 

have plagued transparency research for decades.  

But fortunately, these concerns can be alleviated by the logic of the research design and methodological 

choices. While conclusive evidence is might not be realistic, what we can do is to provide compelling 

evidence based on mixed methods. This research investigates changes over time regarding information 

disclosure and aid governance based on a variety of data sources and provides a theoretically relevant 

story backed by insights about both historical developments and country cases. But for now, in chapter 
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6, we resort to observational data and deal with associations. There are plenty of issues to consider before 

even asking if disclosure effects are causal. We will return to this question in chapter 7 that is dedicated 

to investigating the subtle changes that disclosure produces over time.  

6.2.1. The population and data sources 

The population that this chapter investigates consists of national and multilateral donor institutions and 

the aim is to draw conclusions on the level of the development field. The chapter uses agency level aid 

governance data from 2008 and 2012, in other words, right before the Accra statement and four years 

after. For creating the intermediary outcome dimensions the chapter uses raw data used from the Quality 

of Aid Governance Index, developed by Nancy Birdsall and Homi Kharas in 2010.  

The sample is limited to all donor institutions that were observed in both 2008 and 2012. There are all in 

all 62 country-year observations. Due to missing data and striving to only use complete cases for the 

analysis, the remaining cases analysed here are effectively old members of OECD-DAC and large 

multilateral donor institutions. Two exceptions were made. If there was missing data in one or two cells 

per variable, I used mean-imputation, which could be considered a conservative option for dealing with 

missing data. Data from other years of the QuODA assessments are not used due to considerable changes 

in data sources which would render the analysis less reliable.  

It is evident, that the number of cases is small for statistical analysis. Alone, the restricted data would be 

limited, but combined with the case studies and for the purpose of this chapter, the data and models do 

suffice. After all, the aim here is to provide basic evidence about what kind of governing the development 

field is moving toward and whether information disclosure could be linked to the shifts in governing 

logics. The analysis is complemented with a more detailed statistical analysis in chapter 7, which is based 

on considerably larger three-dimensional panel of donors and recipients.  

In this strongly balanced panel data, there is an overrepresentation of agencies that are performing 

relatively well on transparency for understandable reasons: transparent donors produce more data and 

consequently render themselves observable and amenable for statistical analysis and become concluded 

in assessments. There is good reason to assume that there is an overrepresentation of transparent donors 

but fortunately, the bias is offset by the fact that the donor community and population of donors is 

relatively small and known to begin with. Further, giving aid is normatively desirable, which is an incentive 

disclose whether you give aid in the first place. It is unlikely that there would be a significant number of 

“opaque” donors that fall beyond the scope of the analysis by not disclosing any data at all and this way 

opt out of the donor population in the first place. Still, it should be noted that so called “emerging 

donors” are largely missing.  
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6.3. Three modes of aid governance  

What development aid achieves and whether the outcomes are good enough to genuinely make a 

difference and warrant the efforts is one of the enduring hot potatoes in the development field. It is 

reasonable to expect discernible evidence after years of development aid and hundreds of billions of 

dollars flowing from donors to recipients. But at the same time, providing that evidence is remarkably 

difficult. The micro-macro paradox in aid states that while there is a myriad of micro level interventions 

that seem to make sense and produce tangible results on the ground that alter people’s lives, macro level 

evidence that aid works is often missing or massively difficult to obtain (Mosley 1986).   

There are many reasons why that is the case. The development field is dreadfully complex, there are many 

actors involved, policy areas are intertwined, interventions tend not work as expected and outcomes 

emerge slowly over time and tend to be difficult to measure. It is difficult to discern aid from confounding 

factors such as wide societal transformations, economic cycles and immeasurable factors that shape how 

societies develop. Understandably, it is the dream of aid-enthusiastic policy makers and development 

economist to be able to reliably display causal linkages between inputs and outcomes, but there are 

unfortunately no silver bullets to obtain evidence. Consequently, researchers usually turn to intermediary 

factors that indicate that development funds are used in an effective, efficient, and democratically 

legitimate manner and that, with reasonable assumptions, could improve development outcomes. Such 

factors are here called aid governance qualities, following the terminology of Birdsall and Kharas (2010).  

To distinguish what kind of governance qualities aid transparency is linked to and arguably contribute to, 

the chapter creates a three-dimensional framework developed from the raw data of the QuODA index. 

The dimensions outlined here are managerialism, administrative coordination, and development spirit. The 

dimensions differ considerably from the aid governance qualities in the QuODA framework (maximising 

efficiency, fostering institutions, reducing burden, transparency & learning). First, transparency is treated as an 

explanatory factor. Second, the quality dimensions have been rendered internally as consistent as possible. 

Finally, the dimensions were created to correspond theoretically to certain key ideas about the role of 

information that have been at the forefront of transparency-promotion during the past couple of decades.  

Managerialism reflects a New Public Management ethos, where focus on governing lies on making the 

most of scarce resources by introducing more result-based administration of aid, with focus on clear 

goals, strategic steering and use of performance metrics. Such measures aim at bringing more “bang for 

the buck” and reduce wasteful spending. Administrative coordination refers to engaging in coordinated 

planning and missions and developing integrated information systems so that resources can be managed 

in a coherent manner. Finally, development spirit suggests a type of empowering development aid that 
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puts recipients in the driving seat and where those who from a humanitarian perspective need the funds 

the most take priority. 

Table 3: Information and aid governance quality dimensions 

Governance quality 

dimension 

Degree of delegation Degree of control Information an 

instrument of 

Managerialism  high high efficiency and managerial 

control  

Administrative Coordination low high knowledge transfer and 

rational planning 

Development spirit  high low humanitarian 

empowerment 

Note: The table shows the three governance quality dimensions. These modes of governance differ drastically regarding the 
function of information. The different approaches to delegation and control generate different demands for how information 
should be used.   

The composition of each dimension is presented below. All the individual items that the dimensions 

build on reflect governance characteristics that have in the academic literature, in the development 

community, and among policy makers been seen as desirable for efficient and democratic societal steering 

that reasonably could be seen to contribute to improved impact (Birdsall and Kharas 2010). However, 

the three dimensions are not necessarily harmonious between one other and offer rather different uses 

for information and visions of what constitutes desirable governing in the development field.  

6.3.1. Governance quality through managerial influence 

The first governance quality dimension is about larger managerial influence in aid governance. Since the 

rise of the NPM-doctrine, administrative reforms introduced tools and ideas form private sector 

management into public sector organisations, making them more like businesses and attuned to 

“customer” needs. The aim of such reforms has been to make public organisations focused on delivering 

results by introducing a combination of managerial freedom and performance standards, output controls 

and competitive elements, in contrast to the formalised procedures, hierarchy and input controls of 

traditional bureaucracies. By tweaking the incentive structures and requiring accountability for their 

performance public sector organisations can be pushed to deliver better results with less resources, i.e., 

become more efficient.  

Recent aid governance reforms as part of the aid effectiveness agenda include elements that are at the 

heart of the NPM-doctrine, such as extensive delegation combined with considerable efforts to monitor 

performance and measure results and strict accountability schemes. The extent to which these kinds of 

managerial influences in aid governance are making the use of resources more efficient and lead to 

improved development outcomes is debatable, but still, managerial influence is one of the core pathways 
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by which policy makers have sought to make development aid work better. This was also evident in the 

Swedish aid reforms discussed in chapter 5.  

To operationalise the managerialism quality dimension, I construct two sub-components. Unless 

otherwise specified, the individual items are based on data by Birdsall & Kharas (2010) and specifications 

are provided in footnotes. The first component reflects aid allocation geared towards efficiency and the 

second reflects aid allocation based on the use of managerial steering instruments: strategic steering with 

clear operational goals and the use high-quality monitoring and evaluation frameworks. The sub-

components are presented below: 

Efficiency: Measures the extent aid is allocated in a way that reduce waste of resources and consists of 

two items: 

1. The proportion of aid allocated to well-governed recipients.22  

2. Share of overhead costs23 

The logic behind this efficiency-measure is that developing countries that have well-functioning 

administrations and institutions are more likely to make better use of the aid funds. Further, low overhead 

costs are according to a managerial logic efficient as money is not “wasted” on administration. It should, 

however, be pointed out that allocating funds to well-functioning recipient governments is not necessarily 

normatively desirable or even effective as recipient governments may have dysfunctional administrations 

but a considerable need of support. It is also debatable if low overhead costs are at all correlated with 

productive use of resources (Lecy and Searing 2015). An excessively streamlined administration may 

become over-extended and have inadequate resources for planning and support functions.   

Managerial tools: The compound variable consists of two items that measure the extent to which aid is 

allocated to partners with NPM-style administrations.  

1. Share of aid allocated to partners with good operational strategies.24   

2. Share of allocation of aid to partners with good monitoring and evaluation (M&E) 

frameworks.25 

                                                 
 

22 The item is measured as the share of a donor’s aid directly programmable for the use by recipient country multiplied by the 
WGI-ranking measuring governance vulnerability across all the donor’s partner countries. A high value suggest that aid is 
allocated to recipients with well-functioning administrations. 
23 The administrative costs of the donor divided by the gross country programmable aid. A high score on this compound 
indicator suggests that a low share of a donor’s aid is spent on other things than activities on the ground. 
24 The valuation is based on the clarity and actionability of recipient development strategies based on criteria outlined by the 
World Bank. A high score indicates a large proportion of aid delivered to high performing partners in terms of strategic clarity. 
25 This item penalises allocation of funds to countries with countries low ranked M&E frameworks in the Paris Declaration 
Survey and the DAC Creditor Reporting system and awards allocation to high-ranked recipients. 
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The managerial tools component captures the extent donors target recipients committed to NPM-style 

administration, placing emphasis on strategic steering and monitoring performance. Together, the 

efficiency- and managerial tools components show a form of managerial influence in aid governance that 

could (provided that we buy into the NPM-narrative) lead to more efficient and effective use of 

development funds. The organisations to which implementation is delegated are given operative 

autonomy to conduct their affairs as they best see fit, but their performance is controlled through strict 

accountability schemes.  

The different measures of managerial aid governance quality are displayed in Figure 4 below and Table 4 

shows descriptive statistics. In Figure 5 we can observe changes between 2008 and 2012.  

Figure 4: Measures of Managerialism 

Note: The figure displays the construction and individual items that are used to measure managerial qualities in aid 

governance 
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Table 4: Descriptive statistics for managerialism measures  

Year 2008     N   Mean   SD   Min   Max 

 Well-governed recipients 37 69.298 6.419 51.407 81.895 

 Low overhead costs 30 .118 0.046 .052 .226 

 Good strategies 37 .555 0.091 .382 .731 

 Good M&E frameworks 37 .438 0.106 .09 .667 

 
Year 2012  

 Well-governed recipients 37 70.851 6.460 52.941 82.555 

 Low overhead costs 31 .136 0.081 .012 .366 

 Good strategies 37 .661 0.124 .301 .892 

 Good M&E frameworks 37 .602 0.083 .416 .761 

Note: The table displays number of observations, mean, standard deviation and minimum-maximum values for the 
managerialism measures in 2008 and 2012 

 

Figure 5: Kernel density estimates, managerialism in 2008 and 2012 

 

Note: The Kernel Density Estimates provide a visual overview of the changes in distributions of the managerial measures in 
2008 and 2012. The values are standardised.   
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6.3.2. Governance quality through administrative coordination 

The second dimension captures coordination among donors and recipients. The dimension reflects the 

initial ideas about information sharing in aid, focusing on enabling integrated operations between donor 

and recipient administrations. Defining coordination is not entirely straightforward. Coordination can 

include a variety of activities but generally, a high degree of coordination indicates an end-state in which 

policies and programs of governments are characterised by a minimal redundancy, incoherence and 

lacunae (Peters 1998). The capacity to coordinate policies and activities considered a precondition for an 

ability to address complex cross-sectorial societal challenges (Wegrich and Štimac 2014). Coordinated aid 

is well-planned aid governed in ways that reduces waste and overlap of activities, allocated in a logical 

and efficient way taking other actors into consideration and directed to where it is needed most.  

Cooperation between donors and recipients is key for reducing redundancy, incoherence, and lacunae. 

Academics, practitioners, and policy makers alike, all highlight the importance of the donor and recipient 

having the capacity to cooperate and act in a unified way manner. Coordination and harmonisation have 

been top priorities highlighted in the outcome documents of the high-level fora for aid effectiveness.  

Achieving a higher degree of coordination is important as the global aid architecture is notoriously 

complex. The number of agencies and actors involved in the aid governance process to individual 

countries have grown over the years, which has contributed to a high degree of fragmentation that is 

believed to hamper aid effectiveness (Kharas 2007). Bigsten and Tengstam (2015) have showed that 

improved donor coordination and optimised allocation can reduce transaction costs and they argue that 

donor coordination has a great potential for improving the effective use of resources.  

A fictive example can illustrate what coordination is all about: if a development program seeks to provide 

vaccinations for a specific disease in a recipient country, lack of coordination could lead to a sub-national 

region receiving jabs from two different donors (generating redundancy). Another region receives jabs 

only for some of the risk group, such as the elderly but not for diabetics (generating incoherence) and a 

third region receives no jabs at all (generating lacunae). Cooperation between donors and recipient 

countries related to planning, execution, and technical support of interventions as well as integrated aid 

management systems are prerequisites for coordinated delivery as it enables donors and recipients to be 

aware of each other’s plans and missions.  

The coordination aid quality dimension consists of one compound variable that captures the extent to 

which operations between donors and recipients are conducted in a manner that could be considered 

“coordinated” and accordingly, should facilitates planning and management of resources.  
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Coordinated operations: This compound variable consists of three items and reflects the extent of 

coordination between donors and partner countries related to planning, execution, and technical support 

of interventions.  

1. Joint analytical work.26 

2. Joint missions. 27 

3. Coordinated technical cooperation.28  

Figure 6 displays the components of the measures of administrative coordination and Table 5 shows 

descriptive statistics. In Figure 7, we can observe changes between 2008 and 2012. 

Figure 6: Measures of administrative coordination 

 
Note: The figure displays the construction and individual items that are used to measure administrative coordination in 

aid governance.  

 

 

                                                 
 

26 The item measures to the extent of analytical work (studies, evaluations, and discussion papers of importance for partner 
country) that has been conducted jointly by the donor and the partner. 
27 This item shows the extent donors collaborate among themselves and partner countries to harmonise their activities, 
improve timing and conduct joint missions. The item measures the proportion of donor funded missions that were conducted 
jointly with other donors or delegated to other donors. 
28 This item captures the extent to which donor support of technical knowledge transfers are aligned with the capacity 
development objectives of recipient countries. It is measured as the share of the donor’s technical cooperation that is 
coordinated with the partner countries. 
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Table 5: Descriptive statistics for measures of administrative coordination 

Year 2008     N   Mean   SD   Min   Max 

Joint analytical work 30 .284 0.167 0 .701 

Joint missions 30 .498 0.245 0 .851 

Coordinated technical 
cooperation 

30 .544 0.208 .057 .973 

 
Year 2012  

Joint analytical work 30 .292 0.168 .047 .724 

Joint missions 30 .545 0.143 .248 .805 

Coordinated technical 
cooperation 

29 .559 0.162 .274 .877 

Note: The table displays number of observations, mean, standard deviation and minimum-maximum values for the measures 
of administrative coordination in 2008 and 2012 

 
Figure 7: Kernel density estimates, administrative coordination in 2008 and 2012 

 

Note: The Kernel Density Estimates provide a visual overview of the changes in distributions of the measures of 
administrative coordination in 2008 and 2012. The values are standardised.  
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6.3.3. Governance quality through development spirit  

The final aid governance quality dimension reflects governing where donors do not necessarily seek 

control and efficiency, but rather engage in development aid with a humanitarian conviction and hands-

off approach, directing funds to those who need it the most while allowing recipient governments to 

have a say regarding the use of development funds. The dimension contains two components.  

The first reflects the share that a donor allocates to poor countries, with a large value indicating a higher 

commitment to directing funds to poor recipient countries. Allocating development funds to recipient 

countries that are most poor in terms of GDP is an intuitive measure of aid governance quality as it 

captures the key humanitarian imperative of development that aid is supposed to improve living 

conditions of those less fortunate. Still, it should be considered that while it may be normatively desirable 

to allocated funds to least developed countries it might not be the most efficient use of resources as the 

poorest countries are likely to be challenging and unpredictable institutional environments to operate in, 

which is likely at odds with the imperatives of the disclosure machinery.  

Allocation to the poorest:  The variable is calculated as the donor’s aggregate disbursements by recipient 

country, weighted by the real GDP per capita of each recipient country.   

The second variable captures the extent to which the aid provided by a donor is adjusted to the self-

perceived needs to the recipient.  

Recipient priorities: The compound variable reflects to what extent the provided aid is aligned with the 

development priorities and program-based delivery channels of the recipient government.  

1. Recipient priorities.29  

2. Recipient programs.30 

The intuition behind this measure is that recipient countries have superior insights about the development 

needs of the country and are this way able to make best use of available funds. If aid flows are directed 

to support explicitly local needs, the activities are also likely to have stronger local institutional and 

political support, which can facilitate implementation. Further, pooling development funds into recipient-

led programs is likely to lessen the administrative burden of the recipient country and invoke a stronger 

sense of ownership of the intervention. However, to relinquish donor control may come with a risk of 

                                                 
 

29 The item measures to that extent donors allocate funds to the top five development priorities per donor-recipient pair29 
30 The item is a measure of the share of total aid by a donor provided through program-based deliver channels in the recipient 
country. 
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misuse of funds, particularly in states with weak administrations. Figure 8 displays the development spirit 

measures, Table 6 displays descriptive statistics and Figure 9 changes between 2008 and 2012.  

Figure 8: Measures of development spirit 

Note: The figure displays the construction and individual items that are used to measure development spirit in aid 

governance.  
 

 
Table 6: Descriptive statistics of measures of development spirit 

Year 2008      N   Mean   SD   Min   Max 

Allocation to the poorest 37 7.075 0.408 6.412 8.025 

Recipient priorities  37 .111 0.077 .006 .307 

Recipient programs 31 .399 0.271 .054 1.059 

 
Year 2012 

Allocation to the poorest 37 7.756 0.416 6.638 8.701 

Recipient priorities  36 .185 0.085 0 .464 

Recipient programs 31 .432 0.265 .002 1 

Note: The table displays number of observations, mean, standard deviation and minimum-maximum values for the measures 
of development spirit in 2008 and 2012 
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Figure 9: Kernel density estimates, measures of development spirit in 2008 and 2012 

 

Note: The Kernel Density Estimates provide a visual overview of the changes in distributions of the development spirit 
measures in 2008 and 2012. The values are standardised.   

In summary, the descriptive statistics and kernel density estimates for the various aid governance quality 

measures show that there have been some considerable changes in aid allocation in the years following 

the initial aid transparency pledges in 2008. In the first four years, it seems that donors have started to 

increasingly allocate development aid according to a managerial logic. Particularly, donors seem to 

increasingly prefer well-governed recipients and recipients that employ NPM-style managerial tools. In 

contrast, the measures of administrative coordination seem to be relatively stable. Regarding the 

development spirit dimension, it donors seem to prioritise poorer recipient countries and allocate funds 

based on the development priorities of the recipient governments. This is however, only descriptive 

statistics and whether these changes are driven by shifts in transparency is at this point only speculation. 

Nevertheless, the timing of the shifts is noteworthy. Let’s consider one potential explanation.  

6.4. Information disclosure and aid governance qualities  

Donor institutional characteristics have in the past decades been reformed to improve the quality of 

development aid. Rather than demanding more of recipient governments, the idea behind recent donor 

governance reforms has been to create shared and predictable institutional conditions in which 
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development funds can be used in the best possible way. Transparency has been outlined as a key remedy 

for governance ailments in the development field: comprehensive, publicly available, timely and 

comparable information on aid flows has been vigorously promoted by international institutions as means 

to deliver effective and efficient aid governance (Bellver and Kaufmann 2005; Moon and Williamson 

2010; Cornwall and Eade 2010; Pomerantz 2011; Brass 2016). But how exactly transparency is expected 

to contribute effective and efficient aid and eventually improve development outcomes is unfortunately 

more often based on empty phrases and vague hopes than a clearly outlined theory of change. Still, as 

part of the aid effectiveness agenda, donors have made explicit political pledges to disclose data, introduce 

new and expanded disclosure practices and flood the development field with data.  

This thesis has reasoned that to grasp the consequences of this supposed “transparency revolution” and 

make any predictions about its effects, we need to move beyond blanket statements about the virtues of 

transparency and understand where the push to disclose data came from, what kind of ideational 

landscape it is linked to and what kind of practice donors engage in to realise the norm. Chapter 4 showed 

that the core ideas and practices of aid transparency emerged because of effective reframing and 

presenting rather basic administrative information sharing as an issue of accountability and the taxpayer’s 

right to know. The case studies in chapter 5 linked transparency to managerial reform agendas and 

provided insights about the social dynamics by which information disclosure can obtain a transformative 

influence. The result of the ideational, and practical investigation and theory building exercise was taking 

a step away from the normatively laden and ambiguous aid transparency concept and theorising 

transparency as a disclosure machinery.  

The outlined blueprints of the disclosure machinery were not supplemented with explicit testable 

hypotheses, but it did offer propositions of what kind of governing we can expect if we flood the 

development field with information disclosure practices: a self-reinforcing governance arrangement ruled 

by numbers and indicators characterised by a perpetual search for evidence. The theorised from of 

governance is driven by social dynamics but is likely to generate material consequences that should 

become visible when investigating aid governance and allocation dynamics.  

This chapter has moved towards assessing consequences of the “transparency revolution”.  To provide 

the conceptual tools to do so, the chapter outlined a three-dimensional framework to capture features of 

aid governance that could reasonably be expected to enable as good as possible use of development 

funds. The governance quality framework is improving previous descriptive work on aid governance 

quality by establishing coherent and theoretically relevant quality dimensions that information disclosure 

could be linked to. The three dimensions, managerialism, administrative coordination and development spirit, feed 

from information disclosure and have a reasonably clear but different rationales regarding the use of 
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information and express a potential pathway to improved development outcomes. Still, the dimensions 

reflect rather different and potentially contradictory approaches to aid governance with varying material 

and political implications for the development field.  

In governance with strong managerial influences information is regarded as instrument by which agents 

delegated to deliver aid can be controlled and held accountable to ensure efficient use of resources. 

Openly available information about intentions, activities and results by all actors involved in delivering 

interventions can help donors control the use of funds and induce competition among providers of aid 

and direct funds to high-quality agents. Respectively, administrative coordination reflects a bureaucratic 

approach where focus is on how information can enhance the ability of experts and administrators to 

plan and realise policy together in a coherent manner. Openly available information about the intentions, 

activities and results can be seen as an important knowledge that can help reduce redundancy, improve 

coherence between donors and recipients and increase awareness of potential blind-spots and this way 

adjust aid allocation. Finally, development spirit captures the empowering dimension of information. 

Here information can be seen to push donors to do the right thing and allow recipients to shape aid work 

in the best possible way to fit local needs with little, if any control over how funds are used. Openly 

available information about intentions, activities and results can incentivise donors to do the right thing 

form a humanitarian perspective and empower recipient governments realise their own development 

agendas by providing as clear as possible information about the funds flowing into the recipient country. 

6.4.1. Measuring aid transparency  

In the absence of clear-cut tools to analyse if transparency contributes to improved outcomes, this 

chapter has resorted to intermediary factors that represent different governing ideals and potential 

pathways to improved development outcomes. Information disclosure could play an important part in 

all the outlined dimensions but the role the data plays for the dimensions varies. But to be able to tell 

something about the changes in disclosure and whether this form of transparency is associated with and 

potentially generating changes in the quality dimensions we first need to operationalise the concept.  

As presented in in chapter two, transparency can include a mixture of activities and practices, which has 

been the Achilles heel of transparency research and lead to overestimations about its benefits in societal 

steering. Rather than treating transparency as an unquestioned good this thesis has sought to make 

explicit that aid transparency is a form of information disclosure that has been practiced for decades as 

an anonymous administrative procedure that has had little to do with public accountability. Instead of 

speaking of aid transparency, which is ultimately a normative policy prescription, this thesis prefers to 

use the term information disclosure, a specific subset of transparency that in the past two decades has 

blossomed in the public sector. Aid transparency is effectively an imperative to disclose data.  
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This chapter operationalises information disclosure in three dimensions. The dimensions capture 

predictability, the provision of data on financial flows and disclosure related specific aid interventions. 

The first component, predictability, captures if the aid that flows into recipient governments is known and 

recorded by the recipient government in a timely manner. The second component, budget transparency, 

shows if aid flows are recorded in the financial management systems of the recipient government. The 

third component is labelled event transparency and captures the depth and quality of descriptive information 

about specific activities in recipient countries, for instance development projects. Finally, a dummy-item 

is included about whether the donor is an IATI signatory. The perhaps most obvious omission is 

disclosure of results, which is tricky to capture consistently for statistical analysis. The operationalisations 

reflect the fact that aid transparency is a relational concept, where disclosure is expected to spur 

behavioural change among both disclosers and users.  

Predictability of inputs: This component refers to the extent donors provide publicly available forward-

looking information on their spending. Specifically, it measures the average share of a donors aid 

disbursements that the respective recipient governments recorded as received within the year for which 

the funds were intended to be used. A high value shows that recipient governments have been informed 

about the intentions of the donor.  

Budget transparency:: This compound variable consists of two items:  

1. Share of aid recorded in recipient budgets.31  

2. Share of scheduled aid recorded as received by recipients.32 

Budget transparency captures the financial dimension of disclosure, the extent to which aid flow data is 

integrated into the budgeting process of the recipient government.  

Event transparency: This compound variable consists of three items:  

1. Activity information33  

2. Completeness of project data34 

                                                 
 

31 The item measures the share of aid recorded as received in recipient budgets. A low score indicates that aid flows are not 
reported in a timely and comprehensive manner. 
32 The item reflects the share of aid reimbursements that are recorded as received by the recipient governments. 
33 This item shows the frequency at which project level activity information is available in the OECD Creditor Reporting 
System (CRS) database by calculating the average percentage of the project descriptions available by donor 
34 This variable measures the proportion of aid that was accounted for in project level reporting compared to the total aid 
commitments of a donor. 
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3. Detail level35 

IATI membership: Dummy variable of membership of The International Aid Transparency Initiative.  

Together, these variables reflect several aspects of transparency based on aid information disclosure, 

ranging from intentions to aid flows, data on activities and political pledges to be transparent. Descriptive 

statistics is outlined below. The descriptive statistics in Table 7 and Figure 10 suggest, somewhat 

surprisingly, that in the immediate years following aid transparency pledges, donor aid became slightly 

less predictable. In contrast, donors seem to have become more eager to disclose financial data. Further, 

event transparency also improved as donors seem to increasingly disclose data on activities more 

expansively and in a more detailed manner.  

Table 7: Descriptive statistics of types of information disclosure among donors in 2008 and 2012 

Year 2008     N   Mean   SD   Min   Max 

Predictability 31 .66 0.435 0 1 

Budget transparency 37 -1.26 1.177 -3.028 1.017 

Event transparency 37 -.32 1.768 -5.542 2.266 

IATI membership 31 .484 0.508 0 1 

 
Year 2012  

Predictability 31 .488 0.234 0 .99 

Budget transparency 37 1.26 0.941 -.574 2.51 

Event transparency 37 .32 2.038 -5.542 3.08 

IATI membership 31 .742 0.445 0 1 

Note: The table displays number of observations, mean, standard deviation and minimum-maximum values for different types 
of information disclosure among donors in 2008 and 2012 

                                                 
 

35 This variable measures the details of project descriptions by taking the logarithm of the average character counts of projects 
funded by each donor to emphasise changes in the lower levels of detail of the project descriptions. 
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Figure 10: Kernel density estimates of donor information disclosure measures in 2008 and 2012 

  

Note: The Kernel Density Estimates provide a visual overview of the changes in distributions of the information disclosure 
measures in 2008 and 2012. The values are standardized.   

6.4.2. Hypotheses  

The aid governance quality dimensions reflect different logics regarding how aid is put into practice and 

illustrate important, however, potentially clashing quality dimensions of governing. Particularly, the 

varying approaches to issues of control and delegation may be sources of conflict and incompatibility.  

In a managerial approach, donors govern at arm’s length and rely on delegation to ensure operative 

flexibility and adaptability during implementation. This hands-off approach is, however, combined with 

a strong focus on control of results and using metrics to assess performance and ensure accountability. 

Information disclosure is fundamental for a managerial approach. To be able to maintain central steering 

capacity in this kind of delegated governance setting, donors need consistent information flows and will 

require disclosure from the organisations involved in implementation. We could then reasonably assume, 

that information disclosure is closely associated with a managerial turn in aid governance. But are 

disclosure practices then the functional result of managerialism or is disclosure contributing to managerial 

governance? This thesis argues the latter: disclosure strengthens managerial governance. The disclosure 

machinery operates based on its own internal logic and contributes governance focused on efficiency and 
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displaying evidence. This should be visible in aid allocation dynamics. The first foundational hypothesis 

is that:  

H1: Information disclosure is an instrument for efficiency and control and pushes the development field towards: 

a.  Efficiency-oriented allocation 
b. Allocation based on use of managerial tools in recipient countries 

In contrast, a governing approach that places emphasis on administrative coordination, relies less on 

delegation but strongly on hierarchical control. Focus here is on the ability of the donor administration 

to plan and realise policy together with the recipient government in a coherent manner, with minimal 

redundancy, incoherence, and lacunae. Steering capacity is derived from transfer of knowledge and expert 

insights, which can potentially be improved with information disclosure. The initial intentions behind 

information disclosure in aid were about improving coordination among donors and recipients to reduce 

redundancy. If information disclosure is an instrument to enhance coordination, we could expect to see 

intensified coordination efforts because of increased information disclosure. Accordingly, we can outline 

the second foundational hypotheses about disclosure and aid governance quality:  

H2: Information disclosure is an instrument for knowledge transfer and rational planning and pushes the development field 
towards: 

a. Joint analytical work 
b. Joint missions 
c. Coordinated technical cooperation 

Finally, governing based on development spirit relies strongly on delegation but the approach to control 

is different compared to the other dimensions. Consequently, the envisioned use of information is 

different. Here, information can be seen to serve two core purposes. First, aligned with the normative 

aspirations usually linked to transparency arrangements, information can be seen to function as sunlight 

that sheds light on murky government operations, reveals wrongdoings and encourages states to act 

responsibly and do the right thing. Secondly, information serves an empowering function rather than a 

control function. By disclosing information about intentions and activities, donors can provide recipient 

governments with the information they need to make the most of the resources provided through 

development cooperation, backed by the recipient government’s strategic vision, and adapted to local 

needs and requirements. The third central hypotheses regarding aid governance quality is that:  

H3: Information disclosure is an instrument for humanitarian empowerment and pushes the development field towards:  

a. Allocation to those with the strongest development need  
b. Allocation based on the recipients self-perceived priorities and needs  

Each aid governance quality dimension reflects a possible pathway to improved development outcomes, 

but it is debatable to what extent information can serve each hypothesised function simultaneously. 
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Managerial governance with emphasis on efficiency and managerial steering instruments would be the 

policy consequences one could predominately expect based on theorising the disclosure machinery.  

6.5. Results  

So, how are the information disclosure variables linked to aid governance quality dimensions? Let’s 

inspect correlation matrices to comprehend basic linkages between the transparency components and 

governance quality dimensions. Table 8 displays pairwise correlation of the transparency items. 

Somewhat surprisingly, it seems like the individual types of information disclosure seem to be rather 

weakly linked. Budget transparency and event transparency are correlated with a coefficient of 0.21. It is 

notable that predictability seems not to be at all linked to the other measures of information disclosure.  

Table 8: Pairwise correlations of transparency items 

Variables Predictability Budget transparency Event transparency IATI 

Predictability 1.000    

Budget transparency -0.124 1.000   

Event transparency 0.083 0.214* 1.000  

IATI 0.169 0.262** 0.197 1.000 

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Table 9 displays a correlation matrix with the transparency items and managerial governance. What stands 

out is the positive coefficients between budget transparency and the use of managerial tools. Similarly, 

IATI membership seems positively associated with all the managerial items. In contrast, event 

transparency and the measure of predictability seems unlinked to items representing managerial influence.  

Table 9: Pairwise correlations pf transparency and managerial aid governance items 

Variables Predictability Budget 
transparency 

Event 
transparency 

IATI Well-
governed 

Low 
overhead 
costs 

Good 
strategies 

Good 
M&E 

Predictability 1.000        

Budget transparency -0.124 1.000       

Event transparency 0.083 0.214* 1.000      

IATI 0.169 0.262** 0.197 1.000     

Well-governed 0.203 0.109 -0.007 0.236* 1.000    

Low overhead costs -0.136 0.192 0.078 0.276** 0.229* 1.000   

Good strategies -0.012 0.447*** 0.104 0.300** 0.110 0.186 1.000  

Good M&E 0.065 0.523*** 0.080 0.333*** 0.154 0.112 0.761*** 1.000 

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 10 shows linkages to the items representing administrative coordination. Again, the predictability 

seems not to be associated with the items depicting coordination, just like event transparency. Budget 

transparency on the other hand seems to be weakly positively associated with conducting joint missions, 

whereas IATI membership seems positively associated to all items of administrative coordination.  

Table 10: Pairwise correlations pf transparency and administrative coordination items 

Variables Predictability Budget 
transparency 

Event 
transparency 

IATI Joint analytics Joint missions Coordinated 
technical 
cooperation 

Predictability 1.000       

Budget transparency -0.124 1.000      

Event transparency 0.083 0.214* 1.000     

IATI 0.169 0.262** 0.197 1.000    

Joint analytics 0.041 0.074 0.069 0.370*** 1.000   

Joint missions -0.134 0.210* 0.099 0.274** 0.482*** 1.000  

Coordinated 
technical 
cooperation 

0.021 0.114 -0.025 0.232* 0.284** 0.157 1.000 

Note: Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Finally, Table 11 displays correlation coefficients between the transparency and development spirit items. 

The correlation matrix reveals a strong negative correlation between predictability and allocation to poor 

recipient countries and as well as a strong negative correlation between event transparency and the use 

of recipient programs. Additionally, it appears that budget transparency is strongly correlated with 

allocation to poor recipient and allocation according to the recipients self-perceived needs.  

Table 11: Pairwise correlations of transparency and development spirit 

Variables Predictability Budget 
transparency 

Event 
transparency 

IATI Poor recipients Recipient 
priorities 

Recipient 
programs 

Predictability 1.000       

Budget 
transparency 

-0.124 1.000      

Event 
transparency 

0.083 0.214* 1.000     

IATI 0.169 0.262** 0.197 1.000    

Poor recipients -0.468*** 0.417*** 0.168 -0.100 1.000   

Recipient 
priorities 

0.028 0.529*** 0.001 0.330*** -0.067 1.000  

Recipient 
programs 

0.120 0.125 -0.522*** 0.083 -0.214* 0.264** 1.000 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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A couple of things are noticeable. The first is the apparent disjointed nature of transparency. The 

correlations between the information disclosure items are either non-existent or weak, which suggests 

that transparency indeed is an umbrella concept that can incorporate a variety of practices. Secondly, 

regarding the links between transparency and types of governance quality, it seems that budget 

transparency is particularly strongly associated with managerial governance. Being a member of IATI is 

associated with both these items. Administrative coordination, on the other hand, does not seem to be 

particularly connected to the transparency items at all. Finally, development spirit seems inconsistently 

linked to transparency, with budget transparency exhibiting strong positive associations to allocating 

funds to poor countries and according to recipient priorities.  

Essentially, based on the correlation matrices we can conclude that we should consider shifts in different 

types of information disclosure independently, as these seem to be linked to quite drastically different 

types of governing. Still, these are mere correlations, and we cannot draw particularly extensive 

conclusions. So let us move to linear estimations to get a better picture of the connections.  

6.5.1. Linear estimations  

Linear regressions estimates provide an overview of associations between the disclosure indicators and 

the aid governance variables. The models provide a general picture of the type of governing transparency 

arguably contributes to. The same random effects regression model is estimated for all governance quality 

indicators. The model includes the four transparency items, a year dummy and a dummy whether the 

donor is a multilateral donor. This section briefly presents the most noteworthy results one aid 

governance quality dimension at the time. All of the four models that estimate managerial qualities are 

statistically significant and explain considerable parts of the variance in the dependent variables with R2 

values range from .13 to .47. Models 1-5 are found in Table 12 and models 6-10 in Table 13.  

Regarding Model 1 that estimates allocation to well governed countries, we can first note that multilateral 

donors prioritise well-governed recipients considerably more than bilateral donors. A coefficient of 5.2 

is quite considerable and represents almost one standard deviation in the variance of the dependent 

variable. Further, it seems that the four-year difference has made its mark – in these years allocation to 

well-governed countries shifted roughly 1/3 of a standard deviation. Regarding the information 

disclosure items, predictability and budget transparency were not statistically significant predictors, but 

event transparency was. The more comprehensive, timely and substantive donors disclose data on 

specific activities, the more they are prone to allocate funds to well-governed recipients. 

Model 2 estimates low overhead costs. The model is significant but explains least of the variance in the 

dependent variable out of the four managerial models. There is no discernible difference between 

multilateral and bilateral donors nor a considerable change over time. What stands out here, is that IATI-
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members seem to spend less funds on their administrations in relation to their overall aid flows. Further, 

the more predictable donors are, the higher their overhead costs seem to be. Out of the four managerial 

models, overhead costs seem to be the least suitable quality dimension to be estimated by variance in 

information disclosure types.  

Table 12: Aid governance quality models 1-5 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Model 3 estimates the share of a donor’s aid that is allocated to recipients with high-quality operational 

strategies. There was a considerable shift in the share of aid directed to “good” recipients in terms of 

strategic quality, but this change does not seem to be due to time. Instead, the model shows that budget 

transparency is a significant predictor. The more a donor’s aid is recorded in recipient budgets, i.e. the 

more a donor discloses timely and comprehensive financial data on aid flows, the more donors seem to 

prefer donors with good operational strategies. Further, it should be noted that there are no considerable 

differences between bilateral and multilateral donors and neither predictability nor event transparency 

are statistically significant predictors.  

 

 Model 1:  Model 2: Model 3: Model 4: Model 5 

VARIABLES Allocation to well-
governed countries 

Low overhead costs Good strategies Good M&E 
frameworks 

Coordinated analytical 
work 

      

Predictability 0.389 -0.0460* 0.00314 0.0751** 0.000704 

 (1.607) (0.0273) (0.0385) (0.0374) (0.0689) 

Budget transparency -0.505 0.00679 0.0330*** 0.00794 -0.0140 

 (0.549) (0.00887) (0.0121) (0.0115) (0.0224) 

Event transparency 0.790** 0.00145 -0.00781 -0.0116* 0.00967 

 (0.383) (0.00551) (0.00843) (0.00685) (0.0127) 

Member of IATI 1.015 0.0388*** 0.0528 0.0346 0.0853** 

 (1.325) (0.0150) (0.0365) (0.0259) (0.0373) 

year = 2012 2.338* -0.0195 -0.0106 0.145*** 0.0190 

 (1.254) (0.0262) (0.0449) (0.0453) (0.0619) 

Multilateral = 1 5.222** 0.00711 -0.0131 -0.0181 0.0602 

 (2.086) (0.0327) (0.0388) (0.0283) (0.0823) 

Constant 65.19*** 0.136*** 0.590*** 0.398*** 0.206*** 

 (1.787) (0.0199) (0.0340) (0.0469) (0.0682) 

Observations 62 61 62 62 60 

R2 0.22*** 0.13* 0.27*** 0.47*** 0.13 

RE YES YES YES YES YES 
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Figure 11: Coefficient plot for models 1-4 

 

Note: The figure displays coefficient plots for the models predicting managerial governance with 90% CIs.  

Finally, Model 4 estimates the share of aid that a donor allocates to recipients with high-quality 

monitoring and evaluation frameworks. Out of the managerial model, this one explains the highest 

portion of variance in the dependent variable. Particularly, the four-year change seems to have altered 

the proportion of aid flowing to recipients. The effect size is considerable: the change in period accounts 

for more than one standard deviation change in the dependent variable. However, also two transparency 

variables are significant predictors: the more predictable a donor is, the more they prefer recipients with 

good M&E frameworks. In contrast, an increase in event transparency contributes a drop in the 

dependent variable, which again suggests that the influence of transparency is differentiated based on 

type of disclosure.   

Based on the correlations and the random effects models, we can make some basic observations about 

the linkages between information disclosure and managerial aid governance. In the years following aid 

transparency pledges and the establishment of IATI, it is evident that the development sector has moved 

towards a stronger managerial influence in governing. But whether these changes are the result of 

transparency pledges and introduction of more extensive information disclosure practice is debatable. 

The models suggest that while controlling for the change in time and donor type, all information 

disclosure variables are significant predictors for some of the variables measuring a focus on streamlining 

resources and prioritising the use of managerial governing tools. The models lend partial and preliminary 

support for hypothesis 1a and 2b: donors that disclose a lot of data do seem to allocate funds to well-

governed recipients that are able to make use managerial tools to display evidence. Disclosure seems to 
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be part of a managerial reform agenda and does seem to serve a function to find efficiency and control. 

The effects are, however, not consistent across types of disclosure and whether the effects are causal 

remains undetermined as the models do not account for a variety of third factors that might influence 

allocation decisions.  But what about the other functions that disclosure may serve in aid governance?  

Model 5, Model 6 and Model 7 estimate the influence of predictability, budget transparency, event 

transparency and IATI membership on measures of coordinated aid governance. The key logic behind 

the models is that information disclosure serves a function of knowledge transfer that enables rational 

planning between donors and recipients. If a donor and recipient conduct analytical work jointly and 

conduct joint missions and engage in technical cooperation in a way that supports the needs of the 

recipient, it is reasonable to assume that the result will be aid that is coherent and allocated where it is 

needed most with few blind spots. Facilitating coordination has been a key rationale behind information 

sharing, so one could reasonably expect that information disclosure would facilitate administrative 

coordination. This does, however, not seem to be the case. None of the transparent items in the models 

are statistically significant and relevant predictors for the measures of administrative coordination, apart 

from IATI membership. But in fact, even this result can be disregarded as all three models are themselves 

do not reach the threshold of statistical significance and should consequently be disregarded. 

Accordingly, the models do not lend support for hypothesis 2a, 2b or 2c – information disclosure does 

not seem to serve a function knowledge transfer and rational planning based on these models and data.  

Figure 12: Coefficient plot for models 5-7 

  

Note: The figure displays coefficient plots for the models predicting administrative coordination with 90% CIs.  
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Table 13: Aid governance quality models 6-10 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Finally, let’s consider the models that estimate the items that capture the final governance quality 

dimension development spirit. Unlike the previous models, models 8, 9 and 10 are all statistically 

significant and explain a considerable proportion of the variance in the dependent variables with R2 values 

ranging from .43 to .73.  

Particularly model 8 estimating the share of allocation to poor countries stands out as relevant regarding 

the information disclosure variables. First, it should be noted that the period matters. In 2012 a 

considerably larger portion of aid was allocated to poorer countries as compared to 2008. The difference 

is larger than one standard deviation, so the shift is considerable. However, the relative shift towards 

recipient with a stronger need from a development perspective does not seem to have anything to do 

with the purifying influence of disclosure. It would have been reasonable to assume, that when donors 

disclose information about how they allocate their aid, the exposure would generate normative pressure 

to allocate the funds to those who need it the most form a humanitarian perspective. But contrary to 

these expectations, the effect of disclosure seems to be the opposite. Model 8 reveals statistically 

significant effects of both predictability and event transparency. The predictable a donor is and the more 

extensive the donor reports about specific aid activities, the less aid flows to the poorest recipients. The 

 Model 6:  Model 7: Model 8:  Model 9: Model 10 

VARIABLES Joint missions Coordinated technical 
cooperation 

Aid to poor recipients Aid to recipient 
priorities 

Recipient programs 

      

Predictability -0.126 0.000926 -0.129** 0.0201 0.00219 

 (0.0928) (0.0781) (0.0642) (0.0265) (0.0538) 

Budget transparency 0.0476 0.0168 -0.00765 0.0191 -0.0132 

 (0.0366) (0.0207) (0.0236) (0.0118) (0.0280) 

Event transparency 0.00542 -0.00782 -0.0448** 0.000267 -0.0303** 

 (0.0233) (0.0227) (0.0186) (0.00600) (0.0146) 

Member of IATI 0.107** 0.0830 -0.0766 0.0218 0.0123 

 (0.0527) (0.0576) (0.0524) (0.0176) (0.0541) 

year = 2012 -0.153 -0.0516 0.753*** 0.0315 0.0956 

 (0.112) (0.0697) (0.0749) (0.0432) (0.0857) 

Multilateral = 1 -0.0168 0.00758 -0.245 0.0140 0.453*** 

 (0.0969) (0.0803) (0.151) (0.0215) (0.0727) 

Constant 0.611*** 0.524*** 7.297*** 0.0927*** 0.249*** 

 (0.0956) (0.0855) (0.112) (0.0297) (0.0699) 

Observations 60 59 62 62 62 

R2 0.15 0.07 .56*** 0.47*** 0.73*** 

RE YES YES YES YES YES 
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result largely mirrors the result of the model predicting aid to well-governed recipients, albeit reversed. 

However, here there do not seem to be any differences between multilateral and bilateral donors.  

Figure 13: Coefficient plot for models 8-10 

 

Note: The figure displays coefficient plots for the models predicting development spirit with 90% CIs.  

Based on Model 8 we can reject Hypothesis 3a – more disclosure is not pushing donors to allocate funds 

to those who need it the most. The analysis also finds no support for hypothesis 3b: Further, Model 9 

displays no statistically significant predictors for estimating funnelling aid to recipient priorities.  Further, 

Model 10 shows that transparency also does not seem to push donors to allocate funds to recipient-led 

program-based delivery channels. On the contrary, more event transparency seems to discourage their 

use. In summary, based on these models, information disclosure does not seem to serve a function of 

humanitarian development.  

6.6. Discussion: Pathways to better aid governance 

The simple analysis reveals that the most drastic change related to information disclosure levels is that in 

the years following the aid transparency pledges donors increasingly do ensure that aid flows are made 

public and recorded in recipient financial management systems and increasingly engage in project-level 

reporting. The biggest shifts regarding donor information disclosure seems to occur among donors that 

were not part of the initial aid transparency signatories. It is noteworthy that donors that have not made 

explicit pledged to make their aid transparent turn out to do so, which speaks of how widely accepted 

the norm had become.  
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Related to the quality of aid governance, we can mainly see a shift towards allocation based on the 

managerial quality dimension. In the years following the aid transparency pledges, global aid flows seem 

to find its way to well-governed recipient governments with administrations that possess high capacity 

for strategic steering, monitoring and evaluation. In other words, money flows to recipients where the 

funds can be controlled to ensure they are not “wasted”. The models also show that the transparency 

variables do not seem to be associated with coordinated aid governance nor does information disclosure 

serve a function of humanitarian empowerment. Somewhat worryingly, but logically consistent with the 

tendency to prioritise efficiency and allocate funds to well-governed recipients, more transparent aid also 

seems to be mean less funds to the poorest of the poor. The tendency to allocate less funds to the poorest 

recipients is particularly interesting considering that in the examined period, there was quite a 

considerable shift overall in relative aid flows towards the poorest recipients and it seems that disclosure 

counteracts this trend. The relative shift might have something to do with wealthy donors slashing aid 

budgets in the wake of the 2008-2009 financial crisis, where donors generally might have spared aid flows 

to the least wealthy recipients.   

The results raise questions about the nature of aid transparency, which seems to be about providing 

information for performance-oriented, rational management of resources and ensuring that money is not 

wasted, rather than democratic ideals about the disinfecting nature of “sunlight”, that pushes 

governments to do the right thing. Through the ferocious promotion of the concept aid transparency, a 

performance-oriented version of transparency that relies fully on information disclosure is being 

institutionalised. While there is nothing inherently wrong with providing numeric information for 

governing purposes, it is not entirely unproblematic if its introduction is veiled in a narrative about 

democratic accountability and it comes to underhandedly tilt or uproot the transparency concept from 

its democratic foundations and provide managerial control measures instead.  

Aid transparency tweaks and redefines transparency in a way that seems to have little to do with citizen 

insight into government functions and rather puts emphasis on evidence-based steering with numeric 

data. At first glance, it sounds both desirable and rational that aid funds flow to environments with 

institutional capacity to produce and deal with performance data to show what is achieved. However, a 

growing stream of research has showed that steering based on numbers and indicators to often have 

unexpected steering implications and cause unintended effects. A central predicament is that by 

emphasising predictability and control in how we govern aid, it looks like we are redirecting aid flows 

away from those recipients that need aid the most. If donors start prioritising recipients that adhere to 

similar ideals of societal steering, we risk creating implicit aid conditionalities, where transparency-

enthusiastic donors fund recipients with the capacity to live up to the expectations of data-driven 

governing and leave those who don’t to find alternative sources funding or fend for themselves. 
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Chapter 4 showed how information disclosure obtained a transformative dimension and became a tool 

to generate change and Chapter 5 illustrated specifically how transparency was harnesses to render aid 

inferable to enable control and managerial reforms. Now, Chapter 6 has provided basic preliminary 

statistical evidence that backing the idea that transparency is indeed firmly linked to introducing a stronger 

managerial touch in aid governance – transparency seems to serve a function of efficiency and control. 

Both the statistical analysis and the qualitative analyses suggest that introducing transparency seems to be 

about instituting a comprehensive system of information disclosure, control and evidence-generation in 

the development sector.  

The alternative hypotheses did not gain support: It is noteworthy the linkages to administrative 

coordination were largely absent. Information disclosure does not seem to strengthen coordination, 

which was the initial belief behind the first global information sharing initiatives. This is important to 

highlight as information disclosure practices have throughout the years been promoted with narratives 

about enabling better coordination in the development field.  The analysis provided no evidence that 

transparency would strengthen a spirit of humanitarian empowerment, which was a central rationale 

behind transparency measures in the late 90s. Information disclosure does not seem to serve an 

empowering function. Also this is noteworthy and problematic, considering the narratives used to 

legitimize more extensive information sharing.  

Transparency seems to serve the disclosure machinery. The more donors disclose, the more funds are 

directed to well-governed, low-risk institutional environments, where donors can avoid the 

embarrassment of blunders and monitor performance with the hope of being able to display to domestic 

constituents how their hard-earned taxes are spent. The unfortunate unintended consequence seems to 

be that the poorest recipients that lack the institutional capacity to take part in the disclosure game and 

feed the disclosure machinery with data and evidence are left to fend for themselves.   

But is information disclosure really behind these changes or does it just happen that transparent donors 

are keener on control, managerial steering ideals and streamlining aid for some other reason? Does 

information disclosure really change the way donors engage in the development field and push these 

rather unfortunate policy consequences. These questions are tackled in the next chapter. After all, maybe 

case studies happened to be outliers and the data used in the analyses in chapter 6 is rather limited. There 

are countless factors that may influence aid allocation decisions and bias the analysis that were not 

considered. Chapter 7 approaches the results of this chapter from a different perspective and resorts to 

alternative, much more extensive data sources to test the robustness of the findings in chapter 6.  
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7. The Consequences: Disclosure and Implicit Conditionalities 

This chapter investigates information disclosure and aid allocation dynamics over time. The chapter 

makes a theoretical and empirical contribution to the aid governance literature by outlining and testing 

specific hypotheses related to the managerial consequences of the disclosure machinery using an 

extensive three-dimensional data set on global aid allocation.  

Usually, the literature that examines aid allocation tends to argue that humanitarian ideals, donor self-

interest, ideological dispositions as well as recipient country needs, and merits determine aid allocation 

decisions. Despite that recent aid reforms have emphasis on donor governance and sought to harmonise 

the ways donors operate, the policies and practices that enable and constrain the conduct of donors have 

received little attention.  

The focus of this chapter is on one specific donor governance characteristic, the core element of the 

disclosure machinery: information disclosure. To be credible actors on the global arena, donors need to 

be “transparent” and engage in standardised information disclosure. The taken for granted nature of 

transparency is reflected in that even countries with questionable records of good governance are making 

transparency pledges and take part in global information sharing initiatives (Öge 2016; Michener 2015), 

adapt freedom of information legislation (Berliner 2014) and disclose government performance data to 

international institutions (Hollyer, Rosendorff, and Vreeland 2018).  

The transparency movement is promoted with promises that disclosure will solve a multitude of 

governance problems, such as excessive complexity, lack of predictability, unclear accountability 

mechanisms, coordination problems and generally deliver effective and efficient aid governance, to the 

extent that transparency has been labelled a buzzword (Cornwall and Eade 2010; Weaver and Peratsakis 

2014; Brass 2016; Pomerantz 2011; Linders 2013). The reliance on transparency as means to improve aid 

is noteworthy as there is a shortage of research to validate the causal links and mechanism between 

transparency and outcomes, or even intermediary governance characteristics (Bellver and Kaufmann 

2005; Gaventa and McGee 2013; Gutman and Horton 2015; McGee 2013; Weaver and Peratsakis 2014). 

Nonetheless, donors are opening their organisations to external scrutiny to an unprecedented extent and 

provide data on intentions, aid flows, activities, and results. A growing number of donors have pledged 

to advance the transparency agenda and some even require downstream adherence to disclosure 

standards as a conditionality for receiving funds.  

The previous chapters linked information disclosure to governance quality dimensions in an open-ended 

manner, to figure out what kind of governing we can expect when the development field moves towards 

full disclosure. The narratives to advance and legitimize disclosure practices have varied over time, and 
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the constructed aid governance quality metrics sought to capture some of the key hopes and expectations 

linked to the strive to make aid transparent. The results were revealing and aligned with what could be 

expected based on theorising transparency as a disclosure machinery. In the years following the global 

aid transparency pledges in 2008, the development field has been moving towards managerially inspired 

forms of governing, which place emphasis on efficiency and displaying results. The transparency agenda 

seems detached from administrative efforts to coordinate aid and its links to development spirit are weak. 

This is reflected in aid allocation decisions: because of the increased reliance on disclosure and data, 

donors seem to reprioritise how they operate and increasingly direct their aid funds to well-governed 

recipients that have the capacity to monitor performance and display evidence. Promises of disclosure 

do seem linked to granting recipient governments a larger say in how to manage funds, but at the same 

time it seems like the poorest are left with less funding because of the transparency hype.  

The findings of the previous chapter were, however, based on rather limited data sources and not all 

results were consistent across models, which leaves room for doubt. To bring clarity, this chapter analyses 

these preliminary findings in depth using more extensive data and robust methodology and asks what 

kind of influence the introduction of global information disclosure provisions has on donor governance? 

More specifically, the chapter tests the central dynamics of the disclosure machinery, which were in 

previous chapters superficially addressed both qualitatively and quantitatively, but not validated based on 

comprehensive, three-dimensional data.  

Aid allocation is a quantifiable factor early in the governance process that can make donor behaviour and 

priorities intelligible. Clarifying the inner workings of the disclosure machinery and the role of 

information disclosure is vital as the problems ostensibly addressed by “transparency” are considerable 

problems that inhibit the effective use of development funds. The development field is characterised by 

considerable  complexity and unpredictability (Linders 2013; Burall, Maxwell, and Menocal 2006).  Ever-

changing and opaque allocation criteria’s have been argued to make aid flows volatile as risk-averse 

donors shy away from investing in fragile states (McGillivray 2006). Ideally, more information could 

clarify accountability relations and contribute to well-targeted and predictable development interventions.  

Insights about the steering influence of disclosure is important for the development sector but could also 

shed light on how disclosure arrangements function generally. Initiatives that aim to improve societal 

steering through disclosure have been popping up in various domains and establish a form of 

“governance by disclosure” or “regulation by revelation” (Aarti and Michael 2014; Florini 2003). But 

whether this form of “transparency” improves governance is debatable. Research shows that disclosure 

combined with accountability institutions can in some situations improve resource allocation and service 

delivery in developing countries, but results vary (BenYishay and Parks 2018; Kosack and Fung 2014). 
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When evidence from local initiatives is mounting, the macro-architecture of information production and 

use in the development sector remains poorly understood and insufficiently theorised. 

Transparency is realised with the help of a system of information production, aggregation, integration, 

and exchange of quantified data between donors, implementing organisations and recipient governments. 

A considerable issue with this data-dense governing is that developing countries have limited capacity to 

deliver official statistics and meet the growing disclosure demands by donors to inform decision making 

and display the efficacy of aid, but when transparency is being ranked and assessed globally in policy 

indexes, donors are socially pressured to push the global transparency agenda further (Kelley and 

Simmons 2015; Michener 2015).  

The dynamics of the transparency-induced disclosure machinery have so far been inadequately scrutinised 

and its implications remain unclear. Chapter 3 theorised the social dynamics by which the disclosure 

machinery gains its instrumental power and the logic by which it becomes a self-reinforcing. The case 

studies in chapter 5 showed the political context that “transparency” is advanced in and provided 

examples of how the disclosure machinery becomes self-sustaining and operates on its own internal logic. 

Further, the quantitative analysis in chapter 6 suggests that transparency in development aid is 

institutional arrangement and practice tightly linked to managerial ideals of societal steering.  

This chapter takes these insights as a starting point and focuses specifically on potential unintended 

consequences that follow from a shift towards managerial governance. The previous analysis suggested 

by practicing disclosure donors end up reprioritising their aid and create implicit conditionalities for 

receiving funds. This chapter extends this argument and focuses on three types of effects that are likely 

to emerge from the disclosure machinery: austerity, risk avoidance and demonstration bias.  

First, as transparency seems to be a tool to advance managerial steering ideals, we could expect that 

advancing disclosure is done with the intention of streamlining aid and doing more with less resources. 

We could, consequently, expect disclosure to lead to diminishing aid flows. Second, while disclosing 

intentions might increase donor predictability, exposure to external audiences is likely to make donors 

behave with caution and avoid risk-prone endeavours. As a result, we should see less funds allocated to 

risky recipients in unpredictable environments. Third, transparency is a core feature of evidence-based 

governance, which could make transparent donors allocate funds to environments where their use of 

funds and produced results are easier to demonstrate, legitimising the use of funds and making donors 

appear even more accountable and transparent to domestic audiences. The implication of a 

demonstration bias would be that donors with strong commitments to transparency prioritise recipients 

with the capacity to produce high-quality statistics and disseminate governance indicators.  
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Empirically, this chapter takes a long-term perspective and focuses on subtle shifts in aid allocation over 

time. As a transparency measure, the chapter uses HRV-transparency index, which is constructed based 

on an item response model that regards transparency as a latent predictor reporting of economic 

performance data to international institutions (Hollyer, Rosendorff, and Vreeland 2014). Drawing on 

panel data on donor-recipient relationship dyads between 1990 and 2010, the chapter tests hypothesised 

links in a fixed-effects linear regression framework. The chosen approach allows us to make more robust 

inference about the causal nature of the proposed linkages and analyse the self-sustaining nature of the 

disclosure machinery. The data and timing of the panel has drawbacks, the most obvious being not 

covering the period with the most recent transparency boom. But there is perhaps a silver lining: this way 

the data offers a conservative estimate of the effects of disclosure and the dynamics of the disclosure 

machinery: if the hypothesised effects cannot be falsified based on data where they are only nascent and 

emerging, then it is reasonable to expect greater effects during the transparency boom.   

The chapter is structured as follows. The next section argues that donor governance qualities, 

transparency, should be considered with respect to aid allocation and provides an overview of how 

transparency has developed into a salient issue and leveraged for steering purposes. The second section 

discusses transparency in the development sector and reviews literature in this domain. Then, the third 

section outlines potential repercussions of the disclosure machinery in development field and specifies 

hypotheses with regards to aid allocation. Section four provides an overview of methods, data and 

variable operationalisations and section five displays results and concluding reflections.  

7.1. The setting 

Bilateral donors act based on a variety of motives. Lumsdaine (1993) shows that humanitarian convictions 

and redistributive norms shape allocation of funds, but so does self-interest (e.g. commercial or 

geopolitical issues) and considerations of recipient merits (Berthélemy 2006b). Donors tend to give more 

funds to trade partners, but how altruistic or selfish donors are vary (Berthélemy 2006a; Hoeffler and 

Outram 2011). When considering donors, the convention has been to infer donor interests by 

investigating links between aid volumes and the way they conduct international trade or engage in military 

alliances or vote in the UN. Only few studies consider how genuinely domestic factors shape foreign aid 

preferences, apart from research on political leanings. Milner and Tingley (2010) show that domestic 

constituencies and ideological predispositions shape allocation, whereas Brech and Potrafke (2014) reveal 

that leftist governments grant more aid and specifically to least developed countries.  

Following the seminal paper by Burnside and Dollar (2000), that showed how better policy regimes 

increase the effectiveness of aid in terms of economic growth, selectivity based on recipient merits has 

been increasingly studied. Subsequent research focused on the quality of recipient political governance 
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and institutions and revealed increasing selectivity in the 1990’s (C. D. Burnside David 2004; Berthélemy 

and Tichit 2004; Dollar and Levin 2004). The basis of selectivity has been for instance corruption control, 

commitment to democracy or political and civil rights, although historical factors, such as colonial legacy 

also seems to play a part (Alesina and Dollar 2000; Alesina and Weder 2002).  

A factor that contributed to the preoccupation with recipient governance and institutional quality was 

the rise of cross-country governance indicators. Such metrics have helped donors assess developing 

country needs and governance qualities and make allocation decisions about where to optimise impact 

based presumably objective and comparable metrics (Arndt 2008; Oman and Arndt 2006; Governance 

Data Alliance 2016). Following the focus on recipient governance qualities, countries considered to 

exhibit “good governance” have received preferential treatment by donors (In’airat 2014). However, 

Hoeffler and Outram (2011) point out that that recipient merits are less important for allocation decisions 

than the donors egoistic or altruistic considerations.  

So, when discussing allocation, we tend to portray donors as purposeful actors behaving in their own 

strategic interests, while regarding recipients as passive environments of varying institutional quality. 

What is often then ignored is the institutional quality of donors: we often ignore that donor’s act as a part 

of an increasingly interconnected global society, shaped by common norms and policy frameworks that 

enable and constrain the agency of donors. Donors have lately adapted common principles and norms 

as part of the aid effectiveness agenda to harmonise the way they operate. Still, donor governance 

characteristics, i.e. quality of donor aid policies and organisational practices, have received scant attention 

(Minasyan, Nunnenkamp, and Richert 2017). 

This chapter analyses one specific shared prescriptive norm and governance characteristic. Transparency 

is realised by integrating donors, implementing organisations and recipients in a global system of 

structured information sharing. Standardised information production and sharing indicator knowledge, 

enforced through global comparison and rankings may possess independent explanatory power for state 

behaviour (Erkkilä and Piironen 2018b). This chapter argues in a similar vein that that the disclosure 

machinery will come to shape donor priorities and behaviour, independent of their perceived self-interest 

or humanitarian concerns.   

7.1.1. Transformative transparency  

The potential of information sharing to change how the development sector functions has been 

recognised for decades. As chapter 4 evinced, global standards for systematic data collection and sharing 

were developed already in the late 80s to facilitate coordination and research. Still, it took until the early 

2000’s and the aid effectiveness agenda for transparency to gain recognition and as a norm with wide 

political backing. Several developments in the late 1990s paved the way for information sharing to 
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develop form an issue of a rather small expert community into a recognised norm, but particularly 

important in this development has been the idea that transparency can be transformative. A push from 

international financial institutions and the proliferation of managerial steering ideals paved the way for 

these developments.    

International institutions increased the political salience of information sharing by promoting fiscal 

transparency and embedding transparency as a core feature of good governance. In the wake of the Asian 

Financial crisis fiscal transparency entered policy debates. IMF published its Code of Good Practices in Fiscal 

Transparency in 1998 and the OECD its Best Practices for Budget Transparency in 2002 (Forssbæck and 

Oxelheim 2014). These reports highlighted how information disclosure is instrumental for accountability 

and combating corruption and essential for good governance. Around the same time, the UN 

Commission on Human rights declared in resolution 2000/64 that “transparent, responsible, accountable and 

participatory government is a foundation that good governance rests on” and portrayed transparency as a necessary 

condition for the realisation of human rights (United Nations 2000).  

The use of transparency to enable better governing is further driven by changing ideals about societal 

steering. A trend in western public administrations has been the dilution of the politics-administration 

divide, as bureaucratic and hierarchical command and control relations have been substituted with 

devolved and horizontal governance arrangements. Especially reforms under the New Public 

Management (NPM) doctrine have changed the landscape of accountability relations. Traditionally, civil 

servants have been responsible for fulfilling a mandate from political principals based on process and 

procedures, hierarchical control, trust and cultural traditions (Christensen and Laegreid 2002). In 

contrast, NPM reforms have introduced market mechanisms, contracting out, competition among service 

providers and steering based on measurable outputs and created a type of dual accountability of civil 

servants to both politicians and directly to citizens as consumers (ibid.).  

NPM-based steering requires access to performance information to allow citizens as consumers can make 

informed choices but also enable political principals to maintain central steering capacity. The increased 

use of statistics and indicators to make policy processes and outcomes transparent is guided by the 

proliferation of managerial steering techniques and ideals (Thedvall 2012). Goals are set and evaluated 

against measurable results, expressed as governance metrics, and benchmarked through comparison. This 

information is then disclosed, making it possible for citizens or stakeholders to hold public officials 

directly accountable for their performance.  

Following the push from IFIs to instrumentalise transparency, the changing accountability relations and 

the increasing reliance on numbers and indicators in governing, states, IOs and private actors have 

become involved in initiatives to promote transparency in various domains. Today, transparency is a 
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guiding principle of most governance reform (De Fine Licht and Naurin 2016). Transparency and 

accountability initiatives have been introduced to leverage disclosure for societal steering based on the 

hope that releasing data triggers a chain of events in which service provides and policy makers improve 

service delivery (Kosack and Fung 2014; Gaventa and McGee, 2013). Transparency initiatives have 

emerged in areas like fiscal and government data, freedom of information laws, extraction of natural 

recourses and the allocation of development funds (Michener 2015). 

7.1.2. Steering with disclosure  

These developments reflect a shift from transparency from being a desirable end state, towards using 

harnessing disclosure to alter governance. The intuition is straightforward: information enables insight 

and insight allows citizens to hold decision makers and public officials accountable for their spending 

and performance. The belief is that disclosure repairs broken feedback loops, reduces information 

asymmetries and diverging incentives in principal-agent relationships, and encourages behavioural change 

for both disclosers and information users in a way that supports the realisation of policy objectives 

(Etzioni 2010; Mitchell 1998; Martens et al. 2002; Weil et al. 2006; Fung, Graham, and Weil 2007).  

But in practice, using transparency to improve governance has been shown to be both complicated and 

unpredictable. Empirical research on virtues ascribed to transparency, such as performance, increased 

legitimacy and trust in public officials, reduced corruption or functioning accountability relations show 

mixed results (Fox 2007; Lindstedt and Naurin 2010; de Fine Licht 2011; S. Grimmelikhuijsen et al. 2013). 

Often transparency does not work as intended and many question if transparency lives up to all the 

virtues ascribed to it and warn about risks and unintended effects of exposure (de Fine Licht 2011; Erkkilä 

2012; Etzioni 2010; Lord 2006; Strathern 2000; Hood 2007). The risks and negative implications of 

transparency are still undertheorized (Koivisto 2019; Birchall 2014; Koivisto 2016).   

Transparency implies openness and governing under public scrutiny, but to be able to evaluate the 

concept and then make predictions about its effect is to fill the concept with meaning (De Fine Licht and 

Naurin 2016; Hood and Heald 2006; Garsten and Montoya 2008). In most situations the public has 

limited capacity to observe governing and most accountability relationships are complex and involve 

many actors. Instead, insight is enabled indirectly through information disclosure and institutional 

arrangements that shape the extent to which information to flows freely within a polity (Hollyer, 

Rosendorff, and Vreeland, 2014).   

Using transparency instrumentally relates primary to the way governments disclose data. However, 

information is never just out there but needs to be collected and rendered usable. Several features about 

governing can be made transparent, ranging from decision making processes to policy content (decisions, 

policies, budgets or activities) and outputs and outcomes (Grimmelikhuijsen 2012). This way, 
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transparency is not merely an ideal, but a practical organisational issue about generating and rendering 

the data usable to follow up performance and provide evidence about what governments achieve. For 

transparency to work as a steering instrument the information needs to be made visible, but most 

importantly inferable so that it lends itself to accurate conclusions about how governments work and 

what they achieve (Michener & Bersch 2013).  

Governing is transparent when comprehensive information is made available, the information is 

intelligible and readily available for political and organisational decision making and accountability 

purposes. Transforming abstract metrics into behavioural change requires that the disclosed information 

is interpreted, understood and embedded into decision making procedures (Fung, Graham, and Weil 

2007; Weil et al. 2006). But this by no means self-evident and there is a risk that information production 

by governments have a distorting influence on governing. For instance, if excessive and unintelligible 

information is disclosed, transparency becomes a form of data dumping that in practice conceals 

government activities (Hood, 2007; O’Neill, 2006). Further, relying on decontextualized, aggregated 

information for steering may come with a risk of substituting professional judgement with unintelligible 

and misguiding data (Muller 2018a). In situation where transparency policies fail to show how institutions 

behave in practice, accountability relationships are essentially distorted (Fox 2007).  

7.2. Information disclosure in development aid  

In the matter of decades, sharing information about development aid transformed from being an issue 

of a small network of expert into a norm that pushes the development sector towards full disclosure. 

Today, donor institutions engage in routinized disclosure of various forms of information, such as plans, 

flows of development funds as well as results, through different mediums and in varying formats. The 

Creditor Reporting System (CRS) by OECD (DAC) has long been an important forum for aid 

information but in recent years, the International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI), has emerged as 

preeminent global institutional arrangement to promote and put transparency into practice. IATI offers 

an XML-based data standard for disclosure and an online data repository and internet-based tools for 

proliferating aid data. Since it was initiated in 2008, more than 1300 donors,  recipient countries, NGO’s, 

companies and foundations have expressed their support for “a common, open standard for electronic publication 

of timely, comprehensive and forward looking information on resources provided through development cooperation” (Busan 

Outcome Document 2011). Information disclosure has become so widespread that transparency is in the 

development sector understood as “publication of comprehensive, publicly available, timely and comparable 

information on aid flows” (Moon and Williamson 2010). Forward-looking budgets, aid flows and activity-

based information do not provide direct insight into the internal workings of donors, but in theory, this 

information reveals who does what, when, with whom and who pays for it, which should enable citizens, 
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interest groups, political principals, and the media to understand how development aid is used and hold 

donors, implementing organisations and recipient governments accountable.  

7.2.1. Aid transparency research  

The research on transparency in the development field can roughly be divided into two streams. The first 

deals with local transparency initiatives in developing countries and the influence of monitoring and 

performance information for the delivery of services. Reviews of this literature reveal that aid data can in 

some situations improve resource allocation and improve service delivery, provided that the information 

is comprehensible, actionable and include both aid flows and data on population needs (BenYishay and 

Parks 2018; Kosack and Fung 2014).  

Disclosure has been shown to influence allocation of funds, decision making and citizen behaviour. 

Jablonski and Seim (2017) show in field experiments based on distributions of funds that knowledge that 

decisions will be made encourages public officials allocate funds to schools to a larger extent on a need-

basis as compared to public officials absent oversight. Further, experimental research by Rogger and 

Somani (2018) show that providing precise official administrative data to public officials improves their 

accuracy, whereas Gottlieb (2016) shows that providing information about local government capacity 

and performance information increases expectations about what local governments should do and 

encourages citizens to challenge local leaders regarding their performance.  

The second theme focuses donor transparency and investigates its influence on aid allocation and steering 

development interventions. Bosco et al. (2018) says that information about allocation, use and 

performance may improve decision making and especially geocoded data could be valuable for budgeting 

and allocation decisions. An analysis by Faust (2011) on bilateral donor institutions reveals that 

transparent donors are more inclined to partake in global data sharing, which may explain varying 

selectivity patterns for aid allocation: in contrast to findings here in chapter 6, Faust claims that 

transparent donors allocate more funds based on recipient needs and institutional performance. The 

study, however, uses perceptions of corruption as a proxy for transparency and does not capture 

dynamics of change over time.  

On activity level, the desire to demonstrate results and hold implementing organisations may have adverse 

effects on performance. Honig (2019) has investigated monitoring and reporting requirements imposed 

on development organisations by the donors they are accountable to. The analysis reveals 

dysfunctionalities that emerge from hierarchical control and shows that constraining the autonomy harms 

project performance, especially unpredictable institutional environments. In contrast, another field 

experiment display benefits of donor monitoring. Carlson and Seim (2017) investigates how village chiefs 

in Malawi distribute goods under different forms of monitoring and show that if chiefs are monitored by 
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donors, the diversion of resources is minimised and is predominately based on citizen need. But when 

the chiefs are monitored by donors, the government, and citizens simultaneously, the diversion is not 

reduced and leads to citizen dissatisfaction, illustrating problems of multiple accountability relationships. 

So monitoring by donors may have benefits, but in practice, donor control may be limited: Briggs (2017) 

uses geo-located project data in 17 African countries to show that aid tends to flows to wealthy regions 

rather than poor ones, which implies that donors do not exercise strong control over aid flows. 

Further, case studies also investigate the transparency of donors and the consequences of information 

disclosure. The World Bank has been identified as an organisation that successfully implemented 

transparency practices and set a global benchmark, that encouraged other international financial 

institutions to make secrecy an exception (Gutman and Horton 2015; Weaver and Peratsakis 2014). 

Research on donors show that there is wide variance in disclosure practices, despite the wide support for 

transparency on a rhetorical level. Aid transparency rankings suggest that donors are becoming more 

transparent, but that there are considerable differences in how diligently donor institutions implement 

transparency policies and practices. Reasons could be institutional, ideational and material factors, such 

as state pressure, resource constraints, bureaucratic politics and the institutional structure (Weaver and 

Peratsakis 2014; Betts and Orchard 2014).  

Research on transparency the development field effectively shows that if aid data is comprehensive and 

intelligible, there is potential to improve performance, even though results tend to be mixed and 

conditional on the institutional environment. However, monitoring arrangements and focus on 

measurable results may also have distorting effects on the delivery of aid projects. Sethi et al. (2018) 

claims that a central issue is translating abstract information into actionable insights and identifies the 

detachment between those who produce information and those who make decisions about how funds 

are used is a considerable problem. There is growing evidence about the role of information for delivering 

services on the ground, but broad implications of the information architecture are unclear: how donor 

transparency is translated into better aid governance remains poorly understood (Bellver and Kaufmann 

2005; Gaventa and McGee 2013; Gutman and Horton 2015; McGee 2013; Weaver and Peratsakis 2014).  

7.3. The disclosure machinery at work  

This idea that the more data we produce and introduce into a governance system, the more rational, 

efficient, and effective problem solving is bound to become, has become widespread in the aid industry. 

In the best of worlds, disclosure contributes to a form of aid, where donor and recipients are aware about 

each other’s intentions and activities, which enables enabling coordinated and efficient planning, 

management, and delivery of projects. Aid is funnelled to places where it is most needed and implemented 

by those organisations that are most capable of generating results. Results are shown by well-constructed 
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indicators that feed back to donors to provide support for decision making and enable displaying to 

domestic audiences what is achieved. Key instruments for assessing performance and impact are 

indicators and rankings: assessing donor transparency provides a push to disclose aid data and 

information disclosure enables the production of evidence, which accentuates the need and use of 

governance indicators in recipient countries. Indicator knowledge about recipient country merits, needs 

and what is achieved then feeds into the decision making of donors regarding funding decisions.  

Relying on metrics may help making informed choices. For instance, the aid transparency index can help 

a donor identify weaknesses they need to address to improve its own transparency performance and 

when deciding where to allocate funds, a donor might turn to world governance indicators to make 

informed assessments about the institutional or human rights conditions in prospective recipient 

countries. In the best of worlds, combining these types of data could help provide evidence that scarce 

funds are put into good use and improve future interventions. But somewhat surprisingly, despite the 

rapid mushrooming of various types of numeric assessments, how the use of indicators shape agenda 

setting and downstream policy outcomes remain unclear (Governance Data Alliance 2016). Steering with 

disclosure and metrics can be successful, but in situations where the disclosed data is not easily inferable, 

the disclosure arrangements tend to backfire and generate behavioural change that is unpredictable and 

inconsistent with the desired objectives (Fung, Graham, and Weil 2007).  

To grasp the influence of transparency in aid, we need to consider how information disclosure is linked 

to the broader governance system rather than examining restricted disclosure arrangements. This 

dissertation argues that introducing transparency in the development sector will have systemic 

implications for development aid by contributing to a disclosure machinery, a self-reinforcing system of 

governance, where disclosure is a key instrument for governing, indicator data the basis for decision 

making and social pressure linked to knowledge products that provide a reinforcing mechanism and 

continued encouragement towards full disclosure and accentuated use of indicator-based knowledge.  

This is, however, not entirely simple to prove. These types of changes are incremental and difficult to 

disentangle from other reforms, governing fads or historical developments and require qualitative 

assessments as well. 

The case studies provided preliminary evidence about how disclosure is used to advance rationalistic 

steering ideals that place emphasis on efficiency and evidence. Further, the cases illustrated the 

mechanisms by which the disclosure machinery becomes self-sustaining: the performance loop and the 

evidence loop pressure donors to conform to and spread the disclosure agenda. Further, the statistical 

analysis of the previous chapter provided indicative evidence about what kind of governing we can expect 

when moving towards full disclosure. It seems that the more donors disclose data, the more they prefer 
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to engage with recipient governments that can live up to the demands of the disclosure machinery. Now, 

let’s consider three very specific policy consequences of the disclosure machinery, which were arguably 

not intended or predicted by transparency advocates. Austerity, risk aversion and demonstration bias 

could be considered unintended effects of transparency in the development field.   

7.3.1. Expected links between disclosure and aid flows  

But efficient use of funds, avoiding risks and obtaining evidence about what is achieved, these are all 

desirable features in governing, right? This is correct. In most situations is perfectly reasonable to use 

funds efficiently, avoid risks and strive to be able to know if what you do is producing the desired change, 

but if these policy consequences come at the expense of accomplishing the core rationale of development 

aid, then we can speak about unintended effects. The point is that it is much easier obtain evidence and 

avoid risks in recipient countries with well-functioning and predictable administrations and good capacity 

for monitoring and evaluation, but these recipients are not necessarily the ones that need aid the most. 

An unintended effect of the disclosure machinery then seems to be that the increased exposure and data 

use is making donors reprioritise their aid allocation decisions so that aid flows to slightly wealthier and 

well-functioning environments. This might ensure efficient use of funds, safe interventions, and evidence, 

but also means that the poorer recipients and recipients with dysfunctional administrations and 

unpredictable environments are left with less funding. But is disclosure really causing these changes? This 

chapter tests three specific hypotheses related to the disclosure machinery that can be investigated by 

examining the composition of aid flows.  

7.3.1.1. Reduced aid volume 

Transparency is a foundational part of democratic governance and well-functioning (often wealthy) 

democratic governments are usually the ones giving aid. Donors committed to democratic and 

redistributive norms should be altruistic and allocate more funds than others. At first glance, one could 

assume that the transparency level of a donor is positively associated with the volume of aid. But despite 

that transparency is rooted in democratic ideals, the instrumental use of information disclosure is first 

and foremost driven by managerial ideals of performance and efficiency. In the development field, 

transparency is linked to narratives about making use of scarce resources, reducing diversion of funds 

and a displaying result, so that citizens can hold governments accountable. It is plausible that more 

transparent donors, at the outset, give more development aid, but when examining within-unit variation 

over time in donor-recipient dyads, we could assume that information disclosure is associated with 

streamlining aid and making more use of less resources. Consequently, transparency could be associated 

with austerity and diminishing aid flows. The first hypothesis is that, 

H1:  A within unit-increase in information disclosure is associated with a reduction in aid volume.  
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7.3.1.2. Risk aversion 

A second consideration is how transparency relates to risk. With the rise of governance indicators, donors 

have more and more data available about the institutional conditions in developing countries. There is 

an increasing number of companies that provide risk assessments and with these kind of data at hand, 

donor institutions are becoming aware of risks involved in development interventions and seek to provide 

numeric measures of their exposure to risk (Menocal 2013). How information disclosure relates to risk 

is conflicting. 

A basic expectation related to disclosure is that the more information we disclose, the more predictable 

aid flows should become. If donors reveal forward-looking budgets and strategic intentions, we could 

expect that donors become committed to a chosen course of action and once choices are locked in, 

donors should be more robust to risk in the sense that they don’t suddenly cancel projects, cut funding 

or reprioritize aid flows. On the other hand, transparency is known to generate risk-prone behaviour. 

Hunt (2003) argues the trinity of responsibility, transparency and accountability is creating timid 

organizations that always minimize exposure to risk. Similarly, Hood (2007) points out that insight into 

government functions pressures bureaucracies to avoid blame. One of the most common strategies of 

blame avoidance is simply to design policies that minimise exposure to risk and unpredictable situations.  

When donors disclose aid data or generate user-friendly online tools, citizen, political principals, and 

media gain access to information about how funds are used. A donor institution that wants to display to 

external audiences that aid funds are being used in an appropriate manner will likely exercise caution and 

avoid controversial ventures that may attract negative attention. There is an evident tension between the 

desire to display results to be accountable to citizens and the tricky task of operating in and supporting 

recipient countries with low-functioning governments where results are much more difficult to obtain 

than in well-functioning environments.  

Risk aversion may depend on external factors, such as reputational damage if transparency policies reveal 

scandals or misuse of funds. But it has been shown that if the public has insight into the internal workings 

of public organisations, the perceived competence and trust in public officials is reduced (de Fine Licht 

2011; S. Grimmelikhuijsen et al. 2013). Insight incentivises caution and transparency has contributed to 

a new ideal of self-control, which is reflected in the growing reliance on institutional arrangements for 

internal organisational control and risk management (Power 2007).   

Fragile or failed states that are troubled by corruption and rent-seeking behaviour increases the risk that 

aid funds are misused and fail to benefit their intended target populations. Risk-averse donors shy away 

from allocating funds such environments (McGillivray 2006). When donors operate in difficult 

environments, they modify their behaviour, avoid risk-prone ventures or opt for aid modalities with less 
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tangible and visible outcomes, for instance when there is a risk of terror attacks and violence against 

development projects and personnel (Nemeth and Mauslein 2017).  

Barry and DiGiuseppe (2019) have shown that political risks discourage foreign direct investments. Their 

analysis reveals that investment decisions of multinational companies do not only hinge on the risk, but 

on the ability to quantify risk: the negative effect of risk weakens if governments disclose and economic 

performance data, which enables corporations assess risk levels quantitatively.  

So, exposure to external audiences could make donor institutions risk averse, as a form of self-control 

and to evade negative consequences. To alleviate risk, donor institutions will shift allocation of resources 

to recipients in safe and predictable institutional environments where the risks of for instance diversion 

of funds is lower. However, the effect should diminish if recipients are adequately transparent, which 

enables the donors to quantify risk. Two hypotheses can be outlined:  

H2a: Donor disclosure shifts aid flows towards low-risk recipients. 

H2b: The effect depends on recipient country transparency levels. 

The empirical implication first part would be an interaction effect between the risk-level of the recipient 

country and information disclosure. It is reasonable to expect that more disclosure reduces the volume 

of aid flows with stronger magnitude in high-risk recipient countries. The empirical implication of the 

second part would the reduction of aid flows to low-risk recipient countries is smaller in highly 

transparent recipient countries.  

7.3.1.3. Demonstration bias 

A third issue is that the disclosure machinery lives of a promise to provide evidence. Disclosure practices 

may have problematic effects in terms of the production of evidence and bias aid flows to recipients 

where evidence is easier to obtain.  

Recipient country aggregate cross-country data is increasingly sought after by decision makers in 

development agencies, ministries, international organisations and international banks to make informed 

assessments about how to use development funds (Arndt 2008). With aggregated information we can 

make holistic assessments about how organisations function, which enables us to compare performance 

and make judgements about what works and what needs to be improved.  

The key issue here is that disclosure and using indicators to display evidence is mutually reinforcing. To 

be transparent, donors need information about what kind of results they manage to produce, which can 

then be publicly displayed.  A donor striving to be transparent is likely to prefer recipients with tools and 

administrative qualities to provide quantified evidence of how aid is being used and what kind of results 

are achieved. An over-reliance on metrics-based governance leaves the recipient countries absent this 
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kind of capacity underfunded. Data production, aggregation and integration is burdensome for both 

donors and recipient governments that have limited skills and resources to produce data to meet the 

requirements of the disclosure machinery.  

Warnings about unintended effects and distortions are frequently raised about the use of performance 

metrics and indicators. A common unintended effect related to the use of indicators is that they become 

targets themselves, which distorts their usability for steering: “managing via league tables becomes managing the 

league tables themselves” (Tsoukas 1997). This phenomenon is usually expressed as Goodhart’s law or 

Campbell’s law. Examples of indicators become targets themselves and result in gaming are found most 

policy areas where metrics are used (Muller 2018a).  

This relates to the reflexivity and subjectification of comparative assessments: countries become aware 

of their performance in relation to other and seek to change their relative position in the social structure 

rather than changing the underlying governance features that shaped the countries position in the 

structure to begin with. This undermines the usefulness of metrics as steering instruments. In the case of 

aid transparency, being transparent becomes a ritual of keeping up appearances. Michener (2015) has 

suggested that countries might be tempted to engage in gaming to perform well on transparency rankings. 

The fact that donors are ranked may provide this kind of temptation, but the key issue is not only gaming 

the table to appear transparent, but rather that improving conditions for being transparent and displaying 

results becomes a fixation.  

This is of course, not necessarily bad for democratic governance, it is inherently important to be able to 

tell how public funds are spent, but it may have some problematic implications. Donors that introduce 

disclosure practices are likely to prefer recipients with administrative systems that enable donors to show 

how aid is being used and display results, so that they can give an appearance of being transparent.  

Disclosure encourages a shift in aid funding towards recipients with well-functioning administrations 

with capacity for monitoring and evaluation and producing high-quality statistics. In these kind of 

recipient countries, it is easier to display how aid money is used display performance and demonstrate 

“bang for the buck”. This leads to the following hypothesis:  

H3: Increased donor transparency shifts aid allocation towards recipient countries with higher levels of 

transparency. 

Empirically, this would mean that the changes in donor disclosure interacts with recipient country 

transparency levels when predicting aid volumes, so that the main effect is accentuated by higher recipient 

country transparency scores.  
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7.4. Methods, data, and variables  

Both observational and experimental methods have been use to capture the causes and consequences of 

transparency (Cucciniello, Porumbescu, and Grimmelikhuijsen 2017; S. Grimmelikhuijsen et al. 2017). 

Estimating effects of disclosure policies and practices is plagued by endogeneity problems, which have 

in previous observational studies contributed to an overestimation of the benefits of transparency (S. 

Grimmelikhuijsen et al. 2017). Endogeneity is an issue here too: assessing links between information 

disclosure and aid allocation dynamics is challenging as there are a wide range of confounding factors 

that shape the relations of countries and the behaviour of donor institutions. It is difficult to disentangle 

effects, particularly when governance prescriptions are developed iteratively in a transnational process.  

To deal with these issues, the chapter employs a fixed effects approach and focuses on variation within 

donor-recipient dyads. Fixed effects models leverage within-unit variation and alleviate endogeneity 

concerns by controlling for omitted time-invariant and unobserved heterogeneous characteristics that 

may influence the outcome of interest, in this case aid flows. This means that stable institutional factors, 

for instance colonial legacy, cultural proximity or shared language that have been shown to bias allocation 

decisions of donors (e.g. Berthélemy and Tichit 2004) do not need to be considered at all. However, the 

potential bias of time-varying characteristics still needs to be taken into account.  

The analysis is based on three-dimensional unbalanced panel dataset on aid allocation. The data consists 

of dyads representing donor-recipient relationships over time from 1990 to 2010 based on AidData 3.1 

Research release. After limiting the observations to aid from bilateral donors, considering the availability 

of explanatory variables, and discounting dyadic relationships that last shorter than three years and annual 

aid contributions that are outliers in terms of volume/capita36, the number of dyadic relationships is set 

to 1061, with 14 961 observations over time.  

7.4.1. Variables and operationalisations  

Dependent variable: Aid volume in a donor-recipient dyad.  

The dependent variable is measured as annual aid/capita, which is the inflation corrected and donor-

recipient-year aggregated total aid commitments in US dollars per recipient country population.  

Independent variable of theoretical interest: Transparency as reporting economic performance data.  

                                                 
 

36 Most annual aid flows between donors and recipients are relatively small and even. Under some exceptional circumstances, there are 

some exceptionally large annual aid contributions, for instance form the United States to Iraq and Afghanistan in the aftermath of wars. 
The observations are restricted to below 200 million US dollars and above 20 000 dollars per capita and year to disregard outliers.  
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While the previous chapter utilised three different transparency variables that captured different aspects 

of transparency in the development field, this chapter use turns to the HRV-transparency index as a 

transparency measure. The index captures the tendency of governments to disclose numeric data in a 

general sense. Specifically, this index measures the diligence of government collection and dissemination 

of aggregate economic performance data based on a Bayesian item response model (IRT). The item 

response model treats transparency as a latent predictor of data reported or not reported to the World 

Bank to produce WGI indicators. The model rewards disclosure of specific items that are less common 

to disclose. The measure captures a specific type of transparency and the measure performs equally well 

as newspaper circulation for predicting corruption (Hollyer, Rosendorff, and Vreeland 2014). The benefit 

is that it relies on an objective criterion instead of expert judgements like most transparency measures.  

Time-varying controls 

Considering that fixed-effects models can control for omitted time-invariant factors, only covariates that 

are known to influence aid allocation and vary over time need to be considered. The model includes 

variables that capture three central factors that are known to influence aid allocation decisions.  

1. Donor self-interest in terms of commercial interest is considered by including data on trade flows in 

donor-recipient pairs per donor GDP. If there is a relationship between self-interests and aid 

allocation, there should be a positive relationship between the growth in trade and growth in aid 

volume.  

2. Recipient need is captured by considering the infant mortality rate of the recipient country, which 

ought to be one of the most relevant measures for determining which recipients should receive 

aid. Allocation according to need would means that when the infant mortality rate declines, aid 

volumes decline and when the mortality rate increase, aid volumes increase in the following 

period.  

3. Recipient merits are captured through the two recipient country indicators that were theorised to 

interact with donor transparency.  

a. To measure the risk-level of a country, the chapter uses an index by the PRS Groups 

International Country Risk Guide (ICRG). ICRG assesses political and institutional 

qualities and converts them to risk points. The index measures quality of government on 

a scale from 0 to 1 and awards points based on sub-indicators on corruption, law and 

order and bureaucratic quality. For the analysis, the score is multiplied by 100. The 

measure can be seen as a measure of political risk factors that are considered when making 

cross-border investments. A higher value is a recipient with less political risks.  
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b. To measure the recipient government’s capacity to disclose economic performance 

information, the chapter uses the HRV-transparency index scores of the recipient 

country. A positive relationship between growing information disclosure and growing aid 

volumes would imply that donors prefer allocation to countries that engage in 

information disclosure.  

Finally, donor country GDP is included in the model to account for changes in the donor countries 

wealth, which could influence the funds governments have at their disposal and therefore also aid 

volumes.  

7.5. Results  

To begin with, a Hausmann test was performed test if the regressors and the error terms are correlated. 

The null hypothesis that there is no correlation between error terms and regressors was rejected, 

suggesting that the regressors are endogenous and that fixed effects models are preferable.  

7.5.1. The Models 

The results of the baseline model with dyad and year fixed effects are displayed in Table 14. Model 1 

predicts within-dyad changes in aid allocation (US dollars) per capita is statistically significant at (F (26, 

1060) =4.98, p < .000), with a within R2 =.02. The model explains only a modest part of the variation in 

aid flows between bilateral donors and recipient countries, despite including indicators for donor self-

interest, recipient need and recipient institutional quality in the models, along with the donor transparency 

variable. A low R2 value was to be expected, given that the models do not explain why a donor gives aid 

in the first place and the model only leverages within dyad variation in the explanatory variables for 

predicting dyadic changes in aid volumes/capita. Models 2-4 are substantively similar but include 

interaction terms. All explanatory variables shape aid allocation in the expected directions, apart from the 

indicator for the infant mortality rate. However, only the political risk assessment and donor transparency 

are statistically significant predictors of within dyad changes in aid allocation. Figure 14 illustrates the 

estimated coefficients from Model 1 with 90% confidence intervals.   

As suggested by the positive coefficient, trade relations slightly bias allocation, implying donor self-

interest (p < .16). Further, the main explanatory variable of interest, donor transparency, is a statistically 

significant predictor of aid allocation/capita. As suggested by Hypotheses 1, an increase in transparency 

is, indeed, associated with a decrease in funding. The coefficient suggests that an increase in donor 

disclosure by one unit on the HRV-index is linked to a decrease in aid by 23 dollars/capita.  

The negative coefficient of the infant mortality rate suggests an absence of need-based considerations 

since an increase in the infant mortality rate of the recipient country (1 more death per 1000 live births) 
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is associated with a decrease in funding of roughly 6 dollar/capita (p < .14).  Further, the models shows 

that changes in the institutional conditions in the recipient country changes the willingness of donors to 

allocate funds. The more transparent the recipient becomes in terms of disclosing government 

performance data and the better the risk-assessment score is, the more funds are allocated to the recipient  

Table 14: Models 1-4 predicting aid aid/capita 

 

   Note: (d) signifies donor and (r) recipient. Clustered standard errors in parentheses.  
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

The political risk score that measures the level of corruption, degree of law and order and bureaucratic 

quality, specifically designed for investment purposes. A low score indicates poor institutional conditions 

and a high-risk for investments. The model suggests that a one-unit increase in the risk score (on a 100-

unit scale) is associated with an increase in funding of around 9 dollar/capita and the effect is statistically 

significant at p<0.01. However, like expected in hypothesis 2b, the effect of the risk assessment 

diminishes if the recipient country engages in information disclosure and scores well on the HRV-index 

(Model 2 and Figure 15). The results suggest that the reduction in aid flows driven by a worsening risk 

     

VARIABLES Model 1:  Model 2: Model 3: Model 4: 

     

Trade/donor GDP 59.79 49.20 58.38 56.97 

 (42.15) (43.19) (42.17) (42.49) 

Infant mortality rate -6.318 -4.656 -6.397 -6.414 

 (4.255) (4.032) (4.270) (4.271) 

Risk score  9.693*** 13.13*** 5.994 9.842*** 

 (3.238) (3.641) (4.413) (3.249) 

Transparency (r) 51.46 266.7*** -63.07 -30.15* 

 (37.90) (85.56) (44.60) (15.91) 

Transparency (d) -23.37* -22.70 48.23 -2.133 

 (13.98) (13.93) (37.61) (45.85) 

GDP donor 0.0108 0.0106 0.0108 0.0108 

 (0.0113) (0.0112) (0.0113) (0.0113) 

Risk * transparency (r)  -4.598***   

  (1.424)   

Transparency (d) * risk   0.888  

   (0.876)  

Transparency (d) * transparency (r)    9.613 

    (6.104) 
     
Constant 2,056*** 1,795*** 2,227*** 2,089*** 

 (424.4) (412.6) (467.6) (428.7) 

     

Observations 14,961 14,961 14,961 14,961 

R-squared 0.020 0.022 0.020 0.020 

Number of dyads 1,061 1,061 1,061 1,061 

Dyad FE 
Year FE  

YES 
YES 

YES 
YES 

YES 
YES 

YES 
YES 
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assessment disappears for highly transparent recipients.  Nevertheless, the contrast to changes in the 

infant mortality rate is conspicuous.  

Figure 14: Coefficient plot for Model 1 with 90% confidence intervals  

 

Note: The Figure displays coefficients with 90% confidence intervals.  

Figure 15: Risk and recipient transparency interaction 

 

Note: The Figure displays shows an interaction effect that illustrates the higher risk tolerance among donors in situations 
when recipient risk can be quantified.  
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7.5.2. Donor transparency and recipient characteristics    

The models above shows that when looking at dyadic relationships between bilateral donors and recipient 

countries, changes in aid allocation seem predominately to be driven by changing institutional conditions 

in the recipient country. Recipient governments that increase their scores in political risk assessments 

(lower corruption, stable bureaucracy, functioning legal system) and can produce high-quality 

government performance data and statistics tend to be preferred by donors.  

But is the favourable treatment linked to the transparency levels of the bilateral donors, like expected in 

hypothesis 2 and hypothesis 3? To test if changes in donor transparency levels are linked to considerations 

about the institutional conditions in recipient countries when allocating aid, two additional models were 

estimated. Models 3 and 4 consider interactions between donor transparency and the recipient country 

risk score as well as the transparency level of the recipient country government.  

Hypothesis 2a about risk avoidance suggested that when donors become more transparent, they also 

become more risk-averse, which would be reflected in that more transparent donors allocate less 

development funds to high-risk recipient countries. Model 3 shows that the interaction terms between 

changes in donor transparency and changes in risk scores is not statistically significant. Nevertheless, 

predictive margins visualised in Figure 16 suggest that non-transparent donors are indifferent about 

recipient countries risk ratings, but when donors become more transparent, their risk sensitivity seem to 

increase.  

Hypothesis 3 about demonstration bias suggests that more transparent donors would allocate funds to 

more transparent recipients. When considering the interaction between donor and recipient country 

transparency levels, the negative influence of an increase donor transparency on aid per capita seems to 

diminish if the recipient country is transparent. This interaction term is not statistically significant (p = 

0.116) but as visualised in Figure 17 donors that become more transparent allocate less funds, but this 

effect seems to be more substantive in donor-recipient dyads where the recipient country exhibits low 

levels of capacity to produce statistics and economic performance data.  

The results are not conclusive but considering that the models consider changes within donor-recipient 

dyads, the estimations provide a conservative test to the hypotheses. Judging from the predictive margins, 

it seems reasonable to interpret that the more transparent a donor becomes, the more sensitive the donor 

becomes to the level of risk in the recipient country and favour recipients that also disclose data. It is 

evident that donors that engage in sparse information disclosure are blind to the institutional 

characteristics in the recipient countries in their allocation decisions.  
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Figure 16: Interactions between donor transparency and recipient risk 

 

Note: The Figure displays shows predictive margins that illustrate the interaction between donor transparency and recipient 
risk and recipient transparency levels.   

 

Figure 17: Interactions between donor transparency and recipient transparency 

 

Note: The Figure displays shows predictive margins that illustrate the interaction between donor transparency and recipient 
transparency levels.   
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7.6. Discussion:  Implicit Conditionalities?  

The development sector is relying on information disclosure for steering purposes and improving aid 

governance. Rather than treating transparency as an unquestioned democratic good, this dissertation has 

theorised transparency as a disclosure machinery and argued that introducing openness and transparency 

through data disclosure has systemic implications and constitute a self-reinforcing governance 

arrangement, where information disclosure is a key instrument for governing, indicator data is central for 

decision making and social dynamics linked to knowledge products provide a reinforcing mechanisms 

and continued encouragement to disclose data.  

Empirically, this chapter has tested three central policy consequences related to the function of the 

disclosure machinery and a stronger managerial influence in aid governance. The chapter has sought to 

demonstrate that the growing reliance on transparency in governing is prone to shift aid flows in ways 

that were unintended when designing disclosure arrangements. Information disclosure was hypothesised 

to reduce aid flows and bias aid allocation towards low-risk recipient governments with institutional 

capacity to produce and disclose high-quality statistics. In other words, recipients that live up to the 

information production requirements of the disclosure machinery and manage do display evidence are 

awarded. Those that do not see the inflow of aid dwindle.  

By relying on panel data on aid allocation in donor-recipient dyads between 1990 and 2010 and fixed 

effects regression models, the chapter shows that information disclosure does shapes aid allocation, also 

when considering time-varying covariates representing the main explanatory factors in the aid allocation 

literature. When a bilateral donor is becoming more transparent, it has the tendency to reduce its aid 

volumes. A potential explanation to this is that using transparency as a steering instrument is closely 

associated with managerial ideas of continuous performance improvement and displaying to domestic 

audiences that aid funds are not wasted but used efficiently.  

Further, the analysis provides some, albeit limited, support for the hypothesised risk aversion and 

demonstration bias. The implication of these results is that donor transparency is not merely a neutral 

activity of data disclosure, but a commitment to aid driven by quantification of governance, which comes 

with some bias to how aid flows are distributed. The risk is that recipient countries that need aid the most 

are left underfunded because of considerations about risk and demonstrating results.  

The analysis is based on observational data, but endogeneity issues are alleviated by the methodological 

approach. Fixed effects models can account for stable time-invariant unobservable confounding factors 

and central time-varying observable were included in the models as controls. The results are by no means 

conclusive, but models do suggest that the effect of information disclosure is causal. The validity of the 
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findings is improved by the fact that the results correspond to the theoretical propositions presented in 

chapter 3, the qualitative empirical work in chapters 4 and 5 as well as the rudimentary statistical analysis 

in chapter 6.  

There are, however, limitations in the analysis that need to be considered. First, the study is limited to 

the period between 1990 and 2010, and unfortunately does not capture recent years when transparency 

and information disclosure have gained momentum. However, if we can identify effects of information 

disclosure already before the most recent aid transparency boom, it is likely that the magnitude of the 

effects grows when information disclosure gains momentum. Secondly, the main explanatory variable 

used here is conceptually similar but not identical to how aid transparency is understood in the 

development field. Thirdly, the chapter uses indicator knowledge and quantitative methods to test 

whether a growing reliance on disclosure redirects aid funds away from recipient governments that do 

not have the capacity to produce data to display results. So, donors that have not disclosed basic 

information on their aid flows are for obvious reasons omitted from the sample. Similarly, recipient 

governments that are not considered by the producers of the data used as explanatory variables are also 

excluded. As a rudimentary from of transparency is a precondition to be included in the sample, the 

population of donor-recipient dyads is biased towards more transparent donors and recipient 

governments that can generate data for cross-country comparisons. It is an unfortunate reality that we 

cannot statistically analyse actors that do not render themselves amenable for statistical analysis. But that 

was also not the analytical focus of the dissertation to begin with – the interest of this dissertation is the 

emerging disclosure machinery and shifts from basic information disclosure to data obsession.  

Despite limitations, the chapter provides insights into the role of information disclosure for governing in 

the development sector. The chapter illustrates the arguably unintended policy consequences that the 

disclosure machinery generates and highlights how good intentions can distort aid flows. Disclosure 

seems to create implicit conditionalities in aid allocation decisions that redirects aid flows away from 

those who need them the most. It appears that the disclosure machinery exacerbates selectivity patterns.  

The disclosure machinery is pushing the development field towards a two-tier aid arrangement, where 

disclosure-happy donors are turning a blind eye to recipients who are not able to live up to the 

requirements of the disclosure machinery.   
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8. Conclusions: The Disclosure Game 

This dissertation set out to investigate the role and aid transparency in modern information-dense and 

result-oriented development governance. This research can be considered an attempt to understand why 

the development field has so whole-heartedly adapted information disclosure provisions, theorise the 

social dynamics that makes information disclosure a pervasive force in aid governance and explain the 

consequences of the disclosure machinery. In this endeavour, the dissertation has asked some rather 

foundational questions regarding the role information disclosure and has also provided both theoretical 

insights and empirical evidence.  

The theoretical point of departure in this dissertation was that ideas and norms matter and shape how 

states behave on the global arena and aid transparency does indeed seem to matter. Transparency and its 

associated disclosure machinery constitutes an independent source of influence in the development field 

that operate through social dynamics that constrain the agency of donors and alter the social structure in 

which they operate. Transparency is way beyond a neutral act of making the conduct of states visible. 

As a whole, this research shows that aid transparency is a transformative norm with political ramifications. 

While transparency policies and practices have been legitimised with the most diverse set of expectations 

and desired effects, in practice information disclosure is a product of managerial steering ideals. Modern, 

disclosure-driven transparency should be regarded as a commitment to a hyper-rational managerial 

governance, where donors aspire efficiency, avoid risks and where indicators are the foundations on 

which we make decisions and evaluate performance. By providing an institutional framework and 

architecture for information disclosure and rallying political will behind the concept, aid transparency 

enthusiasts have effectively defined how we should understand transparency in the development sector, 

reinforced managerial steering ideals and raised evidence to be a dominant goal. While striving for 

efficiency, avoiding risk, and seeking evidence is in many ways desirable, there are considerable risks for 

distortions involved in these aspirations. Based on this research, some risks seem to have become realised.  

This thesis has argued and provide both qualitative and quantitative evidence that the shifts in governance 

that the development field is experiencing are considerable. The first empirical part asked when and why 

sharing data became aid transparency. Placing aid transparency in a historic context and mapping key 

initiatives and conceptual development has shown that there was not that much new about the aid 

transparency revolution and that what is today promoted as transparency is predominately a form of 

information disclosure that provides the raw material for metrics-based governing. This form of 

transparency is geared at producing visible aid flows that can be linked to policy indicators to provide 

greatly desired but elusive evidence about what works and what does not, which ultimately feeds back to 

inform aid allocation decisions, presumably rendering aid smarter, more rational, and less wasteful. Veiled 
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in the language of transparency, information disclosure transforms into a supposed panacea for several 

governance problems endemic to the development sector.  

The idea is that long as you take part in the disclosure game and encourage others to do so too, everyone 

wins. But is this so? On domestic level, the donor cases sought to display what actually occurs in domestic 

settings when aid transparency is introduced. The cases show that the idea of rationalisation and 

streamlining through transparency is an explicit goal and the ranking apparatus built to further push for 

more disclosure provides an additional normative push to take part in creating this tech-utopian dream. 

Resistance to the disclosure measures veiled in transparency narratives is quickly thwarted and even 

though the aid data is underused, fragmented and at times even pointless, the mere production and 

existence of the data provides incentives to further use and incorporation it into the work of aid agencies 

and policymakers. It would be such a waste not to use all the beautiful data, now that it is produced.     

In a similar vein, but based on an entirely different approach, the statistical analysis shows that aid 

transparency seems to be working in the sense that it spurs change in the ways donors govern aid. The 

normative appeal of transparency and allure of indicator-based evidence has encouraged donors to sign 

up to data sharing initiatives, generate and publish data - even new donors with remarkably dubious 

transparency records. By analysing aid governance characteristics, the chapter links transparency to 

managerial governance that places emphasis on control and streamlining aid, precisely as showcased in 

Swedish case where transparency was part of an initiative to bring order and curtail the aid agency that 

was considered wasteful. Rather ominously, however, the analysis also points out that the information 

disclosure architecture seems to nudge aid flows away from the poorest recipients, which possibly could 

have something to do with their ability to live up to all the reporting requirements to satisfy the needs of 

the disclosure machinery. The fourth empirical analysis confirms that the global information disclosure 

rally is generating what is arguably unintended and implicit conditionalities that shape global aid flows. 

Some recipients have the capacity live up to the global disclosure game, others not. The more we disclose, 

the more we forget the recipients that for whichever reason are unable to live up to the disclosure 

requirements. 

These developments are difficult to reverse, as the disclosure machinery seems to produce a self-

reinforcing cycle of disclosure, driven by feedback loops that enable assessment of both donor 

performance and achievements in recipient countries and push the development field towards evidence-

based governing. In an abstract sense, numeric information disclosure provides the raw material for 

metrics-based governance, where the production of data serves to make actors seem credible and 

legitimate actors but also narrows the scope of their agency to activities that are backed by available data 

and indicators that inputs can be linked to, to show what is done and achieved. By disclosing data donors 
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improve their rankings and reputations, pushing other donors to live up to the same standards. And as 

more transparent donors are inclined to prioritise recipients that also disclose, this way incentivising 

disclosure among recipients too.  

The problem, however, is that the disclosure burden can be quite significant, especially for less developed 

countries with inadequate administrative capacity. Transparency is important form a democratic 

perspective, but it seems to be that some quite significant sacrifices are made at the altar of evidence. It 

would be wise for policy makers and civil servants in donor organisations to consider if expecting from 

others what donors expect from themselves in terms of openness and disclosure practices is the best way 

forward. Because if we do, we risk creating a two-tier development field, where transparent and 

predominately western donors fund predictable and relatively well-functioning first order recipients and 

the second order recipients rely on undisclosed funding from unknown sources, or then they are left to 

fend for themselves. Alternatively, donors could invest heavily in improving the capacity to manage 

information and generate statistics in recipient countries that struggle with these issues. This would help 

these recipients attract funding. While this would counteract the bias caused by the disclosure machinery, 

this solution would also likely feed the disclosure machinery with new data sources and even more 

comprehensive information.  

Once out, you can’t put toothpaste back into the tube. The disclosure machinery is here to stay and 

displays self-reinforcing dynamics that are pushing the development field towards full disclosure and 

data-driven governing. The normative allure of transparency makes it doubtful if we can backtrack on 

disclosure practices, even if we are presented with evidence about undesirable implications. Despite the 

at times critical and stern approach towards information disclosure in this dissertation, these 

developments are not necessarily all unwanted. It is probably so, that data about aid can provide 

opportunities to advance our understanding about how the development field works and opportunities 

to improve aid. And if citizen in donor and recipient countries can benefit from openly available aid data 

and allow them to hold their governments accountable for their performance, this is of course laudable 

from a democratic standpoint. But if this really happens systematically is unclear. What this research 

shows is that aid transparency neither seems to contribute to better coordination nor push donors to do 

the right thing in terms of providing aid to those who need it the most.  

By theorising the disclosure machinery and empirically illustrating its function, social dynamics, and self-

sustaining nature as well as testing hypothesised effects and implications, this dissertation has evinced the 

nature of modern, disclosure-driven transparency. The disclosure machinery constitutes an independent 

source of influence in modern aid governance that function through social dynamics and reinforce 

managerial steering ideals. The disclosure machinery is neither a repressive system of Orwellian oversight, 
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nor is it a realisation of tech-utopian visions where data is the panacea for societal problems. Still, the 

self-reinforcing machinery produces considerable policy consequences and gradually shapes the global 

flow of development funds in ways that were never explicitly intended or envisioned by the designers of 

information sharing arrangements.  While there is a theoretical rationale for considering austerity and 

curtailing spending as an intended effect of transparency among some decision makers critical of aid, it 

is hard to imagine that specifically redirecting aid flows away from the poorest of the poor would be 

intentional. This is in stark contrast to the core rationale of development aid and probably an unintended 

effect of information disclosure. We need to acknowledge that aid transparency is not an innocent and 

politically neutral exposé, and we should be aware about how the disclosure machinery functions and 

counteract its distortive and unintended influences in the development field. It is not in the interest of 

the development community that those in the largest need of development assistance are left with 

inadequate funds. From a humanitarian perspective this is difficult to stomach.  
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